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Abstract 
One of the trends in ship building is the building of larger and faster ships. However, 
increasing demand for speed has forced the ship designers to search for alternative 
materials to reduce the weight of the ship without compromising strength. Aluminium 
alloys, once properly designed, can achieve this goal by reducing the weight of 
structural components by over 50% compared to those made of normal carbon steel. 
Another advantage of aluminium alloys is that its corrosion resistance. In a sea 
environment, steel has been found to corrode about 100 times faster than aluminium 
alloys under the same corrosive environment. 

As the size of aluminium ship increases, fatigue has become one of the main design 
criteria. In order to effectively make use of the high strength/weight ratio of aluminium 
alloys, the cross section of the structural components as well as the joint design should 
be optimized to provide sufficient fatigue strength while still maintain acceptable 
fabrication cost. Extruded hollow stiffeners have been proven to be able to provide 
excellent light and stiff panels for aluminium ships. 

Box stiffener is such a cross section profile investigated in the present study. The box 
stiffener is usually oriented longitudinally by interacting with a large number of web 
frames by fillet welds. These welded joints may be exposed to larger fatigue damage 
due to its significant stress variations experienced during the service of the ships. In 
addition, welding of these joints is quite costly since there are a large amount of them 
and it is difficult to apply automatic welding due to complex profile. Any simplification 
in the welding procedure would cause a significant benefit to the ship builders. 

Three similar web frame/box stiffener connections are considered in these studies, by 
varying the opening shape on the web fame and accordingly the welding procedure. The 
objective is to achieve sufficient fatigue strength while still maintaining an 
economically efficient joint. The first connection (denoted as Alt-1) tries to make a 
relatively larger opening on the web frame for easy assembling and more space for 
welding. The second and third alternatives (denoted as Alt-2 and Alt-3) are identical in 
the opening on the web frame while differs on welding procedure only. Interrupted 
welding is performed for Alt-2 to save both the human resource and weld material while 
continuous welding is required for Alt-3 for a simple welding procedure. Alt-3 also 
provides a water tight solution due to the continuous welding. 

It is found that the change of cutting shapes on the web frame as well as the 
corresponding weld procedure has great impact on both the static and fatigue properties 
of the joints. Extra welding around the web frame may cause a high stress concentration 
at the weld toe and therefore imply an unacceptable fatigue damage. However, a simple 
weld can be a good candidate to achieve sufficient fatigue strength. 

Butt weld is usually used to join two pre-fabricated units to obtain sufficient overall 
strength of the joined single piece structure. However, difficulty may arise for such 
units when the box stiffeners are presented as the longitudinal stiffeners due to 
relatively large shrinkage and distortion introduced in the fabrication process including 
welding in the adjacent area. A special type of lap joint, denoted as box stiffener lap 
joint is designed to provide a joining solution for the box stiffeners. By enabling the 
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inside profile of the lapping plate to be identical to the outside profile of the box 
stiffener, the joining of two box stiffeners is just to weld the intersection lines between 
the lapping plate and box stiffener. Only the wide flanges of the box stiffener require a 
conventional weld. Cracking from the weld root should be avoided to ensure sufficient 
fatigue strength. 

Good fatigue performance is observed for the box stiffener lap joint. The weld leg 
length is found to be a determining factor that affects both the fatigue strength and 
fatigue crack initiation site. Weld leg length between 6.0 and 7.5 mm is suggested to 
avoid high stress concentration at the weld toe. Moreover, this design reduces the 
likelihood of fatigue cracks to initiate from the most complex manual welding area. 

Information about fatigue analysis of welded aluminium structures is quite limited in 
the open literature. This thesis deals with fatigue assessment methods of welded 
aluminium plate structures based on both numerical analysis and experimental tests. 
Various stress based fatigue assessment methods such as the nominal, structural and 
notch stress approaches have been applied to the investigated joints.  

The nominal stress range approach can not provide a satisfactory prediction of the 
fatigue strength of novel welded joints because the local geometrical details including 
structural geometry and weld geometry are implicitly embedded in the nominal design 
SN curves. Laboratory tests would hence be needed to establish nominal stress 
approaches. More refined local approaches including the structural stress range 
approach and the notch stress range approach have been developed for a more accurate 
assessment of the fatigue strength. The main challenge for these local approaches is to 
find suitable stress calculation methods in the vicinity of the weld and thereby the 
uncertainties that determine the fatigue strength of the joint can be quantitatively 
reflected in a local stress concentration factor. Several of these methods are applied in 
the study of novel types of welded aluminium joints in this thesis. The choice of design 
SN curves must be consistent with the way by which the design stress range is 
calculated. Fatigue test data support the use of a structural stress design SN curve of 
fatigue class 40 for the fatigue assessment of aluminium fillet welded in-plane bracket 
connections when the structural stress has been derived from the extrapolation methods. 
It has been shown that a structural stress design SN curve of fatigue class 44 for the 
fatigue assessment of aluminium lap joints can be used. 

Another important issue is to investigate the effect of the local weld geometry such 
as the weld toe angle, weld toe radius, and weld leg length on the value of the 
structural/notch stress and accordingly on fatigue behaviour. The weld parameters of the 
joints have been measured in the laboratory and the statistical measured values are used 
in the numerical finite element models (FEM). 

Improving fatigue strength of critical joints is found to be necessary late in the design 
process or during the service time of a structure to extend the whole service life of the 
structure. The effect of weld toe grinding on the stress concentration at the weld toe is 
studied by finite element analysis (FEA). Fatigue tests show that the fatigue life in terms 
of number of cycles to failure is nearly doubled by simply grinding the weld toe of the 
joint. However, the standard deviations are not so much affected as the fatigue strength. 
The effect of weld parameters such as the grinding depth has been found to play a 
decisive role in fatigue life improvement. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the background to the research and the research objectives are briefly 
presented. 

1.1 History 

The thesis work started in the fall of 1998 and the main work was completed in the end 
of year 2001. The initiation of the research topic was to propose and verify a cost-
effective web frame/box stiffener welded joints for high speed light craft (HSLC) based 
on numerical as well as experimental investigations with regard to their fatigue 
performance. A novel joint solution, so called box stiffener lap joint, for joining two 
separate box stiffeners is proposed as well. This joint solution is necessary in the areas 
where transverse components such as web frames are not allowed. These alternative 
joints were grouped into two categories depending on whether a web frame is included 
or not. 

The fatigue assessment methods based on local stresses such as the structural stress 
have been evolving during the research period.  Therefore, variou methods were applied 
to the present investigation as well. 

The research results for the box stiffener connections were summarized in several 
research papers, each containing both the numerical results as well as the test data (Ye 
and Moan 2002b; 2007a). 

After the completion of the test program for the box stiffener connections, the 
question about the fatigue life improvement by weld toe grinding emerged. Another 
series of testing was therefore carried out to compare the fatigue performance of the as-
welded and toe-ground non-load carrying fillet welded cruciform joints. The results 
were presented in a separate paper (Ye and Moan 2007b). 
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These papers were published from 2002 to 2007 and therefore some of the most 
recent developments may not be reflected in early papers published. 

1.2 Research objectives and thesis organization 

Hollow extruded stiffeners have been widely adopted as a main stiffener type in the ship 
building practice of aluminium vessels because of its excellent weight/strength 
properties. A variety of web frame/box stiffener welded connections in a mid-sizedd 
aluminium ships may be envisaged. The primary objective of the present work is 
therefore to propose an economically efficient box stiffener /web frame connection that 
would guarantee sufficient fatigue strength while in the mean time maintain reasonable 
fabrication costs (Objective 1). Variations in the overall geometry as well as welding 
features are examined. A related topic on how to join two box separate stiffeners is also 
studied by proposing a box stiffener lap joint within the same objective. 

Methods for fatigue assessment of such joints was explored based on various stress-
based methods including the nominal, structural and notch stress methods. The ultimate 
goal is to assess their feasibility as practical methods to perform local stress calculation 
together with consistent selection of design SN curves for engineers in their quest for 
assessing fatigue performance of welded aluminium structures (Objective 2). Another 
aim is to examine the role of the weld parameters such as the weld toe angle, weld toe 
radius and weld leg length, etc. in the fatigue evaluating progress as well as their 
influence on the fatigue life of the welded joints (Objective 3). An additional aim is to 
evaluate the effect of weld toe grinding on fatigue life improvement (Objective 4). 

The relations between different joint types and objectives are reflected in different 
papers as shown in Figure  1-1. Most parts of the work have been published in the 
following papers: 

• Paper 1 (Ye and Moan 2002a) was published in the International Journal of 
Fatigue. It presented the research work on the novel box-stiffener lap joint for 
joining two individual box-stiffeners. The effect of the weld parameters on 
both the static and fatigue behaviour of the box stiffener lap joint was studied. 
A selection of fatigue class 44 is suggested for such kind of lap joints. 

• Paper 2 (Ye and Moan 2007a) was also published in the International Journal 
of Fatigue. It examined the effect of cutting shape as well as correspondent 
welding procedure for box-stiffener/web frame connections by fillet weld. 
Influence of several weld parameters were investigated as well. 

• Paper 3 (Ye and Moan 2007b) has been accepted by Fatigue and Fracture of 
Engineering Materials and Structures. It investigated the benefit on fatigue 
improvement by toe grinding on non-load carrying fillet weld cruciform 
joints. Various fatigue assessment methods were compared. Grinding depth 
was found to be decisive for fatigue improving. 

• Paper 4 (Tveiten, Ye and Moan 2002) was presented in the Fatigue Congress 
2002. It reviewed published SN data of welded aluminium structures together 
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with finite element analysis results in order to discuss the various effects that 
influence a consistent selection of design SN data. 

 

 
Figure  1-1  Objectives and thesis organization 

 

The above mentioned papers are collected in the thesis as appendices. Several other 
conference papers have also been published for the investigated joints. They are not 
included as parts of the thesis because most of the contents of these papers were 
extracted from the journal papers 1 to 3 while without extensive discussion due to page 
limits. These papers are listed below: 

• Paper 5 (Ye, Moan and Tveiten 2001) was presented in PRADS2001. It 
presented the main results for the box-stiffener lap joint as published in Paper 
1. 

• Paper 6 (Ye and Moan 2002b) was presented in Fatigue Congress 2002. It 
contained the main test data for the box-stiffener/web frame connections. 
Paper 2 is an extension version of this paper. 

• Paper 7 (Ye and Moan 2006) was presented in Fatigue Congress 2006. It 
summarized most often used local stress based fatigue assessment methods 
and proposes a general purpose structural stress calibration scheme. No 
significant benefit was obtained by applying such a method to the tested 
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joints in the thesis. Therefore, the author decided not to include this paper as 
part of the thesis. However, this paper proved that existing methods are good 
enough to serve as practical methods for fatigue assessment of aluminium 
welded joints. 

• Paper 8 (Ye and Moan 2007c) was presented in PRADS2007. Extensive 
discussions were contained in Paper 3.  

1.3 Background and previous work 

Weight control is a key issue in product construction when the designers try to make 
maximum benefit of the high strength/weight ratio of aluminium. The extrusion 
technology makes the choice of complex cross section profiles possible to meet the 
strength requirements. Extruded hollow cross section profiles have been proven to be an 
excellent building block for aluminium ships. Box stiffeners are such profiles which 
have been successfully used in aluminium ships. There are a great number web 
frame/box stiffener welded connections in a mid-sized ship and hence any 
simplification of such joint would be of great benefit to the ship builders. The main 
concern for these joints is to achieve sufficient fatigue strength because they are located 
relatively far from the neutral axis of the hull and will invariably experience a large 
number of cyclic loads during the service that may cause cracks to form and grow and 
in the worst case collapses the whole structure with numerous fatalities and significant 
property damage as for other similar structures (Bishop 1955; Petroski 1983). 

The variety of web frame/box stiffener geometries and corresponding welding 
features are envisaged. On the condition that sufficient fatigue strength is provided, the 
design goal is to find an economically efficient solution by limiting the requirement of 
human resources or simplifying the assembly process. Joining two box stiffeners is an 
interesting topic because conventional butt weld may not be realistic for box type cross 
section profiles. A box stiffener lap joint provides a possible solution that may ease the 
assembling of two separate box stiffeners. Moreover, this lap joint should be preferably 
located at sections where the global longitudinal stresses are small. 

Fatigue design provisions were not explicitly included in the design of aluminium 
structures (Fredriksen 1997) until the fatigue had become a critical design criterion in 
connection with the large catamarans such as the Stena HSS 1500 (Nordhammer 1998). 
Therefore, previous design rules that were primarily established for small-sized 
structural components seem to be inadequate to provide a sound basis for the fatigue 
design of aluminium structural components. 

Fatigue assessment methods for aluminium structures are primarily based on the 
Wöhler curve or SN curve when the fatigue life is relatively long, for instance, the 
number of cyclic loads can be up to 108 in a design life of 20 years for a ship structure.  

Current design codes and classifications can be divided into three categories 
according to the stress definition used in conjunction with SN curves. The nominal 
stress range approach is the most popular one in which the design stress does not 
explicitly reflect the stress raising factors due to neither the local joint geometry nor the 
weld geometry. This method provides a quick estimate of the fatigue strength of a given 
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joint. This method depends entirely on relevant experimental data to judge which SN 
curve is relevant. The nominal stress range approach is widely adopted by design codes 
and classifications such as the Aluminium Association (AA 1994), British Standard (BS 
1991), ECCS (1992), IIW (Hobbacher 2003), and Eurcode 9 (1998). 

A number of joint details are usually included in the design codes and classified into 
different “detail classes” depending on attachment type, fatigue cracking location, weld 
specification and load conditions. One “detail class” is often deduced by performing 
small-scale fatigue tests which involve some kind of scatter. The design SN curves are 
then obtained by the so-called “mean minus two standard deviations” method. This way 
of developing such an SN curve is appropriate in the steel industry because the 
geometry of the joints have been standardised over long period and enormous amount of 
test data provides a strong confidence in using the design SN curves. 

This is not the case for aluminium, at least, for the following reasons. First, 
aluminium is a relatively young engineering construction material even though there has 
been an expansion in the use of aluminium because of its good mechanical properties 
such as its high strength/weight ratio. Second, the most important reason is that the 
section profile can be fabricated into any desired shape by extrusion techniques. A 
standard section profile database is therefore impractical because a structure designer 
may use a self-designed complex section profile for a special purpose. In addition, as 
indicated in the previous part, fatigue of aluminium has not been implemented in the 
design codes and classification until recently. 

Local stress based approaches, such as the structural (or hot-spot) and notch stress 
range approaches are, therefore, useful in the fatigue assessment of the aluminium 
structures. A common feature of these local approaches is that the effect of the local 
joint geometry (that is called the structural geometry in this study) as well as the weld 
geometry is taken into account by the reference stress and not in SN data themselves. In 
the nominal stress range approach, these effects are implicitly embedded in the design 
SN curves. 

Fatigue assessment methods based on the local stresses greatly simplify the “detail 
classes” appeared in the nominal stress range approach (Eurocode 9 1998; DNV 1997). 
However, how to calculate the local stresses becomes another challenge for these 
methods. A universal and practical method for all types of joints is hard to obtain. On 
one hand, the existing methods are usually joint dependent, such as the extrapolation 
methods (Niemi 1995; Niemi et al. 2006; Hobbacher 1996). On the other hand, some 
joint-independent methods such as the method proposed by Tveiten and Moan (2000) 
and another one proposed by Xiao and Yamada (2004) require very fine mesh size in 
the finite element analysis (time consuming), thus limiting its practical application. 

Geometrical parameters of the weld play decisive roles in determining the fatigue life 
of a welded joint (Engesvik and Moan 1983). The modelling of the weld in the finite 
element analysis influences the local stress calculations. A modelling principle was 
summarised by Tveiten et al (2002). These parameters including the weld toe angle, 
weld toe radius, weld throat thickness and weld leg length scatter randomly while hard 
to account for in the finite element model. The influence of these parameters on the 
local stress concentration factors is not explicitly reflected in current design codes and 
classifications. 
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Selection of proper fatigue design curve by means of structural stress for welded 
aluminium structures is equal important to the developing of the calculation method of 
the stress. Existing design guidelines do not clearly comment on the choice of design 
curves together with consistent use of certain type of local stress calculation methods. 

Fatigue improvement by weld toe grinding has been observed for the steel structure 
by a factor of approximate 2.0 in terms of number of cycles at a given stress range level 
(Haagensen and Maddox 2004). Improvement has also been reported by Haagensen and 
Maddox (2004). In aluminium, however, no consistent benefit factor has been claimed 
(Tveiten 1999). 

1.4 Thesis structure 

Chapter 2 gives the state-of-the-art of relevant fields of this thesis and explains the 
reasons for proposing the research topics. Chapter 3 is a summary of the results and 
findings for each topic and give recommendations relating to corresponding topics. 

Papers 1 to 4 are collected in appendix A and Appendix B includes the material 
certificates and welding inspection documents. Appendix C describes the measuring 
details of the weld parameters. Some coloured photos are reprinted in Appendix D. 
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2 Fatigue of Aluminium Welded Joints 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter describes the design of appropriate welded joints for aluminium ships 
which have sufficient fatigue life while still being cost-effective. The focus is on welded 
joints of box stiffened panels. Various fatigue assessment methods together with 
corresponding design SN curves are reviewed. A general structural stress definition is 
proposed for the selected welded joints. Methods for improving the fatigue performance 
of as-welded and toe-ground non-load carrying fillet weld cruciform joints are also 
reviewed. Finally, the specimens and the set-up for the experimental investigation of the 
fatigue strength are described. 

2.1 Aluminium vs. steel in ship building 

The ship building industry has been using steel as a main construction material for more 
than one and half century and the trend will still continue in a foreseeable future. The 
size of ship has never ceased to increase to satisfy the new requirements for larger and 
larger ships. For example, the “unsinkable” Titanic built in 1910 weighs only about 
46,000 tons while the most recently launched cruise ship “Freedom of the seas” built in 
2007 has a record weight of 160,000 tons that weighs nearly three and a half times of its 
predecessor. Increasing demands for larger ships have forced the designers to search for 
substituting materials to reduce the weight of the ship without sacrificing strength. 
Among many available materials, aluminium and its alloys has become one of the main 
candidates that can provide competitive strength compared to normal strength steel. A 
properly designed structural component made of aluminium alloy can reduce the weight 
by more than 50% compared to that made of normal strength steel. 

High strength steels with yield strength beyond 350 MPa are not replaceable in ship 
building applications where high strength is critical. Even though any aluminium alloys 
do not have such high yield strength as the high strength steels, there are many 
aluminium alloys which do have nearly identical/higher minimum yield strength 
compared to normal strength structural steel, for instance, the most popular A36 steel 
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which has yield strength of 250 MPa while the 5000 family aluminium alloy has 
average yield strength of 275 MPa and has been mainly developed as marine alloys. 

Aluminium has a density of only 2720 kg/m3 which is approximately one-third as 
much as steel (7850 kg/m3). Its elastic modulus (70 GPa) is also nearly one-third of steel 
(200 GPa). The combination of these properties makes aluminium an appealing 
construction material especially in the components carrying significant bending load, 
particularly in skinned/plate structures such as ships. Significant bending loads have to 
be carried by the main structures in these products as the one showing in Figure  2-1 
where the load conditions for an aluminium catamaran hull was illustrated (Heggelund 
et al. 2002). 

 

Combination of wave loads

Global wave loads

Lateral wave pressure

Bending moment in stiffener

Stress distribution in stiffener
due to local wave loads (σlocal)

Stress distribution in hull girder (σglobal)

Stress in stiffener
due to global wave
loads (σglobal)

Transverse girder

Longitudinal stiffener
Plate

Local wave loads

 

Figure  2-1  Load and stress components in an aluminium ship hull (adapted after 
Hegglund et al. 2002) 

 

Aluminium structure with the same weight as steel has also better resistance to 
compressive load such as to buckling. Another great advantage of using aluminium in 
ship building is its unrivalled resistance to sea water corrosion with a corrosion rate of 
only 1% as much as steel. Aluminium alloys have been commonly used for marine 
structures where weight and high speed are important such as for high speed ferries and 
military ships. For example, the guided missile destroyer, Scott, uses aluminium as the 
construction material for superstructure while aluminium is used for whole body of the 
patrol combatant missile hydrofoil, Gemini, according to Naval Vessel Register (NVR). 
Dramatic advances in technology have allowed the use of aluminium for building 
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larger-sized ships. A recent record with overall length more than 126 meters has been 
successfully set up by Austal in building both high speed express and combat ships as 
shown in Figure  2-2. These vessels can travel at a high speed of more than 40 knots for 
much faster passenger/car transportation and navy deployment (Austal 2007). 

 

         

Figure  2-2  Large aluminium ships built in recent years by Austal (left:Benchijigua 
Express, right: US navy’s LCS - Littoral Combat Ship) 

 

Energy efficiency is becoming more and more important. In these connections 
aluminium is advantageous due to its significant energy savings in recycling. 

2.2 A short history of aluminium in ships 

Using aluminium as a main construction material in ship building industry can be traced 
back to 1930’s. The size of the ship during that age was in a length range of 60 m and 
ever since it had been confined to small sized ships until 1960s. 

A combination of steel and aluminium has been another choice for ship building 
industry to mainly reduce weight of the superstructures, as mentioned in the previous 
section. An increasing interest in using aluminium as a main construction material has 
emerged in the recent decades, particularly in the ferry and cruise ship industry, where 
speed and comfort are main concerns. Military requirement for ultra-high speed vessels 
plays another important role of pushing aluminium in the eyesight of the ship designers 
and builders. 

A 74 m long catamaran “Hoverspeed Great Britain” was built at the end of 1980s 
which made a record fast trip during its trans-Atlantic voyage from Australia to the UK 
in 1990 (AA 1997). The record was exceeded by the building of the Stena HSS1500 
with a length of 126.6 m (Storey 1997). The hull design of aluminium ships has also 
significantly evolved from mono-hull to catamaran (as for Stena seriers), trimaran (as 
for LCS). Application of aluminium in new concepts such as quadrimarans or 
pentamarans is also being investigated. 
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2.3 Design of welded joints 

2.3.1 General 

A joint is conventionally defined as a manner by which structural parts meet each other. 
Examples are lap joint and T-joint as shown in Figure  2-3. The structural parts can be 
made into one functional component by weld such as butt and fillet weld and 
accordingly addressed as a welded joint. The strength of the welded joint depends both 
on the material and the weld. Butt welded joints have a potential for higher performance 
than joints with fillet welds but are more costly to make. Therefore, butt welds are 
applied in the areas where higher strength is desired while fillet welds are used in less 
important parts.  

 

Fillet weldFillet weld Fillet weldFillet weld

 

Figure  2-3  Example of joint types, Lap joint and T joint 

 

The basic components in shipbuilding are rolled plates and hollow section extruded 
profiles (Figure  2-4). Box stiffener is such a hollow section that can provide excellent 
strength/weight properties as demonstrated in practice by the design of  the Stena HSS. 

The box stiffeners are integrated in the hull by a large number of joints with the web 
frames by fillet welds, as shown in Figure  2-4. The fatigue strength of such joints is 
becoming decisive when the size the vessels are becoming large. In addition, welding of 
these joints requires a huge amount of human labour and therefore any simplification of 
the welding may bring significant benefit to the builders. However, any simplification 
should not be at a price of sacrificing the overall strength of the welded joints. 

     

Figure  2-4  Extruded hollow sections and web frame/box stiffener connections 
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2.3.2 Designing web frame/box stiffener joints 

Three similar web frame/box stiffener connections for the panels in Figure  2-4 were 
proposed and analysed in this study. The overall structure is identical while only small 
modifications for each individual connection as illustrated in Figure  2-5 and Figure  2-6. 

 

 

Figure  2-5  Overview of the web frame/box stiffener connection 

 

Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3

weld weld weld
A

p p

gap

Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3

weld weld weld
A

p p

gap

 

Figure  2-6  Joint difference for the web frame/box stiffener connection 

 

A large opening at A on the web frame is made for Alt-1. Welding is performed 
along the intersection lines of the two parts (gray line in Figure  2-6). Ensuring easy 
assembling of the two parts and providing free access for the welding to be carried out 
around the web frame are the main intention for using a large opening. Alt-2 differs 
from Alt-1 in both the cutting shape and weld feature. The opening on the web frame is 
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tailor cut to fit to the profile of the stiffener with a small gap of approximately 1 mm. 
Welding across the web frame is not possible due to the small gap. Therefore the 
welding is simply terminated at some distance (denoted as p in Figure  2-6) from the 
bottom flange of the box stiffener. No difference on the opening on the web frame is 
made compared to Alt-2. However, welding is performed without termination around 
the box stiffener for Alt-3. Hence, a continuous weld around the cross section of the box 
stiffener is formed. The last solution also provides a water tight connection which 
makes it different from the other two connections. 

Welding on aluminium profiles may cause larger shrinkage and distortion of the 
cross section than for steel structures. This fact makes it difficult to join two pre-
fabricated units where a number of parallel box stiffeners must meet each other, by 
means of for instance butt weld. In order to effectively join such profiles, a novel box 
stiffener lap joint is proposed, as shown in Figure  2-7. The wide flange (bottom) of the 
box stiffeners is joined by conventional butt welds while the hollow sections are joined 
by such a special lap joint. The covering plate (lap plate) is so designed that its inside 
profile is identical to the outside profile of the box stiffener. By applying fillet welds 
around the joining lines between the lap plate and box stiffeners, the two sections will 
then be formed into one piece. There are no special requirements for the cutting shape 
on the joining end of each box stiffener as long as the lapping area is sufficient to 
transfer the load acted on the joint. The lapping length increases from the top flange to 
the bottom flange as shown in Figure  2-7, until the bottom flanges meet with a small 
gap where butt weld will be performed. This design will enable larger contacting area 
and therefore increase the rigidness of the joint, particularly under bending loads. 

 

 
(a)  Overall of the lap joint 
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(b)  Geometry details of the lapping area 

Figure  2-7  Box stiffener lap joint and joining details 

2.4 Weld measurements and laboratory tests 

2.4.1 Weld measurement 

Weld parameters such as the weld toe angle (θ), weld toe radius (ρ), weld throat 
thickness (a) and weld leg length (λ) as shown in Figure  2-8. Welds both for typical T-
joints and lap joints are illustrated. These parameters play an important role in 
determining the fatigue behaviour of the welded joints (Engesvik and Moan 1983). 

 

 

ρθ 

λ 

ρ θ

λ 

a a 

t t

 

Figure  2-8  A simple illustration of the weld parameters for T-joint and lap joint 
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2.4.2 Test set-up 

The test specimens are tested under a four-point bending load condition as shown in 
Figure  2-9. 

 

 

Figure  2-9  Test set up for four-point bending load condition 

 

Figure  2-10(a) schematically shows the dimensions of the test set-up together with the 
details of the end supporting, Figure  2-10(b). A slot is machined along the shaft as 
shown in Figure  2-10 (c) so that the end plate can be fitted into the shaft. Two roller 
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bearings are then fixed at each end of the shaft to ensure the end plate can slightly rotate 
about the neutral axis when the specimen deforms. Longitudinal movement of the 
specimen is well restricted by the friction between the loading points (actually two lines 
with the same width of the specimen flange) 
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Actuator

Test Specimen
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130

600
Loading points

End support

Neutral axis

1200
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(a)  Four point bending test set-up 
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(b)  Details of the end support                                     (c)  Ball-bearing support details 

Figure  2-10  Details of the four-point bending test set up 

2.4.3 Instrumentation 

In order to eliminate the compressive residual stress introduced by welding procedure, a 
load ratio of 0.44 is applied to ensure that the main stress component (axial stress along 
the box stiffener) at the critical fatigue location remains as tensile stress. 
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2.5 Fatigue analysis of aluminium welded joints 

2.5.1 General 

Fatigue is defined as “Failure under a repeated or otherwise varying load, which never 
reaches a level sufficient to cause failure in a single application”. Fatigue of metals has 
been studied for more than one and half century since Wilhelm Albert first observed and 
reported the phenomenon of metal fatigue in 1838 (Schütz 1996). Schütz (1996) also 
cited the most important conclusion in Wöhler’s final report in 1870 about the 
phenomenon of fatigue, “Material can be induced to fail by many repetitions of stresses, 
all of which are lower than the static strength. The stress amplitudes are decisive for the 
destruction of the cohesion of the material.” The most famous SN diagram in which the 
nominal stress is plotted versus the number of cycles to failure for fatigue analysis was a 
“creation” of August Wöhler and each curve is still referred to as a Wöhler curve. 

“Between 50-90 per cent of all structural failures occur through a fatigue 
mechanism“, reported by Fuchs and Stephens (1980). The percentage may vary with the 
types of structure and service environment, but incorporating fatigue into design of 
engineering structures is of great importance. 

Almost all structures are experiencing some kind of varying load. However, fatigue 
failures are more likely to happen in ship and offshore structures because they are 
exposed to sea waves (and winds) that impose a great number of fluctuating loads on 
the ship during its service lifetime. The number of load may amount to 108 within a 
design life of 20 years. In addition to these loading factors, vibration caused by 
machinery, propeller, etc. is another source of varying load. These repeated loads can 
cause fatigue damage or failure at a stress level usually well below the design allowable 
of material. 

Fatigue is more important for aluminium than steel structures because the fatigue 
resistance of the aluminium is quite limited compare to steel as illustrated in Figure  2-11 
(USS 2007). The importance of fatigue increases when high strength materials are 
applied in welded structures because the fatigue strength does not increase with the 
static material strength 
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Figure  2-11  Fatigue comparison between aluminium and steel 

2.5.2 Development of fatigue assessment methods 

Three main fatigue assessment methods have been developed to predict fatigue life. 
These methods include strain-life, stress-life and fracture mechanics depending on 
whether the focus is on crack initiation, total fatigue life or crack growth. The strain-life 
method is based on the stress-strain history at the fatigue critical location and mainly 
developed for low-cycle fatigue involving large cycles with significant amounts of 
plastic deformation. . This method combines material behaviour and local strains in the 
critical regions for life fatigue life prediction based on the initiation of a crack. 
Therefore, this method is often considered as “initiation” estimates. Details and 
applications of the method are well documented in the 1980s (Fuchs and Stephens 
1980). 

Stress-life method have been established as a standard fatigue design method for 
almost 100 years and was used in an attempt to understand and quantify metal fatigue. 
This method assumes that the stress-strain behaviour is elastic for the whole structure 
including the locations where fatigue failures initiate. Therefore, this approach can be 
used when the applied stress is within the elastic range of the material and the 
corresponding fatigue life is long.  

In practice, the nominal loads acting on most engineering structures and components 
normally cause stresses in elastic range and plastic strain zone can be neglected. The 
stress-life and strain-life are then essentially equivalent. 

Most fabricated engineering components, particularly welded components, contain 
initial defects such as weld porosity, inclusions, scratches (Fisher 1984), etc. In 
principle, there is no crack initiation phase in these components. Fracture mechanics 
then provides a methodology to relate the crack growth to fatigue life estimation. This 
method utilizes linear elastic fracture mechanics and cycle-by-cycle modelling of crack 
closure. A stress intensity factor K is introduced in this method to relate the local 
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stresses and strains to the applied stresses and strains by equation 
aKKCdNda m πσ=Δ= ,)( . The fatigue crack growth rate can be related to the 

stress intensity factor. Thereby, cycles to failure may be calculated. The accuracy of the 
fracture mechanics method depends strongly on the initial crack size and is not 
significantly sensitive to the size of the final crack. 

The strain-life, stress-life and the fracture mechanics methods have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. Even though the strain-life and fracture mechanics 
methods may give better insight into the mechanism of fatigue, the stress-life method 
based on SN data is applied in fatigue design of ships and other structures. This is 
because they are simple to apply and data have been accumulated for almost any 
variations in surface finish, load configuration, environment, and so on.  

2.6 Stress-based fatigue assessment method 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Fatigue strength data are commonly presented in the form of Wöhler or SN curves, in 
which a stress parameter generically indicated with S, say the stress range Δσ or σmax, is 
plotted as function of cycle number N. Equation (2-1) gives this relationship: 
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 ( 2-1) 

N0 and Δσ0 are the coordinates of a given point of the curve. Basquin (1910) proposed a 
log-log relationship for SN curves using Wöhler’s test data in 1910. In the plane logΔσ-
logN, Equation (2-1) corresponds to the equation of a line of slope –m. Hence,  

σΔ−= logloglog mKN  ( 2-2) 

in which A is a constant depending on the joint features and load parameters. 

The SN curves are usually presented in a log-log plane as shown in Figure  2-12. 

Four behavioural zones with slope being 0, m1, m2 and 0 are used for the typical SN 
curve in Figure  2-12. The zones with zero slope coincide with the static strength and 
fatigue limit, respectively. No crack propagation is observed with the fluctuating stress 
being below fatigue limit and fatigue collapse does not occur for constant varying 
loadings imposed on steel or titanium structures. However, such a limit is not detected 
in aluminium structural components and in variable amplitude loading cycles for steel 
structures. Instead, a reduction in the slope of the SN curve (m2) is observed.  

When engineering structures and components are exposed to an alternating load, the 
stress (strain) range, the mean stress, sequences of the stress peaks, surface finish and 
treatment etc. at the fatigue critical location influence the fatigue life. An important 
consideration for welded structures is that the residual weld-induced stresses at tensile 
yield level will be present at the potential crack sites. For this reason, it is commonly 
assumed that the whole stress range is effective in the crack propagation. From a 
fracture mechanics point of view it is the crack opening stresses that propagate a crack. 
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Compressive stresses are, hence, not fully effective in the fatigue process. However, the 
cyclic stress range Δσ  has been concluded to be the most important parameter for 
determining fatigue life since detected by Wöhler in 1870 (Schütz 1996). Therefore, the 
stress (strain) range has been taken as the only critical parameter that governs the 
fatigue strength as a whole (Gurney 1992). Influence of the factors such as the mean 
stress can be related to a correction factor, e.g. the mean stress correction relationship 
given by Goodman (1899) and Morrow (1968).  These correction factors are available 
in most of the fatigue design manuals (Rice 1988). 
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Figure  2-12  A typical bi-linear SN curve 

 

Fatigue analysis based on the stress-life method can be summarized as the following 
steps: 

1. to determine and estimate the cyclic load 

2. to determine the fatigue critical sites and to estimate stresses 

3. to select analysis and design method 

4. to select appropriate SN curves 

Verification by fatigue test may be helpful to increase the confidence in design. 

On the bases of what kind of stress used in the SN curves, fatigue assessment 
methods are categorized by Fricke (2003) as the nominal, structural (also called “hot-
spot”) and notch stress range approaches. Corresponding stress concentration factor 
calculation methods are then developed and fatigue test database are established for the 
application of each method. Figure  2-13 schematically illustrates how these factors are 
associated with different design SN curves. Related topics will be discussed in this 
study based on different kind of joints. 
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Figure  2-13  A typical bi-linear SN curve 

 

2.6.2 Nominal stress range approach 

Definition of the nominal stress 
The nominal stress can be described as the stress at a nominal cross-section. The 
nominal cross-section refers to the cross-section where no stress concentration occurs. 
Simple structural mechanics can be applied to determine the nominal stress. 

A typical nominal cross-section is a beam cross-section since the local discontinuities 
are neglected. The calculation of the nominal stress becomes easy by means of elastic 
beam theory or coarse mesh finite element analysis. Consider the stiffener in the bottom 
of the large catamaran in Figure  2-1. The nominal stress in this stiffener consists of two 
contributions, namely  

• The axial stress due to the global bending of the catamaran 

• The bending stress due to lateral pressure 

While the former stress for some types of ships can be determined by beam theory, 
the global longitudinal stresses in (large) catamarans need to be determined by a finite 
element analysis. This is because of the significant number of window cut-outs in the 
super structure (Heggelund and Moan 1999). 
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The local b ending stress is defined according to the bending beam theory taking 
account of possible brackets which provide some stiffness require particular caution. 
Simplified formulae have been established to reduce the problem to determine the 
bending moment (and stresses) in a beam with fixed ends and effective span width and 
also effective width, as used in a design guideline issued by DNV (Ref) 

Factors affecting the nominal stress 
As described above, the nominal stress refers to the stresses at the critical cross-section 
originating directly from the external forces or moments. The local features are omitted. 
However, some macro-geometric features, as well as fields in the vicinity of the 
concentrated loads and reaction forces should be considered in determining the nominal 
stress (Niemi 1995). These features usually cause the membrane stress redistributed 
over the whole cross-section and thereby imply a magnifying factor on the nominal 
stress that should not be ignored in practice. The macro-geometric features include large 
openings, curved beam, shear lag, flange curling, discontinuity stresses in a shell, 
bending due to lap joint eccentricity, etc. Analytical solutions for these macro-geometric 
features are obtainable in the literature, for example, “effective flange width” is used to 
capture the stress magnifying effects due to the shear lag and flange curling. In addition, 
offset and angular misalignments that are called macro-geometric discontinuities should 
also be attended in practice (Maddox 1985 and 2001). 

Generally, the nominal stress exists only when there is a nominal cross-section. In 
complex structures, a “visible” cross-section may become hard to detect, local stress 
analysis should be adopted and fatigue analysis based on local stress/strain should be 
applied, instead. 

Nominal stress design SN curves 
Once the nominal stress at the fatigue-prone location is determined, appropriate design 
SN curve should be selected in order to compare the fatigue strength of the component. 

Fatigue design codes and ship rules usually provide a number of “detail classes” 
depending on the joint type, weld parameter and load conditions, etc. A “detail class” is 
also called the characteristic fatigue strength of a specific joint type that refers to a 
characteristic fatigue life of 6102×  cycles. For instance, a “detail class 45” means the 
structural component has a fatigue life of 6102× cycles when the nominal stress is equal 
to 45 MPa.  

It should be pointed out that a design SN curve is deduced on the basis of 
experimental data, by carrying out fatigue tests at different levels of stress on a number 
of nominally identical specimens representing the detail under consideration. Therefore, 
the “detail class“ is a point with fatigue life  of 6102× cycles at a statistically regressed 
fatigue strength curve that often refers to a 97.7 per cent survival probability curve by 
considering the median fatigue strength curve minus two standard deviations. 

The accuracy by using a nominal design SN curve in predicting of the fatigue life of 
an engineering structural component depends mainly on its similarities to the selected 
“detail class” in the design codes. The similarities usually include the local geometrical 
features, weld specifications, and load conditions, etc. Uncertainties may arise in case of 
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any mismatching. Therefore, fatigue tests should be carried out if a well-matched “detail 
class” is not available in the design codes and classifications. 

One should also remember that the specimens used for developing the design SN 
curves are often small-sized specimens. The features found in the real scale structures 
such as the high residual stress in the welded joints, large thickness, corrosive 
environment, etc. are not reflected in the design SN curves. These features should 
therefore be treated individually to get a satisfactory result. For instance, the high 
residual stress can be simulated by assuming a high stress ratio, and a penalty factor is 
assigned to account for the thickness effect. 

It is seen that fatigue assessment based on the nominal stress range approach has the 
advantages of simple theoretical description, ease of use and high confidence. However, 
since the calculation of the nominal stress neglects all the local geometrical and weld 
features that are known as the most important fatigue-determining factors and are 
implicitly embedded in the design SN curves, high accuracy is hard to achieve and large 
uncertainties may arise in predicting the fatigue strength of a novel type of structural 
component. 

In spite of the fact that the stress-life method by using the nominal stress as the 
design stress is well-documented and widely used in practice particularly for steel 
structures, there is a limited number of standard “detail classes” in the design codes and 
classifications that is not sufficient to cover all the engineering structural components 
and joints. Situation becomes more serious in dealing with the fatigue strength of 
aluminium structures because there is almost no limitation in producing any shape of   
cross-section profiles by the technique of extrusion. It is therefore economically 
impractical to deduce a great number of “detail classes”. On the contrary, taking the 
local geometrical and weld features into the calculation of the stress in the fatigue-prone 
locations may provide solutions for fatigue analysis.  

Development in computer capacity and advances in finite element method have 
enabled a local stress analysis procedure to include the effect of the local geometrical 
and weld features. The fatigue assessment methods based on a structural and notch 
stresses have thereafter been developed in recent years. 

2.6.3 Structural stress range approach 

Introduction 
Fatigue assessment based on the nominal stress makes use of a “detail class” database 
established based on small-scaled fatigue tests. The difference of joint features is 
classified into in a given “detail class” and the number of “detail class” can be large. By 
introducing the structural stress, the number of “detail class” is greatly reduced while 
the effect due to the weld geometry is still implicitly embedded in the structural design 
SN. Thickness effect should also be treated individually, e.g. by a penalty thickness 
factor. 

The concept of using the structural stress in the fatigue assessment can be dated back 
to 1960s according to Radaj and Sonsino (1998). Fatigue strength was related to the 
local stress at a definite small distance from the weld toe, e.g. 2.0-2.5 mm considering 
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the centre of strain gauge. The local stress that describes the structural behaviour could 
be either measured by strain gauge or calculated by engineering formulae or finite 
element analysis. The structural stress is a fictitious stress at the weld toe and its value 
can be calculated based on surface extrapolation or by linearization of the through 
thickness stress distribution (Radaj 1990). The structural stress concept was first 
successfully applied to welded tubular joints where rather high stresses may occur 
locally due to the significant bending stresses occurring in this shell structure. 
Procedures for application of the structural stress range approach to tubular joints are 
available in some design guidelines such as the ECCS recommendation (1985), 
Eurocode 3 (1992), and DEn (1990).  

The use of the structural stress for fatigue strength assessment is of great significance 
since it avoids the limitations of the nominal stress by taking the structural geometry 
explicitly into consideration. Actually the structural stress analysis is always required 
because notch stresses and stress intensity factors are based on the structural stress 
(Radaj 1996). 

The structural stress was originally termed as the “hot-spot” stress because of the 
temperature at the crack initiation sites is increased by cyclic plastic deformation prior 
to the crack initiation. The structural stress appears more frequently and acceptable 
when this approach was later extended to other welded joints than tubular joints. The 
name “structural stress” was officially accepted as the standard terminology by the 
International Institute of Welding in (Hobbacher 2001). In order to have a clear and 
consistent description, the name “structural stress” is used in this study and there is no 
essential difference compared to the “hot-spot” stress unless explicitly stated. 

Definition of the structural stress 
The stress concentrations at a fatigue-prone location originate from either the local 
geometrical features such as discontinuities e.g. attachments or weld. Both these 
features are not reflected in the calculation of the nominal stress. The structural stress 
accounts for the stress raising effects due to the local geometrical features (structural 
geometry). Figure  2-14 is a typical picture of the stress distribution approaching a 
fatigue-prone location (weld toe). 

The stress distribution adjacent to the weld toe is characterised according to the 
distance from the discontinuity. The nominal stress refers to the region where the gross 
geometry dominates and the elastic beam theory is applicable. However, when it comes 
closer to the discontinuity, stress rising occurs. The stress distribution is not only 
determined by the gross geometry, but also depends on the local geometrical 
discontinuity, resulting in the stress concentration within a zone called structural 
geometry affected zone. In order to describe the stress rising effect due to the structural 
geometry, a structural stress concentration factor is introduced: 

alnogstructural K minσσ ⋅=  ( 2-3) 

in which structuralσ and alno minσ represent the structural and nominal stresses, and Kg is 
termed as the structural (hot-spot) stress concentration factor. 
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Figure  2-14  Stress distribution in front of a weld toe 

 

In the nominal stress-life method, different structural geometries often relate to 
different “detail classes” and therefore different SN curves are established. However, 
the difference of the structural geometry is explicitly quantified by the structural stress 
concentration factor. In principle, a great number of “detail classes” required by the 
nominal stress range approach is not demanded by the structural stress range approach. 
On the contrary, the effects of the “detail classes” have been reflected explicitly by the 
factor Kg, therefore, an idealized design SN curve based on the base material (Kg =1) 
seems to be sufficient for fatigue strength assessment. 

The use of structural stress as a design stress for weld joints is only suitable for weld 
toe fatigue failures. Fricke (2002) illustrated three types of possible weld toe failure 
locations as shown in Figure  2-15. Different failure sites may require different 
evaluation methods, as also indicated by Niemi (2001). 
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Figure  2-15  Types of fatigue failure locations at the weld toe (Fricke 2002) 
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Type “a” refers to the weld toe on the plate surface of an ending attachment, however, 
“b” is around the plate edge of an ending attachment. Type “c” refers to the weld toe 
lines along the weld of an attached plate both on the surfaces of stressed plate and the 
attached plate. 

Factors affecting the structural stress concentration factor Kg 

For a given joint with geometrical discontinuity as illustrated by Figure  2-14, the stress 
increases towards the discontinuity. Besides the effect of the specific joint, it is evident 
to imagine that the distance to the discontinuity plays the most significant role in 
determining the stress concentration due to the structural geometry. It was believed that 
the structural geometry has an influence zone (structural geometry affected zone in 
Figure  2-14) and a distance of 0.4t to 0.5t (t is assumed to be the thickness of the 
component member through which the cracks initiate and propagate) was taken as the 
starting point of this zone. The zone affected by the structural geometry terminates 
when the stress coincides with the nominal stress. Since the thickness of the main-
stressed member is directly correlated to the zone affected by the structural geometry, it 
is therefore another critical factor in the calibration of the Kg, secondary only to the 
influence of the joint geometry itself. Actually, some design specifications even specify 
different design structural SN curves according to the thickness of the main-stressed 
structural member (Eurocode 9 1998) 

The geometrical discontinuities are frequently accompanied by some kind of joining 
material such as the weld or adhesive. The stiffness of the local area is thereby changed 
and the influence on the Kg should also be investigated. The effect of weld parameters 
were studied by comparing different calculation methods and it was found that this 
feature influence should not be neglected (Ye and Moan 2002a, 2007a). 

The structural stress refers to the stress at the fatigue-prone site that is usually a weld 
toe for a welded joint. The stress within the “weld affected zone” (Figure  2-14) is 
dominated by the presence of the weld (notch), that causes any direct calculation of the 
structural stress impractical. The influence of the weld should therefore be excluded 
from the calculation. The common principle for calculating the structural stress 
concentration factor is that the calculation is performed with the “structural geometry 
affected zone”. Extrapolation methods are the most popular way to determining the 
structural stress based on a finite element model with much more coarse mesh than 
required to account for the weld affected stress. 

Some other solutions such as using an fixed point stress value, analytical tool to 
define the “structural geometry affected zone”, equilibrium formulae, have also been 
proposed and will be reviewed below. 

Strain gauge measurements and finite element methods are the main tools for the 
determining the structural stress concentration factor. In the latter case, element type 
and mesh density adjacent to the weld toe affects the value of the concentration factor. 
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Extrapolation methods 
Stresses at two or more points located within the “structural geometry affected zone” 
are extrapolated to the weld toe to estimate the structural stress concentration factor. 
The location of the points selected for extrapolation is the key issue determining the 
magnitude of the concentration factor. Various methods have been proposed to 
determine the structural stress concentration factor. Extrapolation methods in which a 
linear (two extrapolating points) or non-linear (three or more points) mathematical 
model is established have been widely used to evaluate the structural stress. The 
location of these points then becomes a main issue concerning with the extrapolation 
methods. For steel structures such as tubular joints, numerous methods have been well 
established and are currently used (Radenkovic 1981). A full review of the extrapolation 
methods for tubular joints was summarized by van Wingerde, Pacher and Wardenier 
(1995). Extended applications to other welded joints can be found in the publication of 
Huther and Henry (1992), Huther et al. (1992; 1996), Yagi et al. (1991) and Machida et 
al. (1992). But Berge et al. (1994) reported that these methods may fail to provide a 
reasonable result for plated structures. A generalized structural stress approach for plate 
structures was applied to complex welded joints by Fricke and Petershagen (1992). 
Niemi (1995) presented recommendations for the determination of structural stress for 
fatigue analysis of welded components. A design guide was released recently (Niemi et 
al. 2006). 

In the following some of the extrapolation methods are briefly reviewed. 

Method 1: Linear extrapolation over 0.5t and 1.5t 
Stress values at 0.5t and 1.5t (t is the thickness of the component through which the 
fatigue cracks initiate and propagates) away from the weld toe were used for 
extrapolation early in 1980s (Matoba et al. 1983). The structural stress concentration 
factor Kg at the weld toe can then be expressed as: 

alno

tt
gK

min

5.15.0 5.05.1
σ

σσ −
=  ( 2-4) 

in which alno minσ  , t5.0σ  and  t5.1σ  refer to the nominal stress, stresses at 0.5t and 1.5t 
from the weld toe, respectively. 

This method used by DNV in its design recommendations to calculate the structural 
stress concentration factor for both tubular and non-tubular welded joints (DNV 1993; 
2000). Guidance on the finite element analysis is also given by the recommendations, 
and generally, both 20-node solid and 8-node shell elements can provide a reasonable 
answer provided that the mesh size is in the order of the thickness, for example, half of 
thickness of the main-stressed member when 20-node solid element is used. 

Method 2: Linear extrapolation over 0.4t and 1.0t 

This method was first proposed by Niemi (1994) to estimate the structural stress 
concentration factor in the vicinity of edge gussets welded to a stressed member such as 
stiffener. The factor Kg by means of this method is: 
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alno

tt
gK

min

0.14.0 67.067.1
σ

σσ −
=  ( 2-5) 

in which alno minσ  , t4.0σ  and  t0.1σ  refer to the nominal stress, stresses at 0.4t and 1.0t 
from the weld toe, respectively. 

The IIW integrated this method into a deign guidance for fatigue assessment 
(Hobbacher 1996; Niemi 2001). The first element should be no more that 0.4t and the 
second no more than 0.6t wide in the loading direction. 4-node shell and 8-node solid 
element can alternatively be used (Niemi 2001). 

Niemi’s (1994, 1995) investigation on gusset attachments laid a milestone for the 
development of extrapolation methods. More joint details have been investigated by this 
method and a more refined method was prepared as designer’s guide by IIW (Niemi 
2001). 

Method 3: Non-linear extrapolation methods 

The structural stress concentration factors obtained by the linear extrapolation methods 
1 and 2 may become non-conservative particularly when steep stress gradient towards 
the weld toe is found. Additional points with the “structural stress affected zone” are 
needed to reflect the real influence of the steep stress gradient on the structural stress at 
the weld toe. A non-linear extrapolation method was proposed by Niemi (1994): 

alno

ttt
gK

min

4.19.04.0 72.024.252.2
σ

σσσ +−
=  ( 2-6) 

in which alno minσ  , t4.0σ  , t0.1σ  and t4.1σ  refer to the nominal stress, stresses at 0.4t, 0.9t 
and 1.4t from the weld toe, respectively. 

alno

ttt
gK

min

5.25.15.0 375.025.1875.1
σ

σσσ +−
=  ( 2-7) 

This method should be used in conjunction with fine mesh. When a coarse mesh is used 
an alternative method can be applied (Petershagen et al. 1991), in which the stresses at 
0.5t, 1.5t and 2.5t were selected as the extrapolation points. 

Methods 1, 2 and 3 are usually used for type “a” and “c” weld toe failures (Figure 
 2-15) because the thickness of the main-stressed member is directly correlated to the 
stresses at the extrapolation points. However, the stress approaching “b” is not 
apparently dependent on the plate thickness. Therefore, the extrapolation methods given 
above are no longer valid. Stresses at fixed distances of 5 mm and 15 mm are 
recommended by Fricke (2002) for extrapolation. 

The weld failure sites in this study are either at “a” or “c” while failure at “b” is not 
in the scope of this study. Nevertheless, a quadratic extrapolation method (Niemi 1994; 
2001) or a fixed-value method (Fricke and Bogdan 2001) can alternatively be used to 
address this issue. 
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Analytical solution to define “weld and structural geometry affected zone” 
A common feature for all the methods discussed above is that the influence of the local 
notch on the structural stress is limited within a local zone in front of the weld toe. The 
purpose of the fixed point evaluation or the extrapolation methods is to eliminate the 
effect of the local notch. Therefore, only the effect of the structural geometry can be 
reflected in the procedure of the structural stress calculation. This local zone is believed 
to be between 0.4t and 0.5t. In other words, the stress within this zone will be dominated 
by the local notch, however, the stress will be mainly controlled by the structural 
geometry beyond the zone until it reaches the zone where the structural stress coincides 
with the nominal stress. The common disadvantage of all these extrapolation methods is 
that they are generally developed on the basis of systematic finite element analysis and 
strain gauge measurements of particular welded joint details. Therefore, any attempt to 
apply these methods to other welded joints than the investigated ones may cause 
unexpected biases.  

In addition, the existing methods have a direct relation to the thickness of the main-
stressed structural components. Difficulties may arise when there is no apparent 
thickness in the stressed member such as a bulb stiffener. A structural stress evaluation 
method that is irrelevant to joint details is then becoming necessary. 

After carefully investigating the stress gradient in front of the weld toe by 
sufficiently fine mesh size, Tveiten and Moan (2000) proposed an analytical solution 
that is capable of calibrating the influence zone of the structural geometry, thus 
developing a general method to calculate the structural stress concentration factor. The 
weld is ideally treated as a singularity in their proposal. The asymptotic stress gradient 
in front of the weld can be simulated by the following equation according to Williams 
(1952): 

)(0)()( )(
1 θθσ αβ += rfCr  ( 2-8) 

where r and θ are polar coordinates, C1 is a constant, f(θ) is a dimensionless function of 
θ, and 0(θ) are higher order terms of the stress filed solution. It should be noted that the 
weld is modelled by an idealized notch by Williams, and hence, represents the 
maximum zone of influence of the singularity. 

Infinite stress will appear when r approaches zero, therefore, the leading term in 
Equation (2-8) will become dominant over other expanded terms in the series if r is 
sufficiently small. Under this assumption, the stress varies proportional to the distance 
from the singularity powered to β(α). Considering to plotting the stress against the 
distance in front of the weld toe in a bi-logarithmic plane, a linear property will appear 
adjacent to the singularity. The log-linear relationship between the stress and distance 
provides a possibility of distinguishing zones influenced whether by the notch or the 
structural geometry. Three zones have been defined in Figure 2.3. The weld 
(singularity) affected zone can therefore be analytically located by plot the stress 
adjacent to the weld toe in a bi-logarithmic plane. The structural geometry affected zone 
is then located between the weld affected zone and the point where the structural stress 
coincides with the nominal stress. Figure 2.5 schematically shows this concept. 
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Figure  2-16  Asymptotic behaviour of stress in front of an idealized notch (weld 

toe) in a bi-logarithmic plane 

 

After separating the “structural stress affected zone” from the “weld affected zone” 
and the nominal stress zone, a polynomial can be fit within this zone and the structural 
stress at the weld toe can thereafter be obtained by extrapolating the polynomial to the 
weld toe. Therefore, this method is strictly an extrapolation method as well. The 
polynomial order is dependent on the accuracy requirements. However, a second order 
polynomial would be sufficient for most cases. 

Compared to the other extrapolation methods, Tveiten and Moan’s (2000) methods 
laid a ground for the interpretation of other extrapolation methods by analytically 
defining a structural geometry affected zone. That is to say, any extrapolation performed 
within the “structural geometry affected zone” defined by Tveiten and Moan (2000) 
would result in satisfactory stress value, however the extrapolation points should be so 
arranged that the stress gradient due to the structural geometry is reflected properly 
without over- or under-estimating the structural stress. Any extrapolation method with 
the extrapolation points at the leading part of the zone would result in relatively high 
structural stress concentration factor, and the rear part with lower value. For instance, 
the leading point 0.4t in method 2 usually gives higher structural stress concentration 
factors compared to method 1 with the leading point at 0.5t. 

As stated above, most of the extrapolation methods can be applied only when the 
joint configurations match well with the assumed one. Any mismatch may bring 
unexpected factors. Tveiten and Moan (2000) did not introduce any restrictions with 
respect to joint specification. Therefore, their method is independent of any structural 
dimension to determine the region influenced solely by the structural geometry. 
Besides, the thickness effect is implicitly integrated in the determination of the 
“structural geometry affected zone”. 

However, as Tveiten and Moan (2000) pointed out, a rather detailed finite element 
analysis is required to ensure that the local singularity at the weld notch is properly 
accounted for. This would obviously limit the application of this universal method. 
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Remarks on extrapolation methods 
Structural stress determination methods have been rapidly developed since the last 
decade of the 20th century. It is found, however, whether the fixed point methods or 
extrapolation methods only use the surface stresses in the interested area where fatigue 
failure may arise. Fracture mechanics says that the total fatigue life comprises two 
phases that are crack initiation phase and the propagation phase. Once the crack forms, 
it propagates along the weld line and through the thickness and the latter direction for 
most cases is the most detrimental direction. Therefore, the involvement of the surface 
stresses in the structural stress calculation can only reflect the stress status on the 
surface where the crack initiates but it is inadequate to have a full view of the status of 
the stress after initiation has taken place particularly in the weld joints where the 
initiation phase is usually neglected and only the propagation period is considered as the 
fatigue life of the detail. Therefore, it would be more accurate to consider the actual 
stresses through the thickness in the structural stress calculation. 

Through thickness solution based on equilibrium formulae 
The limitation of linear finite element method is that it is incapable of evaluating the 
structural stress at the weld toe because the stress components become very large (and 
infinity in case of sharp relevant corners) when the mesh decreases. In order to calculate 
a meaningful stress by a relatively coarse mesh size at the weld toe, various methods 
such as the extrapolation methods discussed above have been proposed to capture the 
effect of the structural geometry. But the cracks at the weld toe may propagate tri-
dimensionally, however, as a design criteria, the through thickness direction is taken as 
the most detrimental direction. Therefore, any stress calculation at the weld toe should 
take the tri-dimensional stress status into account. 

In the methods discussed above, the relevant stress at the weld toe is normal to the 
weld toe line on the surface of the stressed member. It may vary over the thickness. 
Therefore, it becomes more reasonable to treat the normal stress as a function of the 
distance y in the thickness direction. The shear stress is treated in the same way. It is 
reasonable to express the normal and shear stress by a summation of a polynomial of 
order n+1, 
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where ck and dk are coefficients depending on the stress distribution along the thickness 
direction. The above equations are only applicable when no other shear components 
(e.g. in yz or zx plane) exist as shown in Figure  2-17 which illustrates a 2-dimensional 
stress status at the weld toe section in the thickness direction. 
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Figure  2-17  Stress components at the weld toe in the thickness direction 

 

By this definition, the traditional extrapolation methods become a special case where 
y is equal to zero. (n+1) variables are found in each equation that requires the same 
amount of conditions to quantify the coefficients. 

The structural stress is defined as a linearly distributed stress through the thickness of 
the stressed member, thus being described by the above equations by setting k=1. In this 
case, the formulae can be solved by imposing equilibrium conditions referring to 
another section at a distance “s” to the weld toe as shown in Figure  2-18. 
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Figure  2-18  Stress components on a cross section at a distance of s to the weld 

toe 

 

The structural stress can therefore be expressed by the following equations: 
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in which s is the distance from the weld toe, σ’xx(y) and τ’xy(y) represnt the normal and 
shear stresses at the cross-section corresponding to s, respectively, as shown in Figure 
 2-18. As stated previously, these equations are only applicable on the absence of other 
shear components. The influence of such components was demonstrated by Poutiainen 
et al. (2004). 

Equation (2-12) indicates the equilibrium of forces acting on the two cross-sections, 
and Equation (2-13) represents a moment equilibrium referring to the weld toe. 
Equation (2-11) describes the linear structural stress in the thickness direction. The 
coefficients c0 and c1 can be derived from equations (2-12) and (2-13). 

Dong et al. (2001) and Dong (2003) defined the coefficient c0 in equation (2-11) as 
the structural stress and decomposed it into membrane and bending stresses and claimed 
that the magnitude of the structural stress according to this definition is mesh 
insensitive. However, a comparison study by Doerk et al. (2002), Poutiainen et al. 
(2004), Fricke and Kahl (2005) showed that the mesh-insensitive property was found 
mainly in two-dimensional problems such as a plate fillet welded lap joint. Even in this 
case, the “mesh-insensitive” property was also found by means of certain extrapolation 
methods e.g. method 2. Larger scatter than the extrapolation methods were reported in 
dealing with some other joints such as the one-sided doubling plate, bracket and flat bar 
welded to an I-beam. In the latter cases, lack of account of the stresses acting at the 
transverse element sides causes inaccuracies (Doerk et al. 2002). 

Fixed point structural stress concentration 
Methods based on the extrapolation methods or analytical tools as mentioned above, 
require a post-processing of the output from the finite element analysis. In addition, it is 
difficult in most cases to separate the influence of the structural geometry from the weld 
and the gross geometry. Some empirical methods based on finite element analysis are 
also proposed to get a practical structural stress. One simplification is to consider barely 
the stress at a point within the “structural geometry affected zone” as the structural 
stress. Neither extrapolation nor integration is then needed. This method is also adopted 
by some existing design guidance such as the Lloyd’s Register in which the stress at a 
point 0.5t in front of the weld toe is used as the design structural stress in the assessment 
of fatigue strength of welded joints. 

When the finite element analysis are based on a model with mesh size of tt × that is 
normally practiced for structure analysis, the point that is 0.5t in front of weld toe would 
be a useful validation as this point is at the centre of the element. Obviously, this value 
will be smaller than that obtained by extrapolation. A simple modification of the point-
wise estimate of the structural stress may be to multiply it by a constant factor. DNV 
proposed a factor of 1.12 (DNV 2000). 

Structural stress design SN curves 
Fatigue assessment methods for welded joints particularly on tubular joints, based on 
the structural stress range approach are well-established (Hobbacher 1996). However, 
even though Eurocode 9 (1998) contains SN curves  for the structural stress design 
approach, no fatigue design codes or recommendations have suggested a structural 
stress range approach for welded aluminium structures based on a well defined method 
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for the structural stress extrapolation together with a consistent definition of design SN 
curves.  

The fatigue strength of a welded detail is dependent on several factors such as 
geometrical parameters including the plate thickness and the plate width, the attachment 
length, width and height, the specimen length, the leg length, and additional factors such 
as the loading mode (tensile/bending), misalignments (if not included in the finite 
element model where the stresses are derived from), and the condition at the weld toe 
(as-welded/toe-ground). The geometrical effect (thickness effect) is commonly 
addressed in fatigue design as a penalty factor on the form: ( )nref tttf =)( , where f(t) is 
the thickness correction factor, tref is the reference plate thickness, t is the plate 
thickness of the detail, and n is the thickness correction exponent. The thickness 
correction exponent applied in different codes and recommendations varies between 0.1 
and 0.4 depending on joint category and condition. Eurocode 9 (1998) did not adapt to 
the scheme of a penalty factor but the geometrical effect is based on several different 
structural stress design SN curves depending on the actual plate thickness of the 
component. Poutiainen and Marquis (2006) proposed a modified structural stress 
method based on weld stress by which a semi-empirical thickness correction is claimed 
to be unnecessary. 

For some details where the plate thickness is not evident (e.g. gusset plates with edge 
attachments, Type “b”, Figure 2.4), other geometrical parameters such as e.g. plate 
width or/and attachment length will govern the effects relating to the stress gradient in 
the crack plane. Partanen et al. (1994) derived a penalty factor for load carrying gusset 
plates with edge attachments as ( )nappref tttf =)( , where tref =25 mm, n = 0.25, and tapp 
= min{B,1.5L,15H} where B is the height of the stressed member, L is the length of the 
attached gusset plate, and H is the height of the attached gusset plate. Niemi (1994) 
suggested a linear and a quadratic extrapolation method where he claimed that the 
geometrical effect was automatically accounted for by the quadratic extrapolation 
procedure, as the shape variation of the stress distribution in the crack plane due to 
changes in dimensions is included in the structural stress. While for the linear method, 
the geometrical effect has to be considered by multiplying the fatigue strength by the 
penalty factor, f(t), suggested by Partanen et al. (1994).  

Rather limited SN data for the validation of the structural stress approach for welded 
aluminium structures are available. However, some authors have presented SN data for 
welded aluminium structures based on a structural stress range approach. Partanen and 
Niemi (1999) compiled fatigue test results for a variety of aluminium test specimens 
with moderate thickness (up to 6 mm) subjected to pulsating tension (R>0) using 
structural stress obtained from extrapolated strain gage measurements and finite element 
analysis. The structural stress was based on the extrapolation procedure suggested by 
IIW (Hobbacher 1996). The SN data presented by Partanen and Niemi (1999) are shown 
in Figure  2-19 together with SN data provided by Maddox (1995). 
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Figure  2-19  SN data expressed in terms of IIW (Hobbacher 1996) structural 

stress range definition (Maddox 2001) 
 

The authors suggest that the structural stress range approach can safely be used with 
an SN curve of fatigue class 40 (fatigue class 40 refers to the characteristic stress range 
at 6102× cycles) for butt and fillet welded aluminium joints of relatively thin plates and 
extrusion (up to 6 mm) failing from the weld toe location. For plates with a thickness 
exceeding 6 mm, Niemi (2001) suggested that the fatigue strength must be reduced with 
a thickness penalty factor, ( )nappref tttf =)( , where tref =6 mm, and n varies between 0.1 
and 0.3. Assuming a design SN curve of fatigue class 40 together with the thickness 
penalty factor suggested by Niemi (2001), the design fatigue strength is seen to be 10 to 
15 per cent below what is suggested by Eurocode 9 (1998) for n = 0.3. For n = 0.1, the 
fatigue strength is seen to be 0 to 30 per cent above what is suggested by Eurocode 9 
(1998). Most difference is seen for the largest plate thickness. As the difference in 
design strength depending on the thickness effect is rather large, it is suggested that 
there is a need for further research on this topic. 

A numerical and experimental study by Macdonald et al. (1998) suggested a fatigue 
design methodology for welded aluminium space frames made of rectangular hollow 
sections joints using a linear or quadratic extrapolation of the structural stress according 
to recommendations given by the IIW (Hobbacher 1996) and a design SN curve with a 
fatigue class of 40. The fatigue test specimens were loaded four-point bending of the 
chord member at R = 0.1. The wall thickness of the test specimens (3 mm) was within 
the thickness range of the test specimens used for deriving the SN data presented by 
Partanen and Niemi (1999). The SN data are presented in Figure 2.10. 
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Tveiten and Moan (2000) published SN data on flat bars with fillet welded in-plane 
brackets (Type “b”, Figure  2-15). The structural stress was calculated using the 
extrapolation methods suggested by Niemi (1994) and Tveiten and Moan (2000). The 
SN data are presented in Figure  2-20. No thickness penalty factors are applied in the 
figure.  
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Figure  2-20  SN data expressed in terms of the definition suggested by Tveiten 

and Moan (2000) and IIW (Hobbacher 1996) without thickness penalty factors 

 

The SN data obtained for the flat bar/bracket connections seemed to correspond well 
with the findings of Partanen and Niemi (1999) with respect to an appropriate structural 
stress design SN curve of fatigue class 40. However, the detail was also expected to be 
affected by geometry, which would influence the SN data. Design codes and design 
recommendations provide no recommendations on penalty factors for these particular 
types of joints. Using the penalty factor suggested by Partanen et al. (1994) with a tapp = 
35 mm, would give a f(t) = 0.92 that would suggest slightly more conservative SN data 
compared to a design SN curve of fatigue class 40. Note, however, that the scatter of the 
test results was relatively narrow, the standard deviation of logN is 0.094. 

Studies on aluminium box stiffener/lap joints reported by Ye and Moan (2002a) 
showed that using a structural stress range approach, design SN curve of fatigue class 
44 suggested by Eurocode 9 (1998) seemed to give conservative fatigue assessments 
(wall thickness of box stiffener and lap plate was 3 mm). The SN data are presented in 
Figure  2-20. The 97.7 per cent lower limit confidence regression line of the SN data was 
5.5 per cent above the design SN curve at the point of two million cycles. The standard 
deviation of the test results was, STDVlogN = 0.10. It should be noted that the structural 
stress extrapolation method adopted in the SN data representation was the method 
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suggested by Tveiten and Moan (2000). The margin will even be greater if the other 
extrapolation methods are applied, e.g. IIW (Hobbacher 1996).  

Studies by Tveiten (1999) on longitudinal stiffener/bracket connections have shown 
that a possible effect on the fatigue strength due to the loading mode (tensile or 
bending) was assumed to be limited since this effect was mostly covered by a change in 
the structural stress concentration factor.  

Tveiten (1999) also presented SN data on as-welded and toe ground flat bars with 
fillet welded in-plane brackets which suggested that there was fatigue life improvement 
in the low stress region (more than one million cycles). This implies a different design 
SN curve for toe ground details than for as-welded details. Test data of non-load 
carrying fillet welded cruciform joints supports the findings and suggest an increase on 
the fatigue class of about 30 per cent, which corresponds well to what is seen for welded 
steel joints (Ye and Moan 2007b). 

2.6.4 Evaluation of the structural stress calculation methods 

Some of the structural stress calculation methods have been extensively investigated 
recently. Results from various two-dimensional (simple) and three-dimensional 
(complicated) joint types have been published in the last couple of years.  Most of them 
have been focused on the comparison between the surface extrapolation method and the 
method proposed by Dong et al. (2001) and Dong (2003) in which through thickness 
stress distribution is used to derive the structural stress. A summary of these findings 
published in the literature are presented in the . The comparison is based on steel 
structures while the conclusions are also applicable to aluminium structures. 

 

Table  2-1  Comparison of structural stress calculation methods 

Joint type Investigations 

 
Dong et al. (2001) 

The plate lap fillet joint under axial load F was 
first used by Dong et al. (2001) to demonstrate the 
mesh insensitivity of the method proposed by the 
author. Doerk et al. (2003) remodelled the joint by 
the same meshing schemes as used by Dong et al. 
(2001) while comparing the structural stress with 
the extrapolation method. Mesh insensitivity was 
achieved by both methods. No significant 
difference was found for the amplitude of the 
structural stress concentration factor. 

This joint was further investigated by Poutiainen 
et al. (2004) to study the limits for various 
structural stress calculation methods with regard 
to the act of mesh and loading modes. Equal 
results were obtained by all methods while 
heavily distorted finite elements should be 
avoided. 
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Table continued. 

Joint type Investigations 

 
Yagi et al. (1991) 

The one sided doubling plate investigated by 
Yagi et al. (1991). Non-uniform transverse 
stress distribution is present because of the 
round shape of the doubling plate. 6% scatter 
was reported by using the extrapolation 
method (Fricke 2002) while 10% scatter was 
observed by method proposed by Dong et al. 
(2001). It was pointed by Doerk et al. (2003) 
that neglecting vertical shear stresses acting on 
the transverse element sides in the equilibrium 
formulae was the reason. 

Paetzold et al. (2001) 

The bracket toe from the Paetzold  et al. 
(2001). 8-noded quadratic shell elements were 
used in the model by Doerk et al. (2003). Both 
methods were found to have problem with 
predicting a reasonable structural stress while 
the extrapolation method seemed to be able to 
yield a better result. 

 
Poutiainen et al. (2004) 

The longitudinal gusset plate used as a 3D 
example by Poutiainen et al. (2004). The 
author claimed the same findings against the 
method by Dong et al. (2001) as by Doerk et 
al. (2003). All necessary shear components 
must be considered in order for a consistent 
estimation of the structural stress. Corrections 
for the equilibrium formulae were provide as a 
supplement to the method by Dong (2001, 
2002). 

 
Kim and Lotsberg (2004) 

The thick edge gussets joint was investigated 
by Kim and Lotsberg (2004) and Fricke 
(2002). Less scatter was observed for the 
surface extrapolation method. The method 
proposed by Xiao and Yamada (2004) was also 
compared. Slightly smaller structural stress 
was observed compared to the surface 
extrapolation method. 
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Table continued. 

Joint type Investigations 

 
Kim et al. (2001) 

The joint is a flat bar welded to an I-beam 
investigated by Kim et al. (2001).  8-
noded quadratic shell elements were used 
in the model. Method by Dong (2001, 
2002) showed less scatter while higher 
than that obtained by surface extrapolation 
method. Both methods caused a quite 
conservative fatigue life prediction, with 
Dong’s method most conservative. 

 

In addition, an extensive comparison for Floating Production Storage and Offloading 
(FPSO) vessel details as shown in Figure  2-21 was made by Hong and Dong (2004). 
The authors concluded that the structural stress concentration factors obtained by 
surface extrapolation methods are more dependent on the methods used and also finer 
meshes are needed to achieve converged values. 

 
Figure  2-21  Small FPSO details analyzed by Hong and Dong (2004) 
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It should be noted that the surface extrapolation methods give results which are very 
close. Therefore, the SN curves for fatigue assessment can be theoretically applied to all 
methods. However, the through thickness method defines the structural stress differently 
and the SN curves must be accordingly modified (Dong 2003; Hong and Dong 2004). 
No such curves for aluminium are available. 

Therefore, the surface extrapolation method will be used in this thesis to assess the 
fatigue properties of the aluminium welded joints because of the availability of the 
design curves. Furthermore, these methods have been successfully applied in the 
industrial applications and proven to be very practical even though there are still 
limitations with regard to the method itself (Doerk et al. 2003). 

2.6.5 CEM in determining the structural stress 

The surface stress adjacent to the weld toe is affected both by the structural geometry 
and the local weld. The stress gradient (first derivation of the stress which is a function 
of the distance to the weld toe) towards the weld toe is the most important parameter 
that reflects the stress raising gradient. Figure  2-22 is another form of the picture in 
Figure  2-14 with the first derivatives gradients being illustrated. 
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Figure  2-22  Stress near the weld toe 

 

According to theory of geometry a line through the point ( )11 ,σx  with the slope m: 

11)( σσ +−= xxm  ( 2-14) 

where σ, x and m represent the stress, distance to the weld toe, and slope of the 
extrapolation path, respectively. 

All the linear extrapolation methods previously described can be generalized by 
Equation (2-14) if the slope is defined between the corresponding extrapolation points. 
For example, for the method based on 0.5t and 1.5t, the slope is 

)5.05.1()( 5.05.1 ttm tt −−= σσ , the structural stress will be the stress value at x=0 by 
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specifying x1=0.5t and σ1=σ0.5t according to Equation (2-14). The fixed point method as 
indicated by Lotsberg and Sigurdsson (2004), can also be represented by setting the 
slope to zero using the same equation. 

However, as indicated in Figure  2-22, various definition of the slope may be used. In 
practice, the stresses obtained either by FE analysis or laboratory measurements are a 
piece wise function of the distance. The conventional extrapolation methods attempted 
to implicitly postulate that m2 (as shown in Figure  2-22, the slope determined by the two 
extrapolating points) solely reflected the stress gradient towards the weld toe. This is 
true while the mesh is so fine that m1 and m2 tends to be unique. For a generally coarse 
FE mesh, taking m1 into account becomes necessary because the stress within the weld 
affected zone is influenced by both the local weld and the structural geometry and the 
ignorance. Ignoring m1 would underestimate the stress raising effect due to the structural 
geometry and therefore cause an over-conservative fatigue assessment, or non-
conservative derivation of SN curves based on test results. 

It is therefore suggested that the slope of the extrapolation line should take both the 
slopes at either side of the leading point into account. 

2211 mcmcm +=  ( 2-15) 

where c1 and c2 are penalty factors. A value of 0.5 is chosen for both parameters, 
indicating that stress gradients at both sides of the chosen point are equally weighted. 

The extrapolation is then constrained by the stress gradient on both sides of the 
extrapolation points and hence termed as Constrained Extrapolation Method (CEM). 
The predicted structural stress will be larger than or equal to the conventional 
extrapolation methods depending on the change of the stress gradient near the weld toe. 
The method can be used together with FE analysis or laboratory strain gauge 
measurements. 

Nearly identical structural SCFs were obtained compared with previously mentioned 
extrapolation methods (Ye and Moan 2006) because the stress gradients adjacent to the 
weld toe nearly remain as constants for the studied welded joints. This proves that the 
conventional extrapolation methods are accurate enough for structural stress calculation. 
However, the application of this method is more complicated than conventional 
extrapolation methods and is not recommended for practical use. 

2.6.6 Notch stress range approach 

Definition 
By ignoring stress raising effects duo to the both the structural geometry and the weld, 
the fatigue assessment by means of the nominal stress range approach is simplified 
greatly by taking only the gross geometry into account. An elastic crude beam or frame 
theory or crude finite element analysis is adequate for this purpose. However, fatigue is 
a highly localized phenomenon which is affected not only by the gross geometry but 
more affected by the local details of the joints. The development of finite element 
analysis has made it possible to accurately carry out local stress analysis. 
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The structural stress calculation goes one step beyond than the nominal stress by 
taking the influence of the structural geometry into account when the stress at the weld 
toe is dealt with. By extrapolating from outside of the region affected by the weld, the 
stress raising effect of the weld is expected to be eliminated by the structural stress. 
However, there still exists dispute on the validity of those proposed structural stress 
calculation methods. The lack of a universal method valid to all joint types prevents this 
approach from being widely adopted. 

In addition to that, for a given joint, it has been shown that the fatigue strength 
depends heavily on the weld parameters (Ye and Moan 2007a). The change of the weld 
parameters (such as the weld leg length and the weld toe angle) can affect the fatigue 
strength significantly. For this reason methods that can deal with the very local 
behaviour in the weld affected zone are desirable. The notch stress range approach 
provides a possible alternative towards this aim. 

Definition of the notch stress and calculation of the notch stress 
concentration factor 
The notch stress is the total stress at the fatigue-prone location that accounts for all 
stress raising factors including structural discontinuities, attachments, and the presence 
of the weld. The local surface notch stress may be expressed as: 

alnonotch K minσσ ⋅=  ( 2-16) 

in which notchσ and alno minσ denote the notch and nominal stresses, and K is termed as the 
notch stress concentration factor. 

DNV (1997) defines the notch stress concentration factor K as a product of stress 
concentration factors related to all stress risers such as the structural geometry, weld 
geometry, misalignment, angular mismatch, eccentricity, and thickness factor, etc. The 
factor is usually written as a multiplication of stress raising factors: 

ttatewg KKKKKK ⋅⋅⋅⋅=  ( 2-17) 

where 

Kg=stress concentration factor due to the structural geometry of the detail considered 

Kw=stress concentration factor due to the weld geometry 

Kte=stress concentration factor due to eccentricity tolerance 

Kta=stress concentration factor due to the angular mismatch 

Kt=stress concentration factor for plate thickness exceeding 25 mm 

The K factor can either be selected from a list of construction details (DNV 1997) or 
calculated by means of finite element analysis with fine mesh in the fatigue-prone area. 
In the latter case, the modelling of weld geometry is of most significance. A typical 
weld profile is schematically shown in Figure  2-8. Weld throat thickness “a” is usually 
used to specify the size of a fillet weld. 

Based on an investigation of the influence of factors relating to the weld geometry, 
initial crack size and material parameters on the fatigue strength of welded joints, 
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Engesvik (1981) and Engesvik and Moan (1983) concluded that the weld toe radius 
contributed most in the scatter in simulated fatigue life and the weld toe angle had 
equivalent influence as the initial crack size. 

The geometry of the weld, particularly the weld toe angle and the weld toe radius, 
should therefore be carefully modelled when using the finite element method to 
calculate the notch stress concentration factor. A sub-model technique including the 
weld geometry is usually demanded. 

Empirical equations are also proposed to calculate the notch SCF. Equation 
suggested by Yung and Lawrence (1985) is the most versatile one among many other 
equations proposed for the fillet weld profile under bending load. It is expressed as, 

( ) ( ) 2161tan21.01 ρθ tK +=  ( 2-18) 

Where θ is weld toe angle, ρ is the radius of the curvature at the toe and t is the plate 
thickness. 

Notch stress design SN curves 
By means of the notch stress, stress concentrations caused by either the structural 
geometry or the weld geometry is implemented in the stress calculation. In spite of the 
joint difference, one basic SN curve can therefore be applicable for all joint types. Table 
2.2 lists the standard notch stress-based design SN curves. It can be seen that four SN 
curves are suggested, among which one curve is for base material, two curves are 
assigned to welded joints and one curve is suitable for welded joint under corrosive 
environment. These SN curves are plotted in a log-log plane in Figure  2-23. 

 

Table  2-2  Parameters for standard SN curves (DNV 1997) 

N≤5×106 N≥5×106 SN curve Material 

Log(a) m Log(a) m 

I Base material 21.10 7 21.10 7 

II Welded joint 13.82 4.32 17.12 6.32 

III Welded joint 11.87 3.37 14.94 5.37 

IV Welded joint in 
corrosive environment 

11.44 3.37 11.44 3.37 
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Figure  2-23  Basic SN curves for aluminium (DNV 1997) 

 

The notch SN curves are derived on the basis of smooth specimens (the notch stress 
concentration factor K equals to 1.0) without taking the stress ratio into account. The 
effect of the residual stress is accounted for in the SN curves. 

The characteristic fatigue strength in stress range for each SN curve can be derived 
through Equation (2-2), thus resulting in an equivalent “detail class” of 55 for curve II 
and 45 for curve III approximately. 

Compared to the structural stress design SN curve 40 (without thickness correction) 
proposed for aluminium welded joints, the notch stress design SN curve II and III imply 
a further stress raising factor of 1.38 and 1.13 if these two approaches are assumed to be 
equivalent. 

It is important to note that the notch stress range approach addressed in this study is 
different from “notch root approach” described for instance by Radaj (1996) and Radaj 
and Sonsino (1998).  The “notch root approach” is used to assess the fatigue strength 
and service life up to crack initiation. The elastic-plastic strain amplitudes at the notch 
root of a notched specimen is compared to the strain SN curve of the material in the un-
notched comparison specimen. The assumption is that the mechanical behaviour of the 
material at the notch root in respect of local deformation, local damage and crack 
initiation can be simulated by means of a miniaturized, axially loaded, un-notched or 
mildly notched specimen in respect of global deformation, global damage and complete 
fracture. The fatigue assessment is then to first determine the stresses and strains at the 
notch root in the elastic-plastic condition and then compare them with the strain SN 
curve of the un-notched small specimen. The expenditure of using the “notch root 
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approach” is high, however, simplified versions were developed to make an assessment 
of the “endurance limit” (Radaj and Sonsino 1998). 

The notch stress range approach described here is, however, based on a similar 
concept as the structural stress range approach, i.e. separating the stress concentrations 
due to the weld geometry from the design SN curves thus simplifying the fatigue 
assessment procedure for welded joints. When fatigue damage is mainly due to the low 
stress data for a high speed light craft as reported by Heggelund et al. (1998), the notch 
stress range approach described here seems to be an effective method in the fatigue 
strength assessment. 

2.7 Fatigue life improvement techniques 

2.7.1 Introduction 

Experience has shown that a large percentage of structural damage can be attributed to 
fatigue failure, and as a result, improving fatigue strength of structural components 
under cyclic loading is necessary particularly when fatigue cracking is the critical 
structural failure mode. 

Fatigue life of welded joint is smaller than for similar joints made of base material. 
Sometimes, often late in the design process or during the service time of a structure, it 
becomes necessary to increase the fatigue life of a particular joint detail to extend the 
fatigue life. Use of a so-called improvement method is a viable alternative to achieve 
this goal. 

Various methods have been developed for increasing the fatigue life of existing 
welded joints, as summarised by Gurney (1979), Haggensen (1992) and Haagensen and 
Maddox (2004). The more specific about the effect of increase in fatigue can reach 50 to 
100 per cent for as-welded joints made of steel. However, limited information is 
available for aluminium welded joints. 

2.7.2 Post weld treatment techniques 

Grinding (either whole profile grinding or weld toe grinding), peening (needle peening 
or hammer peening), tungsten inert gas (TIG) dressing, and ultrasonic impact technique 
(UIT), etc. have been used to improve the fatigue life of welded joints. These methods 
are grouped into two classes: weld geometry methods and residual stress methods. The 
former methods are designed to reduce the stress concentrations due to the weld 
geometry and remove or reduce crack-like flaws (defects) at the weld toe. The latter 
methods introduce compressive residual stresses in the regions where the fatigue 
cracking is likely to occur. These methods were first used in the steel industry and then 
extended to aluminium structures. 

In the present study, only the effect of toe grinding pursued. This technique is briefly 
outlined in the subsequent section. 
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2.7.3 Weld toe grinding for aluminium welded joints 

Introduction 
The fatigue life of a structural consists of two phases according to fracture mechanics, 
namely the crack initiation and propagation phases. In an as-welded structure, the initial 
defects that exist make the initiation phase short because the defects size along the 
fusion line is believed exceed the transition crack size between the initiation and 
propagation. Therefore, the fatigue life of welded joints primarily comprises 
propagation. The aim of the grinding is to remove or reduce the size of the defects, and 
hence, reintroduce an initiation phase or extend the propagation phase so that the fatigue 
life is increased. Significant fatigue improvement can be obtained for steel welded 
structures because fatigue life of such joints is dominated by the crack propagation 
phase. However, the fatigue life of aluminium alloys is governed primarily by crack 
initiation, which is accelerated by the presence of microporosity in the alloy structure 
(Morris 1998). Hence, a significant fatigue improvement can only be achieved by 
successfully reintroduce an initiation phase. Partial reduction of the defect sizes may 
only have marginal effect. 

A general weld profile of an as-welded joint is shown in Figure  2-8 and a typical 
weld profile after toe-grinding is illustrated in Figure  2-24. Figure  2-25 shows the 
photograph of real as-welded and toe-ground specimens. 
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Figure  2-24  Weld profile after toe grinding 
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Figure  2-25  Photograph of as-welded (to the left) and toe-ground specimens 

 

The toe grinding technique implies a round undercut with a depth d into the parent 
plate. The original weld toe as it appears in the “as-welded” joint does not exist any 
more. Instead, three geometrical discontinuities A, B and C may become the fatigue 
cracking point. The highest stress concentration occurs at point C and is therefore taken 
as the fatigue cracking point in this study. 

The depth of defects in welded joints has been investigated by Maddox (1998) and 
Jaccard (1990) and a range from 0.013 mm and 0.38 mm was found to be 
representative. Therefore, the grinding should be performed with a depth of at least 0.5 
mm, according to Haagensen and Maddox (2004). 

The toe grinding has little influence on the structural details where fatigue lives are 
not governed by weld toe failure the removal of the crack-like defects along the weld 
toe is not relevant to the actual fatigue cracking site such as the weld root. It has also 
been found that there exists an upper bound fatigue class beyond which only limited 
fatigue improvement can be achieved compare to low fatigue classes. The limit for steel 
is fatigue class 90 below that a factor of 1.5 can be achieved in terms of stress range. 
Aluminium as-welded joint with fatigue class below 40 can be upgraded to class 45 
when post treatment methods are applied (Haagensen and Maddox 2004). A study by 
Tveiten (1999), however, showed that only marginal improvement was achieved for a 
bracket attachment on a flat bar. In that case, the mean grinding depth of 0.6 mm may 
be insufficient to obtain a promising improvement as indicated by Haagensen and 
Maddox (2001). 

Influence on the fatigue assessment methods 
The fatigue improvement by grinding will not be achieved unless a sufficient grinding 
depth has been reached (Haagensen and Maddox 2004). Therefore, the reduction in 
thickness should be considered in determining the nominal stress in the fatigue 
assessment by means of the nominal stress range approach. 
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The structural stress range approach is primarily developed for the fatigue cracks 
propagating from the weld toe. Therefore, structural stress calculation is performed by 
reference to the weld toe. The weld toe for the “as-welded” joint is easily indentified. 
However, after toe grinding three possible fatigue cracking locations are introduced. 
Finite element analysis show that the highest stress occurs at the deepest point in the 
weld profile and fatigue test also showed that the fatigue cracks initiated from the 
deepest point. The stress at the initial weld toe (point A in Figure  2-24 is actually 
relaxed. 

It should be noted that the fatigue cracking point for the toe-ground joint is located 
within the parent material rather than the transition point between the weld and parent 
material. The application of the structural stress defined for as-welded joint may be 
argued for this reason. In addition, the first element(s) in front of the cracking point may 
be irregular compared to brick element appeared for the as-welded joint. 
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3 Results and Recommendations 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

3.1 General 

Welded aluminium box stiffener connections are investigated by carrying out fatigue 
tests as well as numerical evaluations.. Important weld parameters that may affect 
greatly the fatigue strength are examined. Fatigue test data are presented in terms of 
nominal stress as well as more novel approaches based on local stresses. The test data 
are compared with fatigue design SN curves as illustrated in Figure  3-1. A fatigue class 
usually refers to the stress range value corresponding to a fatigue life of 6102×  cycles. 
Safety margin in percentage is the difference of the stress range at a given number of 
cycles for instance 6102× between design SN curve and the regressed curve based on 
mean life minus two standard deviations. A positive margin value indicates that the 
design curve is conservative while a negative value means non-conservative. 
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Figure  3-1  Test data against design SN curves 
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Fatigue improvement by weld toe grinding is evaluated by conducting fatigue tests 
on both the as-welded and weld toe-ground non-load carrying fillet welded cruciform 
joints. 

 

The work has generally been presented in separate articles and the results are 
summarised in this chapter. Results are presented for each joint type in the following 
sections. 

3.2 Box stiffener/web frame connections 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Three types of similar such connections between box stiffeners and web frame were 
investigated in this study. Their respective static and fatigue strength are compared to 
find a suitable joint solution that can reduce or minimize the fabrication costs while 
producing sufficient fatigue strength. 

The results were presented in paper 2 by Ye and Moan (2007a) and summarized in 
the following context. 

3.2.2 Joint description 

The box stiffeners are continuous and three different cut-outs in the web frame and 
accordingly the welding specifications are used. An excessive cut-out is used to for joint 
alternative Alt-1. The stiffener and web frame are joined by a double-sided fillet weld. 
Extra weld is performed around the cutting edge on the web frame to make a continuous 
welding along the joining line. Figure  3-2 is an illustration of the overview of the joints. 

Compared to Alt-1, a smaller cut out is made on the web frame for Alt-2. The web 
frame is almost tightly fit with box stiffener with a gap of approximately 1 mm between 
the cutting edge and the stiffener profile. Double-sided fillet weld is also used but there 
is no weld around the cutting edge of the web frame. The weldment stops at a distance p 
from the bottom of the stiffener profile. 

Alt-3 provides a watertight joint solution because the web frame is continuously 
welded to the box stiffener. However, more filler weld material is needed thus causing 
the joint the most expensive one compared to the Alt-1 and Alt-2 where intermediate 
weld is performed. 

Among these connections, Alt-2 seems to be the most economically effective one 
since the least weld material as well as man hours is needed. 
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Figure  3-2  Overview of the box-stiffener/web frame connections 

 

3.2.3 Static behaviour 

Influence of local joint geometry 
The stress distribution in the flange is not significantly influenced by Alt-1 and Alt-2 
compared to a box stiffener without web frame. However, large bending effects are 
found in Alt-3 because of the complexity of the geometry of the box stiffener as well as 
the weld geometry particularly in the connecting part of the stiffener. 

The stress gradient towards the fatigue cracking point (weld toe) differs greatly for 
the three connections. The lowest stress gradient occurs in Alt-2 due to the simplest 
weld geometry. Alt-1 and Alt-3, however, due to their complex weld geometry, cause a 
relatively high stress gradient towards the weld toe compared to Alt-1. 

The influence of the local geometry extends to about 6t (t=3 mm) in the longitudinal 
direction for Alt-1 and Alt-2, while about 4t for Alt-3. 

Influence of weld parameters 
The effect of the weld toe angle and weld throat thickness on the stress distribution in 
the fatigue cracking area are studied. 

Alt-1 
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The weld throat thickness (weld leg length) plays an important role in determining the 
stress gradient towards the weld toe. The bigger the weld throat thickness is, the higher 
the stress gradient is. An increase in the weld toe angle, however, causes a reduction in 
the stress gradient if the weld throat thickness remains unchanged. 

Alt-2 

The same findings for Alt-1. 

Alt-3 
The influence of the weld throat thickness is the same as Alt-1. However, the change of 
the weld toe angle (with the weld throat thickness remaining constant) shows an 
opposite effect compared to Alt-1 and Alt-2. That is, an increase in the weld toe angle 
causes an increase in the stress gradient. 

3.2.4 Fatigue behaviour 

Experimental program 
The same test set-up as the box stiffener lap joint was used for the box stiffener/web 
frame connections while the test frequency was 5Hz instead of 4Hz because of higher 
stiffness compared to the lap joint. Twelve specimens of each connection were tested. 
The standard deviations for each connection were 0.16, 0.11 and 0.12, respectively. 

Nominal stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

There is no precisely matched “detail class” in existing design codes of ship rules for 
these joints due to their complex geometry. Therefore, a highest “detail class” 31 
referring to welded attachments on stressed members with transverse weld toe from 
Eurocode 9 (1998) is selected to compare the test data. 

Results 

The nominal stress-based design SN curve 31 is satisfied by all the connections. The 
fatigue strengths in terms of nominal stress range of each connection at 6102× cycles 
are 4.5, 5.4 and 23.0 per cent higher than the mentioned design curve. 

Although the nominal stress level of Alt-1 and Alt-2 is lower than that for Alt-3, the 
latter has a better fatigue performance. Intermediate welding performed in Alt-1 and 
Alt-2 causes stops and starts in the welding practice that may bring more unexpected 
defects in the weld, thus reducing the fatigue life of the connections. 

Structural stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

The same structural stress-based design SN curve 44 as the box stiffener lap joint is 
chosen to assess the fatigue strength of the three connections. 

Structural stress concentration factor 
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The structural stress concentration factors according to the DNV rule (1993) are 1.44, 
1.27 and 1.51 for Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3, respectively. Methods suggested by Niemi 
(1994) give higher concentration factors. The former SCFs are used to present the 
fatigue data. 

Results 

The fatigue strengths in terms of the structural stress range at 6102×  cycles are 7.7, -5.8 
and 31.0 per cent relative to the design SN curve 44. Alt-2 does not comply with the 
mentioned design SN curve owing to its lowest structural stress concentration factor. 

Notch stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

According to DNV (1997), the notch stress-based design SN curve III is used in the 
fatigue assessment by means of the notch stress range approach. 

Notch stress concentration factor 
The notch stress concentration factors are 1.58, 1.62 and 1.62 for Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3 
based on the finite element analysis. A default value of 1.8 is suggested by the design 
codes (DNV 1997). 

Results 

The fatigue strengths at two million cycles are 33.4, 33.7 and 55.6 per cent in terms of 
notch stress range for Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3 when the default notch stress concentration 
factor 1.8 is used. 

The notch stress range approach is found to be the most conservative one compared 
to the nominal and structural stress range approaches. 

3.2.5 Design considerations 

A weld can never be stronger than the base metal. For fillet welds, stresses are assumed 
to act in shear and weld strength depends on leg size, length of the weld, type of weld 
metal, and loading direction. In dynamically loaded parts where fatigue performance is 
important, the welding process and joining process are equally important for large 
volume products. A joining process which consumes more weld material while with 
possible automatic welding process may become more desirable than other joining 
processes which require smaller volume of manual welding. 

3.3 Box stiffener lap joint 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Box stiffener lap joint provides a solution in joining two pre-fabricated panels. 
Compared to a transverse butt weld by which two structural components are joined 
together, the box stiffener lap joint requires less matching accuracy between the 
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components thus increasing the efficiency in fabrication. Fatigue failure from either the 
weld toe or the weld root is possible depending on the weld parameters. 

These topics were included in paper 1 (Ye and Moan 2002a) and summarized in the 
text below. 

3.3.2 Static behaviour 

Influence of lapping plate 
The presence of the lapping plate has a great influence on the stress flow pattern near 
the lapping area. Local bending is the main phenomenon caused by the lapping plate. A 
higher bending effect is found in the middle part (flat) of the flange compared to curved 
part. 

The influence of the lapping plate extends about 10t (t=3 mm) in the middle while a 
little bit more than 2t in the connection part. 

Influence of weld leg length 
The weld leg length plays a determining factor in the stress concentration factor at the 
fatigue cracking point. A leg length of 7.5 mm (2.5t) seems to be the critical length that 
makes the fatigue failure equally likely to occur at the weld toe or in the root. A shorter 
leg length will result in a high stress peak at the curved part and a root failure more 
likely. A longer leg length will shift the stress peak from the curved part to the middle 
(flat) part of the flange and probably guarantee a weld toe failure. Further increase in the 
weld leg length does not reduce the stress significantly. 

3.3.3 Fatigue behaviour 

Experimental program 
Thirteen specimens were tested under a load condition of four-point bending in the 
fatigue test program. The stress ratio was equal to 0.44 and test frequency is 4Hz. Weld 
toe failures were recorded for twelve of the specimens and only one root failure was 
found. The findings agreed well with the static behaviour as described above. The root 
failure was probably due to the short weld leg length. In addition, root defects were 
detected after cutting out the collapsed specimen. This could be another reason of the 
root failure of such a joint. A standard deviation 0.09 in terms of logN was recorded. 

Nominal stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

The box stiffener lap joint can be classified as “transverse cover plate welded on 
extruded members by load-carrying fillet weld”. A “detail class” of 31 from Eurocode 9 
(1998) was selected as a basis to compare the test data. 

It should be pointed out that there is no exact matching joint type in the existing 
design codes and classifications due to the complexity of the section profile of the box 
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stiffener. However, the highest “detail class” 31 classified for a general transverse load-
carrying fillet welded plate joint may give a conservative estimate of the fatigue 
strength of the given joint. 

Results 

The test data satisfied the design SN curve 31. The fatigue strength at the characteristic 
fatigue life of 6102× cycles was 0.3 per cent higher than the design SN curve. 

Structural stress range approach 
Design SN curve 
Structural stress-based design SN curve 44 was chosen from the Eurocode 9 (1998) to 
compare the fatigue test data because this curve requires the thickness of the stressed 
plate less than 4 mm and the thickness of the flange of the box stiffener is 3 mm. 

It should also be noted that the design SN curve 44 is the highest among 
recommended structural stress-based design SN curves. For instance, Tveiten et al. 
(2002) suggested a SN curve 40 to be used for aluminium welded joints. 

Structural stress concentration factor 

The structural stress concentration factor for the box stiffener lap joint was calculated 
according to three methods suggested by Niemi (1994), DNV (1993) and Tveiten and 
Moan (2000). A lowest factor of 1.85 obtained by means of the method proposed by 
Tveiten and Moan (2000) was used in the fatigue assessment for the purpose of a more 
“conservative” evaluation. 

Results 

The fatigue strength of the box stiffener lap joint was 5.5 per cent above the design 
curve 44 in terms of structural stress range at a fatigue life of 6102×  cycles. The use of 
other structural stress concentration factors would cause a higher percentage above the 
design curve. 

Notch stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

The notch stress-based design SN curve II according to DNV (1997) was selected to 
compare the fatigue strength by means of the notch stress range approach. The 
characteristic fatigue strength specified by this curve is about 55 in terms of notch stress 
range at a life of 6102× cycles. 

Notch stress concentration factor 
The notch stress concentration factor at fatigue cracking point was 2.45 based on the 
finite element analysis and a default value given by DNV (1997) was 3.0. 

Results 

The fatigue strength was found be 14 per cent higher than the design curve II in terms of 
the notch stress range at 6102× cycles. The use of the default notch stress concentration 
factor would make the design curve more conservative to the test data. 
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3.3.4 Design considerations 

As seen in Figure  2-7, box-stiffener lap joints require fillet weld all around the lapping 
plate. The length and width of a weld can therefore have a great effect on cost. The weld 
size on the parent component side is hard to control compared to the box-stiffener/web 
frame connections due to the welding around the edge of the lapping plate. 

3.4 Cruciform joints 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Cruciform joint is a representative joint type found in many structures and is a standard 
“detail class” in most design codes and guidelines of classification societies. Fatigue 
strength of both as-welded and toe-ground joints was investigated in this study by 
means of a nominal, structural and notch stress range approach. Fatigue improvement 
by grinding along the weld toe was also investigated. 

The weld parameters that are the weld toe angle, weld throat thickness and the weld 
toe radius were modelled by means of finite element method so that the influence on the 
stress concentration in the fatigue-prone locations could be studied. In addition, the 
effect of these parameters on the structural stress concentration factor and the notch 
stress concentration factor was also investigated.  

These results were reported in a separate paper (Ye and Moan 2007b) and the results 
are summarized in the following context. 

3.4.2 Static behaviour 

The stress distribution pattern near the weld toe is primarily determined by the joint 
geometry as well as the weld geometry for the as-welded joint. The stress near the weld 
toe increases monotonously as the distance decreases toward the weld toe. However, the 
same flow pattern is not observed for the toe-ground joint. In stead, a stress peak 
appears at the deepest point in the toe-ground weld profile, followed by a stress trough. 

3.4.3 Fatigue behaviour 

Experimental program 
The specimens were loaded in a three-point bending condition. The tests were 
performed at a frequency of 12 HZ by a sinusoidal wave form in load control. The 
load/stress ratio was 0.5 and the fatigue life in terms of number of cycles was recorded 
when the specimen had been cracked through-thickness. The number of test specimens 
was eighteen (18) for the as-welded and thirteen (13) for the toe-ground. The nominal 
grinding depth was 0.8 mm. 

It was found that the cracks in the as-welded specimens started from the weld toe, 
while failure of the toe-ground specimens was originated from  the deepest point in the 
toe-ground weld profile. 
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Nominal stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

The “detail class” for the cruciform joint ranges from 28 to 36 in different design codes 
and guidelines of classification societies. The weld treatment effect is not explicitly 
specified in codes such as the Eurocode 9 (1998) and the AA (1994). However, IIW 
(Hobbacher 1996; 2003) issued two individual SN curves, namely 28 for the as-welded 
joint and 36 for the toe-ground joint. These two curves were used as the nominal design 
SN curves to compare the test data. 

The notch SCFs based on FE analysis of the as-welded joints were generally below 
those of the toe-ground joints, while the latter one had better fatigue performance than 
the former one. The reason for this fact is most likely the larger defects in the as-welded 
joint as compared to the ground joint. 

The DNV notch SCFs of the as-welded joints did not vary with the change of the 
weld parameters. A larger weld toe radius caused a reduction in the notch SCFs for the 
toe-ground joints, while other parameters did not affect the value appreciably. It is also 
important to point out that the grinding depth should exceed a limit, for instance 0.8 
mm. In this way the defects can be removed with certainty and to a reasonable fatigue 
life improvement can be achieved. On the other hand, excessive grinding with larger 
depth may cause further stress raising also because of increased nominal stress. 

Results 

The test data agreed quite well with the IIW nominal SN curve 28 for the as-welded 
joints and 36 for the toe ground joints. The fatigue strengths in terms of stress range at 
the characteristic fatigue life of 6102× cycles are 2.4 and 1.3 per cent lower (less than 
3.0 per cent) compared to the design SN curves. The standard deviations of the logN 
were 0.09 and 0.11 for the as-welded and toe-ground joints. 

Structural stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

The structural stress-based design SN curve 35 was selected from the Eurocode 9 
(1998) in which six curves were issued with respect to plate thickness. The thickness of 
the cruciform joint plate is 12 mm. Therefore, the curve 35 is proposed because the 
thickness of the main-stressed member is between 10 and 15 mm as demanded by the 
design codes. If the design SN curve 40 is used, a thickness correction factor should be 
taken into account. The thickness correction factor is about 0.84 that makes the design 
SN curve shift 16 per cent below the curve 40, i.e. 33.6. 

The Eurocode 9 (1998) structural SN curve, 35, was found to be non-conservative for 
the as-welded joints. The structural stress approach does not appear to be applicable to 
toe-ground joints due to the stress redistribution caused by the new weld profile after 
grinding. 

Structural stress concentration factor 
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Three methods for calculating the structural stress concentration factor were 
compared in this study. The method proposed by Niemi (1994; 1995) seemed to result 
in a higher concentration factor than the other two methods. 

The effect of the weld geometrical parameters, that are toe angle, weld toe radius, as 
well as the weld leg length, on the structural stress concentration factor is systematically 
studied by modelling these parameters by means of finite element analyses. 

The weld geometrical parameters, as well as the calculation methods have little 
influence on the magnitude of the structural stress concentration factor for the “as-
welded” joint. 

The assumption for the use of the structural stress range approach in fatigue 
assessment of a welded joint is that the stress adjacent to the weld is increased steadily 
as approaching the weld toe. However, the stress distribution adjacent to the weld toe 
does not satisfy this assumption, hence the application of the structural stress range 
approach for such a joint becomes quite difficult or even impossible. 

The structural stress concentration factors corresponding to the mean values of the 
weld geometrical parameters were used in the fatigue assessment by means of the 
structural stress range approach. 

Results 

The test data of the as-welded cruciform joint did not satisfy the structural stress-based 
design SN curve 35 due to its low stress concentration factor, while the toe-ground joint 
agreed well with the design curve. From the point view of fatigue analysis, the higher 
the structural stress concentration factor is, the more conservative the design curve is. 
This is contradictory to the structure design where high stress concentration should be 
avoided. 

It is noted that the structural stress range approach may not be suitable fro the fatigue 
assessment for the toe-ground joint due to its complex stress gradient in front of the 
weld. A notch stress range approach would be more reasonable for the same assessment. 

Notch stress range approach 
Design SN curve 

A notch stress design curve II is classified for the cruciform joint with full penetration 
fillet weld according to the DNV recommendation (DNV 1997). No difference is 
specified in choosing a design curve whether the weld toe is ground or not. However, an 
improvement by a factor of approximate 2 in terms of fatigue life (number of cycles at a 
given notch stress range) is claimed by DNV (1997). 

Results 

The notch stress-based design SN curve II was found to be conservative to the toe-
ground joint with a large safety margin. The as-welded joint failed to satisfy the curve 
while only with a small margin less than 3 per cent in terms of stress range if the 
calculated notch stress concentration factor was used. The default concentration factor 
2.4 recommended by the design code would make both the joints satisfactory to the 
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design curve. Test results showed that a better design SN curve should be specified for 
the toe-ground joints due to the fact that weld defects virtually have been eliminated. 

3.5 Recommendations for further work 

3.5.1 Joint design and optimization 

Investigation of the web frame/box stiffener connections Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3 showed 
that the fatigue strength is greatly influenced by the way the joint is designed. Easy-to-
weld, reducing fabrication costs, while providing sufficient fatigue strength is the main 
target. However, a theoretically good design may not mean a good design in practice. 
Fatigue tests should be performed for the purpose of confirmation. 

Investigation of the box stiffener lap joint showed that the weld parameter (weld leg 
length) could govern both the mode of fatigue cracking and accordingly the fatigue 
strength of the joint. More tests, focusing on different weld leg lengths, would be 
meaningful to confirm the findings in the study. 

3.5.2 Fatigue assessment methods 

The fatigue assessment method should be accurate yet easy to apply. The stress-life 
method provides a satisfactory solution to assess relatively high cycle fatigue lives. A 
method based on SN curves is said to be both “accurate” and “practical” should at least 
consist of the following features: 

The stress used in the design and SN curve should be consistent and reflect the real 
stress raising patterns by both the structural geometry and the weld geometry. The 
nominal stress range can provide satisfactory fatigue strength estimates if the 
engineering joint is similar to the joint “detail class” in the design codes or in guidelines 
by classification societies. Further tests of welded aluminium joints will increase 
confidence in using the nominal stress approach. If proper test results are available, this 
method can be applied. 

The structural stress range approach is an attractive method for fatigue assessment 
for aluminium welded joints. The main challenge is to find a promising structural stress 
calculation method that can be used for all kinds of joint types. How to model the 
fatigue-prone area by finite element model and what kind of methods should be adopted 
are the main issues under development. In addition, investigation on the influence of the 
weld parameters on the structural stress concentration factor should be clarified and 
included in the design recommendations. 

Extrapolation methods for calculating the structural stress concentration factor refer 
to the distance from the weld toe as a function of the thickness of the structural 
component through which the fatigue cracks propagate. There may not exist an apparent 
plate thickness in a complex welded component such as a bulb stiffener and 
methodology to deal more properly with this issue is needed. 

The “structural geometry affected zone” can be distinguished by making use of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the stress near the weld toe (Tveiten and Moan 2000). It 
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provides a clear picture of the influence distance of the structural geometry and weld 
geometry while the finite element effect resorted to this method is time-consuming that 
may limit a further application of the method. Other structural stress concentration 
factor calculation methods such as the extrapolation methods may become inaccurate 
for very thin plate structures because the calculation is performed too close to the 
fatigue cracking point thus the notch effect due to the weld being included in the 
calculation. The calibration of the “structural geometry affected zone” in such cases is 
becoming necessary and reliable. Some comparison study based on several typical joints 
may lay a solid foundation for this purpose. 

Finally, it is noted that the structural stress method is not applicable to ground joints. 
The notch method could in principle deal with as-welded and ground welded joints and 
could be further developed by establishing an more relevant SN curve for ground joints. 

3.5.3 Fatigue design curves 

For details where the plate thickness is not evident (gusset plates with edge 
attachments), there are some inconsistency whether a penalty factor should be included 
or not, and therefore it is a need for further research on the matter. 

3.5.4 Fatigue improvement techniques 

The fatigue improvement by weld toe grinding seems to be more affected by the 
grinding depth than other parameters. The impact of the grinding depth can be studied 
by changing the mean grinding depth of the test specimens. Furthers tests on various 
grinding depth would be helpful to define an optimized grinding depth as a fraction of 
the parent plate thickness. 
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Abstract

The fatigue and static behaviour of aluminium box-stiffener lap joints were investigated in this study. Finite element analysis
showed that stress concentration factor (SCF) at the weld toe decreased greatly as the weld leg length increased, while the location
of the greatest SCF deviated from the connecting point to the middle of the flange. It is also found that the SCF at the weld root
is much less than that at the weld toe. Fatigue tests showed that weld toe cracking was the main fatigue failure mode. In addition,
fatigue crack initiation site changed from the connecting point to the middle point of the flange. Weld root failure was only possible
when the weld leg length was less than twice the main plate thickness (6.0 mm). The test data agree with those for toe failure
given by Eurocode 9. 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aluminium alloys; Box-stiffener; Lap joints; Stress concentration factor; Fatigue life

1. Introduction

Aluminium and its alloys are widely used in the ship
building and aerospace industryies due to their good
mechanical properties such as the high strength/weight
ratio compared with steel. Aluminium alloys have
become the main building material in the development
of high speed light craft (HSLC) in recent years, where
speed and low weight are crucial. Another good fabri-
cation feature is extrusion, since this makes it possible
to fabricate complicated structural profiles where the
advantages of the material can be utilized as much as
possible. This is exemplified in this study by box-stiff-
eners which are extruded profiles used in the building
of HSLCs and bridges.

Ships are preferably built in sections that are con-
structed in parallel and then joined. Lap joints are com-
monly used to join the sections. This is because this sol-
ution normally requires less restrictive joint dimensional
tolerances and can join two components most con-
veniently and effectively. In the aerospace industry,
adhesive and rivet lap joints are the main solutions, how-
ever, in the ship building industry, welded lap joints are
widely adopted. In 1999, Tong and Steven [1] summar-

* Corresponding author. Tel.:+47-73-551103; fax:+47-73-595528.
E-mail address: naiquan.ye@marin.ntnu.no (N. Ye).
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ized the analysis and design details of plate lap joints,
and pointed out that for welded lap joints, the load carry-
ing fillet welds make fatigue a main issue to consider
for design. Much work has been reported relating to
static stress and fatigue analysis of lap joints [2–4].
However, most of this is concentrated either on single
or single-step double lap joints that are only suitable for
joining simple plates such as sheets, therefore, they are
normally treated as a two-dimensional problem. Further-
more, because of relatively low bending stiffness, these
joints can only resist axial tensile loading in most cases.

Extruded box-stiffeners have been widely used in
HSLC and bridge building practice because of their good
mechanical features [5]. In the same way as simple plate
lap joints have been used for joining two individual sim-
ple plates, box-stiffener lap joints have been designed to
join two individual pre-fabricated box-stiffener panels.
As mentioned above, avoiding fatigue is the main design
criterion for such joints, especially for larger sized ships.
No work has been found in the literature relating to the
static and fatigue analysis of such box-stiffener lap
joints.

In this study, this type of joint is first analysed numeri-
cally by the finite element (FE) method, which investi-
gates the influences of the lap plate and the weld leg
length on the stress concentration at the weld toe and
root. Secondly, 13 real-scale specimens from a shipyard
were tested to evaluate the fatigue strength of this joint.
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Table 1
Chemical composition of aluminium alloys 5083 and 6082

Alloy SI Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr NI Zn TI

5083 0.17 0.29 0.026 0.58 4.56 0.09 0.003 0.033 0.017
6082 0.98 0.18 0.1 0.55 0.66 0.25 – 0.01 0.1

Table 2
Mechanical properties of the alloys 5083 and 6082

Alloy 5083 6082

Yield point, Rp0,2 (N/mm2) 250.8 291
Tensile strength, Rm (N/mm2) 335.3 322
Elongation, A5 (%) 15.27 12

The results are compared to existing nominal and struc-
tural design SN curves for fatigue analysis.

2. Specimen descriptions

2.1. Material

Two kinds of aluminium alloys were used to fabricate
the lap joints. The profile of the stiffeners was made of
6082 with a T6 heat treatment and the lap material was
made of 5083 tempered by H116. The chemical compo-
sition and mechanical properties are listed in Tables 1
and 2, respectively.

2.2. Geometrical properties

Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry of this type of box-
stiffener lap joint.

Fig. 1. Geometrical properties of box-stiffener lap joints.

2.3. Weld details

The lap plate was welded to the parent plates by fillet
weld using AlMg4.5Mn alloy as the filler metal. A
pulsed MIG technique was applied at a feeding speed of
55 cm/min. Fig. 2 shows that the weld leg length on the
lap plate side lL is consistent with the thickness of the
plate. The weld leg length on the main member (parent
plate) side lm is set to be equal to the parent plate thick-
ness. As the thickness of the these two plates is the same
here, i.e. 3.0 mm, the nominal weld transition angle j
is 45°. However, lm and j are strongly dependent on
the welding procedure. Therefore, all the welds were
reproduced by imprints and measured values are
presented in Table 3. It can be found that the majority

Fig. 2. Weld leg length and stress components in weld throat surface.
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Table 3
Weld parameters and fatigue test data

Specimen no. Leg length (mm) Transition angle Toe radius (mm) SCF Cycles Remarks
(degree)

ALT-1 7.8 19.2 0.92 2.02 616,427 Toe failure
ALT-2 11.9 18.5 0.67 1.92 657,113 Toe failure
ALT-3 7.1 23.5 0.45 2.04 568,960 Toe failure
ALT-4 8.5 21.5 0.54 1.98 795,894 Toe failure
ALT-5 7.6 16.5 1.05 2.03 592,002 Toe failure
ALT-6 7.2 18.6 0.76 2.04 615,878 Toe failure
ALT-7 9.3 21.4 0.43 1.95 1,045,614 Toe failure
ALT-8 5.6 27.2 0.34 2.15 280,606 Root failure
ALT-9 10.4 17.0 0.98 1.94 864,123 Toe failure
ALT-10 6.7 23.7 0.66 2.08 933,301 Toe failure
ALT-11 9.8 21.3 0.76 1.94 546,491 Toe failure
ALT-12 7.2 18.5 0.73 2.04 877,318 Toe failure
ALT-13 7.4 17.7 0.88 2.03 738,768 Toe failure

of the specimens has a weld leg length beyond 6.0 mm,
and only one specimen has a weld leg length less than
6.0 mm. It is also found that there is no evident corre-
lation between the weld leg length and the transition
angle. The latter is formed due to the cooling process of
the melting filler metal. After welding was completed,
the specimens were inspected visually.

A simple stress flow pattern (dash-line) through the
weld in Fig. 2 shows how the fillet weld transfers loads
from the parent plate to the lap plate. Stress components
relating to the weld root fatigue are illustrated as well,
this will be mentioned later.

3. Static analysis

3.1. Finite element model

Finite element analysis was used to study stress rais-
ing factors that include the lap plate and the fillet weld
for the lap joint. 20-node and 15-node solid elements
were used to model the plates and welds, respectively.
A sub-model with a minimum mesh size t/2×t/2×t/2 near
the weld toe was built so that the local stress raising
effect due to the weld could be captured. The analysis
was carried out using the SESAM package [6]. The weld
leg length is a main parameter that affects the fatigue
strength of the joint in this study and was varied between
1.5 and 12.0 mm with a step of 1.5 mm. An example
with a leg length of 6.0 mm shows how the finite element
model and sub-model were established in Fig. 3 and the
local weld detail model that is also shown in the same
figure.

3.2. Nominal stress

Fatigue data (SN curves) can be defined with refer-
ence to a nominal, geometrical (structural), or notch

stress for steel and aluminium. Regarding the aluminium
welded joints, however, the nominal stress approach is
still the most widely accepted method for design and
analysis. For the joint considered here, the so-called
nominal stress is defined based on beam theory. There-
fore the nominal stress is the axial stress (x-direction in
Fig. 3) on the top of the flange surface, and can be calcu-
lated according to the following equation:

sn�
M·y

I
(1)

where, M, I and y are the bending moment, inertia
moment the distance to the area centre, respectively.
Based on the four-point bending load case indicated in
Fig. 4, the analytical beam theory solution to the nominal
stress varies longitudinally on the flange top surface, as
is given in Fig. 4. Also the same figure presents linear
finite element results along two lines on the top of the
flange surface, these are the centre line and the line along
the connecting point as indicated in Fig. 1.

It is shown that the beam theory result corresponds
very well with the finite element result within the area
where the stiffener experiences pure bending. There is
little difference from the centre line to the connecting
line. The large discrepancy appearing near the boundary
area results from extra restrictions due to boundary con-
ditions. Strain gauge measurements confirm the result
from these two methods by the error being less than 3%.

It is known that fatigue occurs at the point where the
highest stresses exist near a weld. For the box-stiffener
lap joint in this study, either weld toe failure or weld
root failure through the weld throat is indicated in some
codes and standards such as Eurocode 9. For the latter
failure mode, however, the nominal stress refers to shear
stress in the weld throat surface. But the complexity of
the profile (Fig. 1) makes it very difficult to calculate
the nominal shear stress. Fortunately, for the joint stud-
ied here, test results showed the weld toe failure only
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Fig. 3. Finite element model details.

Fig. 4. Beam theory result versus finite element result (i.e. membrane stress).

occurred with 12 of the 13 specimens. The only weld
root failure possibly resulted from the defects in the weld
root itself that had been found after cutting out the col-
lapsed specimen. Therefore, the static analysis will be
focused on the stress concentration along the weld toe
line. However, shear stress concentration in the weld
root will be simply discussed as well below. Stress cal-
culation is performed at the Gaussian points and then
extrapolated to the nodes [7]. All the stresses are nor-
malized by the axial nominal stress within the pure bend-
ing part as illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.3. Influence of the lap plate on SCF

The main characteristics of the joint in this study is
the box-stiffener lap plate that joins two individual box-
stiffeners by means of a weld. This local geometry has
a great influence on the normal stress concentration close
to the joining area. Figs. 5 and 6 schematically illustrate
this effect along two longitudinal lines that are the line
along the middle point and the line along the corner
(connecting point) on the top surface of the flange. Fur-
thermore, in order to get to know the variation of this
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Fig. 5. Normal stress variation along middle point (Fig. 1) lines at
different layers in the longitudinal direction.

Fig. 6. Normal stress variation along connecting point (Fig. 1) lines
at different layers in the longitudinal direction.

stress in the thickness direction, the same calculation is
carried out on the other four layers: these are bottom
surface, middle surface and the surfaces between. These
surfaces evenly divide the thickness.

As expected, the peak value of the SCF for both lines
appears at the weld toe on the top surface. There is no
difference evident between the two peaks (less than 3%).
The influence of the lap plate tends to be negligible when
it is about 10t (30.0 mm) away from the weld toe. These
similar features have already been reported for the sim-
ple plate lap joints. The typical features of this box-stiff-
ener lap joint appear at the weld toe.

By comparing Figs. 5 and 6, it can be seen that the
SCF peak at the top surface decreases at a quite different
rate towards the bottom surface. In Fig. 5, it even ends
with a compressive value of �0.1 at the bottom surface,
however, a positive value of 0.7 is found in Fig. 6. After
decomposing the normal stress into bending stress and
membrane stress, it is found that the middle part of the

flange plate experiences a higher bending stress but a
lower membrane stress. However, the lower bending
stress and higher membrane stress are found in the plate
at the connecting point. Actually, when it is about 2t
(6.0 mm) away from the weld toe, there is no evident
bending component and the bending stress changes sign
after this point. The phenomena reveal that the bending
of the middle part of the flange is less restricted than the
connecting part. The curvature of the connecting plate
plays an important role in this local bending restriction.

It should be noted that the weld leg length in Figs. 5
and 6 is 8.2 mm, i.e. the mean value as indicated in Fig.
1. Other specimens with different weld leg lengths come
out with the same result.

3.4. Influence of the weld on SCF

Local weld is another important factor that affects the
SCF at the weld toe. Engesvik [8] reported that the weld
toe radius and the weld transition angle are the major
parameters that determine the SCF at the weld toe. The
transition angle correlates theoretically with the leg
length according to (Fig. 2),

j�arctg�lL

lm
� (2)

However, as shown in Table 3, the actual transition
angle is almost independent of the leg length and is
determined by the welding process. It was found that the
weld leg length was the dominant factor for the joint
studied herein. Fig. 7 illustrates how the longitudinal
normal stress varies along the weld toe line for different
weld leg lengths. When the leg length is shorter than 6.0
mm, it is seen that the stress varies slowly from the
middle line and increases rapidly when it comes to the
edge of the flange surface, reaching its peak value near

Fig. 7. Normal stress variation along the weld toe line for different
weld leg lengths.
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the connecting point where the curvature of the plate
changes from infinite to finite value. Further weld leg
length increases tend to reduce this stress raising effect
near the connecting point. That is, when the weld leg
length is greater than 7.5 mm, this connecting point
stress peak disappears. As a consequence, the highest
SCF does not then occur near the corners of the box-
stiffener, but is shifted to the middle of the flange plate.
Moreover, the absolute value of this peak value
decreases greatly when the weld leg length increases
from 3.0 to 7.5 mm. Increasing the weld leg length
beyond this value, from 7.5 to 12.0 mm does not intro-
duce more influence on the highest SCF, instead, this
peak value only changes slightly. Obviously, crack
growth would depend upon the initial crack size and the
stress level. For equal initial crack size, fatigue failure
will occur near the connecting point for those specimens
with a weld leg length below 7.5 mm. However, for
those with a weld leg length above 7.5 mm, the fatigue
failure initiation area will be more likely around the
middle line. This feature is rather important for fabri-
cators because it will cancel out the detrimental effects
due to possible defects that are easily introduced when
the welding is performed manually around the finite cur-
vature plate. Test results have confirmed this feature.

3.5. Shear stress in the weld root

The evident nominal shear stress for the joint is hard
to assess. A practical approach to deal with the cracks
initiating from weld roots and propagating through the
weld throat is calculating via a vector sum of the shear
stresses in the weld throat surface [9–11]. The total shear
stress acting on the weld throat plane is calculated accu-
rately based on the finite element results where all the
stress components are given individually for each coor-
dinate direction [12]. Fig. 8 shows the normalized shear

Fig. 8. Shear stress along the weld root line across the width of the
flange for different weld leg lengths.

stress along the weld root line across the flange width
direction, four weld leg lengths are presented so that the
effect of different weld lengths can be quantified.

As experienced for normal stress at the weld toe, the
shear SCF for each weld leg length increases gradually
from the centre of the flange to its peak near the con-
necting point and then jumps abruptly after this point.
As to the influence of the weld leg length, longer weld
leg length results in lower SCF and vice versa.

Comparing the shear SCF with the normal SCF in Fig.
7, it can be found that the SCF peak at the weld toe is
much higher than that in the weld root for each weld leg
length. The ratios of the normal SCF peak at the weld
toe against the shear SCF in the weld root are 3.4, 4.0,
5.7 and 6.7 with corresponding weld leg lengths being
3.0, 6.0, 9.0 and 12.0 mm, respectively. It cannot be con-
cluded that the failure from the weld toe will be due
to the axial normal stress since different SN curves are
involved for these two failure modes [9–11], even
though the weld toe failure was the main failure mode
recorded in the test. However, it is seen that this ratio
seems to rise with the increase in the weld leg length.
Therefore, it is reasonable to presume that this welded
joint would fail at the weld toe when the leg length
increases. The assumption coincides with the test results.

4. Experimental analysis

4.1. Test set-up

In the test, the specimens were subjected to four-point
bending under constant amplitude conditions in a com-
puter controlled servo- hydraulic fatigue testing
machine. In order to match the actual residual stress
level which exists in the vicinity of the welds in real
situation, the specimens were tested in load control with
a nominal load (stress) ratio R of 0.44. The frequency
used in the test was 4 Hz. All the tests were carried
out at ambient conditions with room temperature (about
24°C). As far as possible each test was completed with-
out intermediate stops. The specimens were set up in
four-point bending as illustrated in Fig. 9.

4.2. Test results

Thirteen specimens were tested in this investigation.
Fatigue lives were recorded when the specimens failed
with full penetration cracks in the plate thickness direc-
tion (Table 3). As expected from the finite element
analysis, the weld toe failure was the main failure mode,
i.e. 12 of a total 13 specimens experienced this mode of
failure. Another one failed at the weld root with much
fewer cycles. The corresponding weld leg length of this
specimen was 5.6 mm (�6.0 mm).

Fig. 11 schematically illustrates the correlation
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Fig. 9. Test set-up.

between the fatigue life and the transition angle, no evi-
dent correlation factor is found. This confirms the
assumption that the weld leg length is the dominant fac-
tor that has the most significant influence on the fatigue
life of the box-stiffener lap joints.

The most common method of fatigue analysis and
design by far is the use of SN curves in which nominal
axial stress in the structural component is used as design
stress. Following the nominal stress approach, the geo-
metrical similarity between the test specimen and detail
in the codes and standards is required so that the fatigue
life predication can be trustworthy. Unfortunately, the
relevant joint considered herein is not classified in any
existing codes. However, for the load carrying fillet
weld, among the existing codes and recommendations
Eurocode 9 requires the highest fatigue strength for the
weld toe failure mode. Therefore, detail class 25 in Euro-
code 9 corresponding to weld toe failure was chosen as
the basis for comparing the fatigue test results in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Fatigue test data against Eurocode 9.

Fig. 11. Weld transition angle versus fatigue life.

Both the mean curve and the mean minus two standard
deviation curves are plotted. The standard deviation
obtained from the test data is 0.092 in terms of logarith-
mic cycles. Fig. 10 shows that the test data satisfy this
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code. The mean minus two standard deviation line is just
over the class 25 SN curve in the Eurocode 9. These
two curves appear to overlap in the figure due to the
safety margin being only about 5% at the characteristic
2×106 cycles.

As another fatigue design and analysis method, a
structural stress approach has been proposed and
developed in recent years. Stress extrapolation is
required in order to apply this method. Even though vari-
ous methods have been suggested, there is still a lack of
consistent stress extrapolation methods for different joint
details. Furthermore, the accuracy is strongly affected by
the element size and type close to the weld toe [13].
Nevertheless, as a comparison to the nominal stress
approach, a structural SN curve with a characteristic
structural stress range of 44 MPa recommended by Euro-
code 9 [11] is plotted in Fig. 12. Thereby the fatigue
test data are re-plotted by means of structural stress. The
structural stress concentration factors are calculated
according to the DNV extrapolation method [14] and the
results are found in Table 3. The safety margin is
increased compared with the nominal stress approach.
The scatter of the test data (standard deviation) is
changed from 0.09 to 0.07.

Since there was only one specimen that failed bybe-
cause of weld root failure mode, it is meaningless to plot
it against any SN curve. However, the weld leg length
of this corresponding specimen was the shortest one
among all the specimens. Therefore, this failure mode
may much more likely give rise to the short weld leg
length. In other words, the weld root failure could poss-
ibly be avoided by barely increasing the weld leg length
to a reasonable range, i.e. larger than 6.0 mm. The FE
analysis in the study have confirmed that the shorter the
leg length is, the higher the shear stress at root and nor-
mal stress at toe SCF are. However, the shear SCF seems
to be increasing with a higher ratio. This makes the weld
throat failure more likely when the leg length decreases.
It can be simply understood by the stress flow pattern
in Fig. 2. That is, the shorter the leg length is, the less

Fig. 12. Weld length versus fatigue life

throat area is used to transfer the forces, implying higher
shear SCF at root.

It should be noted that the recorded fatigue life for
this specimen was only one-third of the mean fatigue
life of those that failed from the weld toe. This relative
low fatigue life may result from the defects inside the
weld itself that were found after cutting out the failed
specimens.

It is also shown in Fig. 12 that there was no obvious
correlation between the individual fatigue life and weld
leg length when the failure is at the weld toe. This is
because the leg lengths are fairly long and the sensitivity
to the weld length is relatively small, as is shown in Fig.
7. Therefore, further increase in the weld leg length does
not contribute to longer fatigue life. However, the crack
initiation site was affected by further increase in the weld
leg length. The fatigue failure occurred around the con-
necting point for those specimens with short weld leg
lengths and a shift to the middle point was observed
when the weld leg length was increased. This confirms
the stress analysis result in Fig. 7 where it is said that
the greatest SCF shifts from the connecting point to the
middle point with regard to the weld leg length increase.
Therefore, a weld leg length that is slightly longer than
7.5 mm is suggested so that the drawback from any man-
nual welding imperfections around the connecting point
can be eliminated.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of the results obtained from this labora-
tory investigation, and the corresponding results from the
finite element analysis, it seems reasonable to draw the
following conclusions:

The weld leg length is a decisive parameter in
determining both the fatigue failure mode and fatigue
life of the type of box-stiffener lap joint in this investi-
gation. In addition, the fatigue crack initiation site is also
influenced by this leg length. The experiments show that
weld toe failure dominates when the weld leg length is
twice the main plate thickness or more. Also, it is found
that only marginal improvements in the fatigue strength
can be achieved by further increasing the leg length. In
addition to that, when the weld leg length increases, on
the one hand, the highest SCF reduces rapidly, and on
the other hand, the crack initiation site shifts from the
connecting point to the middle of the flange plate.
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Abstract

Static and fatigue behaviour of three types of aluminium box-stiffener/web connections are investigated in this study. The main pur-
poses are to provide a connection solution that can reduce the fabrication costs by changing the cutting shapes on the web frame and
correspondingly the weld process and meanwhile sufficient fatigue strength can be achieved. Finite element analyses (FEA) show the
influence of local geometry and weld parameters on the stress gradient near the fatigue cracking area. The influence of the weld param-
eters on the structural stress concentration factors is also studied. Twelve specimens of every type were tested and the test data are com-
pared both to a nominal stress based design SN curve Eurocode9/31 and a structural stress based design SN curve Eurocode9/44.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Aluminium alloys; Box-stiffener; Stress concentration; Fatigue life

1. Introduction

Aluminium has been widely used due to its good
mechanical properties. For example, the light weight of
the aluminium structure may reduce the load level acting
on the structures when the loading is proportional to the
mass of the structure such as automotive frames and some
ship structures [1]. Some alloys of aluminium are preferred
particularly when the structures survive in corrosive
environment.

Compared to steel, aluminium and its alloys are suitable
for extrusion which often makes them to be the designer’s
first choice. Extrusions avoid extra welding or machining
to achieve unique section shapes and enable an optimised
structure design. In the point view of fatigue, the joints
or discontinuities can be located in areas of lower stress
level, thus improving fatigue resistance.

Fatigue was not separately taken into consideration in
the design of aluminium structure before, instead, it was

assumed to be sufficient if the requirements given in the
design codes are fulfilled [2]. Larger-sized ships (with
length more than 120 m) have been built in recent years
owing to the development of new fabrication methods
and structural detail solutions. The former design codes
in which only small-sized vessels were considered, can
no longer satisfy the new needs for the large vessels in
the point view of fatigue. Fatigue becomes the governing
criteria in the design of the mid-ship stiffener/web frame
connections at the top and bottom of a high speed large
aluminium catamaran [3].

Stiffener/web frame connection is a most common joint
in structure design. A great number of such joint can be
found in a middle-sized ship. Therefore, a slight improve-
ment on design may benefit the fabricator a lot economi-
cally. The extruded box-stiffener provides a good solution
to the top and bottom structure in the design of high speed
light crafts (HSLCs). The box-stiffener is connected to the
web frame by welding and fatigue may be the determining
limit state for design [3]. In this study, the static and fatigue
behaviour of three similar types of box-stiffener/web frame
connections are investigated.
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2. Box-stiffener/web frame connections

2.1. General

The general geometrical requirements for an aluminium
stiffener under bending are the depth of the stiffener and
space between stiffeners so that excessive deflection is
avoided and stresses in the part would be lowered. The
extruded box-stiffener in this study meets both of the above
requirements. The stiffness against bending is increased by
a hollow section, besides, the space between the stiffeners is
reduced by the twin-wall section shape compared to the
single-wall stiffeners e.g. T-shaped or L-shaped.

A cutting is made on the web frame and fillet weld is per-
formed to join the box-stiffener with the web frame.

2.2. Material

Two kinds of aluminium alloys were used in building the
connections. The main body of the stiffener was made of
alloy 6082 with a T6 heat treatment and web frame was
5083 H116 tempered. The chemical composition and
mechanical properties of the two alloys are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Geometrical and welding specifications

The three types of connections are termed as, for simpli-
fication, Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3. The main difference of each
alternative was made on cutting shape on the web frame,
and thus causing a different welding procedure. Alt-1 was
cut with a largest opening so that the welding can easily
be performed. Fillet welding on both sides of the web frame
was performed, in addition, extra welding around the cut-
ting edge on the web frame ensures a continuity of the
weldment. The web frame was tightly joined with the
box-stiffener for Alt-2 and Alt-3. The same fillet weld as
Alt-1 was applied, however, Alt-3 was continuously welded
around the stiffener with no interruption along the cutting
edge and the welding for Alt-2 was performed from the
bottom of the stiffener along the joining line but stop at
a height of p. Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the geometri-
cal specifications together with an indication of the fatigue
cracking point. More details will be shown in the finite ele-
ment models.

The type of joint affects its fatigue strength greatly.
Among the fatigue influencing factors, weld geometry is
of great importance. Study by Engesvik and Moan [4]
showed that the weld parameters affect the scatter of the
constant amplitude fatigue data more than other factors
such as the crack size and the material properties. Fig. 2
represents a typical profile of a weld between the stiffener
and the web frame. The weld toe radius q, weld toe angle
h and the weld throat thickness a (or the weld leg length
k) on the stressed member as illustrated in Fig. 2 are the
key parameters that may affect the fatigue performance
of the joint [4,5]. The weld leg length k correlates with
the weld throat thickness a by k = a/sinh + qtg(h/2) and
it can be simplified as k = a/sinh if the effect of the weld
toe radius can be neglected in the finite element analysis.

The web frame was welded to the box-stiffener by fillet
weld using a pulsed MIG technique with AlMg4.5Mn alloy
as the filler metal. The feeding speed is 50 cm/min. The
nominal weld toe angle is 45� and the weld throat thickness
is equal to 3 mm that corresponds to the weld leg length, k
of 4.24 mm. After completion of welding, the specimens

Table 1
Chemical composition and mechanical properties of the alloys 5083 and
6082

Alloy 5083 6082

Chemical composition Si 0.17 0.98
Fe 0.29 0.18
Cu 0.026 0.1
Mn 0.58 0.55
Mg 4.56 0.66
Cr 0.09 0.25
Ni 0.003 –
Zn 0.033 0.01
Ti 0.017 0.1

Mechanical properties Yield point, Rp0.2 [MPa] 250.8 291
Tensile strength, Rm [MPa] 335.3 322
Elongation, A5 [%] 15.27 12

Fig. 1. Geometrical specifications.
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were visually inspected. All the welds were reproduced by
imprints and measured at the testing place. The statistical
data of the weld parameters are listed in Table 2.

It is seen that the measured mean value of weld toe angle
corresponds quite well to the nominal angle. However, the
measured weld throat thickness is larger than the nominal
value. Besides, sensitivity analysis shows that the weld toe
angle and the weld throat thickness seem to be independent
of each other.

3. Stress analysis by FEM

Fig. 3 is an illustration of the finite element model of the
joints. Twenty-node solid elements are used in the FE mod-
els, and the mesh size is half of the thickness of the stiffener
flange. The weld details are also shown in the same figure.

Fig. 4 reflects the normal stress distribution on the outer
surface of the box stiffener flange at a distance of 4.24 mm
from the web frame. For the Alt-1 and Alt-2, it is the
extending line of the weld toe line and for Alt-3 it is the line
along the weld toe.

It is found that the weld of the Alt-1 and Alt-2 does not
have significant influence on the normal stress on the outer
surface of the box stiffener. However, the continuous weld
of Alt-3 causes obvious stress concentration near the con-
necting point. Later analysis will show that fatigue crack-
ing for the Alt-3 is always originated from the connecting
region.

The geometry of the joint may have some influence on
its local stress distribution, and hence the fatigue behav-
iour. The cuttings on the web frame as well as the corre-
sponding weldments may cause redistribution of the
stresses. It is seen from Fig. 4that Alt-1 and Alt-2 does
not significantly change the stress pattern on outer fibber
on the surface of the stiffener flange because there is no
weld on the flange. However, the continuous weldment
around the stiffener of Alt-3 causes a stress concentration
of 1.2 at the connecting point compared to Alt-1 and
Alt-2. This is mostly because of geometry resulting from
the weldment around the curved part and a secondary
bending introduced by the weldment at the curved part will
cause high bending stress near the connecting point.

Furthermore, Fig. 5 illustrates the longitudinal stress
from the fatigue cracking point for each joint type.
The stresses are normalised by the stresses far enough
(10t, t = 3 mm) from the weld toe. It should be noted that
Alt-1 and Alt-2 have a different nominal stress from that of
Alt-3 because of their different distance of the fatigue
cracking point to the neutral axis of the cross section.

ρ

a

θ

stiffener

web frame 
t

t’

Fig. 2. Weld profile between the web frame and the stiffener, t = 6 mm,
t 0 = 3 mm.

Table 2
Geometrical parameters of the weld

Parameter Connection Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
deviation

q (mm) Alt-1 1.47 1.91 1.62 0.10
Alt-2 1.47 1.91 1.67 0.13
Alt-3 1.32 1.52 1.42 0.09

h (degrees) Alt-1 34 57 45 6.36
Alt-2 30 59 45 5.78
Alt-3 36 55 45 5.55

a (mm) Alt-1 3.12 5.72 4.33 0.75
Alt-2 2.70 6.23 4.09 0.87
Alt-3 2.70 5.20 3.80 0.68

Fig. 3. Finite element models with weld details.
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Fig. 4. Normal stress distribution on the outer surface of the flange at a
distance of 4.24 mm from the web frame.
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3.1. Effect of weld parameter

The effect of the weld geometry is investigated by
changing the weld toe angle and the weld throat thickness
(weld leg length) because these parameters were found to
be most important in determining the stress distribution
near the weld [5,7] and the weld throat thickness is com-
monly used as a measurement of the size of a weldment in
practice. First, the mean weld toe angle (Table 2) is fixed
while the weld throat thickness ranges from the minimum,
mean and maximum values. Then while changing the weld
toe angle from the minimum, mean and maximum values,
the weld toe throat thickness is kept as its mean value.
Therefore, five cases for each type of joint are simulated.
The results are presented in Figs. 6–8. The legends and
the curves in each figure are presented in the same order
for convenient visualisation. For instance, the uppermost
curve in Fig. 6 corresponds to the first item in the legend
where the leg length, weld toe angle, and the weld throat
thickness are 8.09 mm, 45� and 5.72 mm, respectively.

It is seen from Figs. 6–8 that, for all joint types, the high-
est stress at the weld toe happens for the largest weld throat
thickness a (Fig. 2), and the lowest stress corresponds to the
smallest weld throat thickness. This can be attributed to the
fact that, on one hand, the increase of the weld throat thick-
ness ‘‘extends’’ the influence of the joint geometry on the
stress field, and on the other hand, a bigger weldment draws
more stress flowing into the weld that causes higher stress
concentration. Since the weld throat thickness is commonly
used as the measurement of the size of the fillet weldment, it
is accordingly suggested that the weld throat thickness
should be controlled in fabrication to avoid extra stress con-
centration for non-load carrying fillet welded joints. It must
be remembered that the transverse load through the web
frame is not taken into account and this may also affect
the choice of a suitable weld throat thickness if it is consid-
ered. For example, the Alt-3 with continuous weld around
the stiffener would be preferable due to its better perfor-
mance in transferring the load through the web frame than
the other two alternatives.

It is also found in Figs. 6 and 7 that the trend of the
stress gradient is in the same order as the weld leg length
for Alt-1 and Alt-2. The longer the weld leg length is, the
higher the stress concentration is. In addition, if the weld
throat thickness remains the same, for instance, 4.33 mm
in Fig. 6, it is found that an increase in the weld toe angle
causes a drop in the stress for Alt-1 and Alt-2.

Web frame
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Fig. 5. Normalised stress from the fatigue crack initiating point for joints,
see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6. Effect of weld geometry for Alt-1.
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Fig. 7. Effect of weld geometry for Alt-2.
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Fig. 8. Effect of weld geometry for Alt-3.
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But this is not the case for Alt-3. Even though the high-
est stress appears when there is a longest weld leg length
and the lowest corresponds to the shortest, a leg length
of 4.64 mm (weld angle = 55�, weld throat thick-
ness = 3.80 mm) has a larger stress than the cases with
the leg length being 5.37 mm and 6.46 mm as shown by
Fig. 8. In contrast to the influence of the weld toe angle
on stress gradient of Alt-1 and Alt-2, the increase of the
weld toe angle does not lower the stress gradient, in stead,
as shown by Fig. 8, a larger toe angle corresponds to a lar-
ger stress concentration when the weld throat thickness
remains unchanged (3.80 mm).

The fatigue cracking point for Alt-3 has been found to
be situated near the connecting point between a flat and
curved part (Fig. 4), the complexity in both the joint and
weld geometry near the point may give reason to the differ-
ence of the stress level compared to Alt-1 and Alt-2.

4. Fatigue behaviour

4.1. Test set-up

The specimens were loaded in the condition of four-
point bending by a computer controlled servo hydraulic
testing machine (Fig. 9). The load (stress) ratio was 0.44
so that the residual stress in the vicinity of the welds in real
situation can be simulated. Constant amplitude test was
carried out at a frequency of 5 Hz under an ambient
condition.

4.2. Test results

Twelve specimens of each joint type were tested. Fatigue
life was recorded as the number of cycles when the speci-
men was fully cracked through thickness of stiffener profile.

In general, stress range determines the fatigue behaviour
of a structural component through the SN curve equation,
logNf = logA � mlogDr, where Nf is number of cycles to
failure, A is a constant which depends also on the joint fea-
tures and load parameters, m is the inverse slope and S is

the stress range. Accordingly, a longer fatigue life is
expected if the structural component is exposed to a lower
stress range. In this study, the three types of joint were
loaded at the same load level, therefore, Alt-1 and Alt-2
should have longer fatigue life due to their lower stress
range level compared to Alt-3.

Fatigue assessment can either be based on a nominal or
structural range depending on the stress range embedded in
the design SN curves. The nominal stress range approach
has been used since fatigue was considered as a design cri-
terion. However, the structural stress range approach is a
more refined method that requires more detailed stress cal-
culation implementing the structural design.

4.2.1. Fatigue assessment based on the nominal stress range

approach

A number of ‘‘detail classes’’ is included in a nominal
stress based fatigue assessment method. A ‘‘detail class’’
usually refers to a characteristic fatigue strength in terms
of stress range corresponding to a characteristic fatigue life
of two million cycles and is classified according to the
geometry of the joint detail, weld specification, load condi-
tion as well as the location where fatigue cracking occurs.
The stress used herein does not reflect the stress raising
effects due to the structural geometry nor the weldment.
Instead, these stress raising effects are implicitly embedded
in the design SN curves. Therefore, the stress can either be
derived by a simple elastic beam or frame theory or the
FEM using a rather coarse mesh size. The accuracy of fati-
gue life prediction by using this method depends on how
much the desired joint detail and load condition matches
the one given in the design codes. Fatigue tests are required
if mismatching exists.

The box-stiffener/web frame connections in this study
are described as attachment welded on stressed members
with transverse non-load-carrying fillet weld in the design
codes, however, no exact matching is found in existing
design codes because of the complexity of the extruded par-
ticular box-stiffener section profile. A design SN curve
given by Eurocode 9 was calculated using the highest detail
class 31 (denoted as Eurocode9/31) [8,9]. The fatigue test
data are presented in Fig. 10.

As described in the previous section that the nominal
stress level for Alt-3 is higher than that of Alt-1 and Alt-
2, and furthermore, the local geometry for Alt-3 implies a
higher stress concentration compared to Alt-1 and Alt-2
(Fig. 4), the joint type Alt-3 should theoretically have a
shorter fatigue life if the joints are equally loaded. How-
ever, it was found in Fig. 10that Alt-3 had a longer fatigue
life than Alt-1 and Alt-2. This is probably because of differ-
ent defects in the weld. As stated above, a start or stop of
weld is required for Alt-1 and Alt-2. This may introduce
more detrimental defects in the area where the weld starts
or stops and this caused a reduction in the fatigue life. It
is seen that the stress for a stress range at 2 million cycles
for Alt-1, Alt-2 and Alt-3 are 4.5%, 5.4% and 23.0% above
the Eurocode9/31, respectively.Fig. 9. Four-point-bending test set-up.
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4.2.2. Fatigue assessment based on the structural stress range

approach
Since fatigue is a highly localised phenomenon, more

refined fatigue assessment methods have been developed
recently [6,12,13]. Even though the structural stress range
approach has been used successfully for tubular joints since
1970 s [10], its application on aluminium welded joints is
still under development. The main focuses are to find a
suitable structural stress calculation method based on
FEA and consistently select a corresponding design SN
curve for a given joint.

Unlike the nominal stress range approach, the stress
raising effect due to the structural geometry is explicitly
reflected in the calculation of a structural stress concentra-
tion factor (SCF) but the stress raising factor by the weld is
still embedded in the structural design SN curves. Various
solutions have been proposed to separate the influence of
the structural geometry in the calculation of the structural
SCF [10–13]. All these methods assume that the weld has
an influence zone of 0.3t to 0.5t on the stress near the weld
toe. However, Tveiten and Moan pointed out that this zone
may vary with the joint detail [12]. Moreover, the structural
SCF obtained by means of extrapolation methods is not
significantly affected by changing the weld geometry [7].

One advantage by using the structural stress range
approach is that the number of the design SN curves can
be greatly reduced compared to the nominal stress range
approach because the difference in structural geometry is
explicitly reflected in the structural stress calculation. Tve-

iten et al. collected the most recent information on how to
select a consistent structural design SN curve for given alu-
minium welded joints [14].

The structural SN curve Eurocode9/44 is chosen for the
box-stiffener/web frame connections because this curve
represents the highest requirement among the available
structural design SN curves. However, since no corre-
sponding procedure for calculating the structural SCF
was suggested in Eurocode 9, an extrapolation method
by using the stress values at 0.5t and 1.5t according to
the classification society Det Norske Veritas (DNV) rule
[15] was used in the structural SCF calculation because it
was found that this method would provide a relatively con-
servative estimation of the fatigue strength of the joints
[16]. 20-node solid finite elements with a mesh size of
t · t · t were requested for modelling. The structural SCFs
for the three types of joints obtained by this method are
listed in Table 3.

As it is seen in the stress analysis, Alt-1 and Alt-3 have
higher structural SCFs compared to Alt-2. The change of
the weld parameters influence the results of the structural
SCFs, however, the factor (standard deviation) is only
about three per cent. It is also found that the mean SCFs
agree quite well to the SCF with the weld parameters being
the mean values. When the fatigue test data are compared
to the structural stress based design SN curve, the struc-
tural SCFs corresponding to the mean weld parameters
are therefore used, as illustrated in Fig. 11.

It is found that the fatigue strength in terms of stress
range at 2 million cycles for the three joints is 7.7%,
�5.8% and 31.0% relative to the SN curve Eurocode9/44.
More details on the selection of the design SN curve as well
as the structural SCF calculation for the joints can be
referred to [8].

4.3. Influence of the weld geometry on the fatigue behaviour

It has been found in Figs. 6–8 that the weld geometry
has influence on the stress concentration near the fatigue
cracking point. It is therefore expected that the weld geom-
etry would have an influence on the fatigue behaviour of
the joints. Figs. 12–14 illustrate how the weld throat thick-
ness and the weld toe angle correlate to the fatigue strength
of each joint. The horizontal axis represents the fatigue life.

Table 3
Structural stress concentration factors

Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3

k (mm), h, a (mm) SCF k (mm), h, a (mm) SCF k (mm), h, a (mm) SCF

8.09, 45, 5.72 1.46 8.81, 45, 6.23 1.34 7.35, 45, 5.20 1.61
7.74, 34, 4.33 1.45 8.18, 30, 4.09 1.29 4.64, 55, 3.80 1.58
6.12, 45, 4.33a 1.44 5.78, 45, 4.09a 1.27 5.37, 45, 3.80a 1.51
4.70, 67, 4.33 1.39 4.77, 59, 4.09 1.26 6.46, 36, 3.80 1.49
4.41, 45, 3.12 1.38 3.82, 45, 2.70 1.23 3.82, 45, 2.70 1.47

Mean value 1.43 – 1.28 – 1.53
Standard deviation 0.04 – 0.04 – 0.06

a Mean values of the weld parameters.
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The vertical axis to the left represents the weld toe angle
ranging from 0� to 60� while to the left the weld throat
thickness ranging from 0 to 6 mm. The numbers beside
the empty (n) and solid (m) triangles represent the mea-
sured weld toe angle and throat thickness, respectively.

4.3.1. The influence of the weld throat thickness

Generally, an increase in the weld throat thickness
causes a reduction in the fatigue strength for all the three
types of joints although scatter exists. This correlates quite
well with the findings in the stress concentration in Figs. 6–
8 where it was stated that the increase of the weld throat
thickness would cause larger stress concentration and will
accordingly shorten the fatigue life of the joint. As an
example, five (5) tests were recorded in the sequence of
(weld toe angle, weld throat thickness, number of cycles
to failure) for Alt-2 for a given weld toe angle range of
40 ± 1� that were (40, 3.12, 1,442,736), (41, 3.64,
999,082), (39, 3.74, 1,428,156), (40, 4.16, 683,928) and
(39, 5.72, 570,395). It is seen that number of cycles to fail-
ure decreased from 1,442,736 to 570,395 while increasing
the weld throat thickness from 3.12 mm to 5.72 mm. The
third record (39, 3.74, 1,428,156) was an exception that
did not follow the trend is perhaps due to some uncertain-
ties relating to many complex factors such as the welding
and transportation, etc.

However, too much reduction on the size of the weld
throat thickness should be avoided because that causes
shorter fatigue life as illustrated by the figures where throat
thickness 3.12 mm for Alt-1, 2.72 mm for Alt-2 and
2.70 mm for Alt-3 relates to a shorter fatigue life that is
against the general trend. Too much reduction in the weld
throat thickness may cause insufficient penetration of the
weld into the parent material (box-stiffener). An additional
local stress concentration caused by the insufficient weld
penetration would have shortened the fatigue lives as
recorded in the test.

Therefore, for any of the joint type, there exists an opti-
mised range for the magnitude of the weld throat thickness
and here it is roughly equal to 4 mm for all the joint types.

4.3.2. The influence of the weld toe angle

For Alt-1 and Alt-2, the fatigue strength is increased
by increasing the weld toe angle while keeping the weld
throat thickness as constant. For example, the fatigue
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Fig. 12. Influence of the weld throat thickness and toe angle on fatigue
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lives for Alt-1 were recorded as 1,428,156, 1,588,764 and
1,648,224 cycles corresponding to the weld toe angles
being equal to 39�, 43�, and 50� while the weld throat
thickness is equal to 3.74 mm for all three test cases,
respectively. This agrees well with the conclusions from
Figs. 6 and 7 where it was said that for a given weld
throat thickness, an increase of weld toe angle results in
a reduction of stress level.

For Alt-3, it was found in Fig. 8 that for a constant weld
throat thickness, an increase of the weld toe angle yields an
increase of stress level. One would therefore expect a reduc-
tion in fatigue strength by increasing the weld toe angle.
However, it is not always true as found in Fig. 14. For
example, the fatigue life reduces from 653,988 to 587,537
cycles when increasing the weld toe angle from 37� to 50�
while keeping the weld toe thickness as 4.68 mm. For
another two test cases, the fatigue life increases from
1,000,606 to 1,013,806 cycles when increasing the weld
toe angle from 42� to 47� while keeping the weld toe thick-
ness as 3.12 mm.

The formation of the weld toe angle is very much
depended on the welding procedure and cooling time his-
tory and other factors. In practice, the weld throat thick-
ness is the controlling parameter in the welding process.
Therefore, the findings for the influence of the weld toe
throat thickness can generally be extended to other welded
joints while care should be taken when the conclusion from
the effect of weld toe angle is applied to other joints.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the
above study:

The welding procedure plays a determinant role in the
fatigue strength of the box-stiffener/web frame connec-
tions. In spite of costs saving by intermediate welding in
Alt-1 and Alt-2, these two types of joints should be avoided
otherwise detrimental defects introduced by start and stop
in the weldment which significantly reduce the fatigue
strength of the joint, despite their limited nominal stress.

The nominal design SN curve Eurocode9/31 is conserva-
tive to all the three joints by means of the nominal stress
range approach. However, Alt-2 failed to satisfy the struc-
tural SN curve Eurocode9/44, nevertheless, this curve is
more conservative to Alt-1 and Alt-3 compared to the
nominal stress range approach.

The smaller the size of the fillet weldment (weld throat
thickness) is, the longer the fatigue life of the joint will
be. Therefore, larger-sized weldment should be avoided
while in practice very tiny weldment should also be avoided
to maintain sufficient weld penetration.
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Improving Fatigue Life for Aluminium Cruciform Joints 

by Weld Toe Grinding 

N. Ye and T. Moan 

Institute of Marine Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology, NO-7491 Trondheim, Norway 

 

Abstract 
The increase of the fatigue life in aluminium cruciform joints by weld toe grinding was in the 
focus of the current study. The test data are presented by both a nominal stress range approach 
and by the more refined structural and notch stress range approaches. The influence of the weld 
toe angle, weld leg length, and weld toe radius on the structural and notch stress concentration 
factor was systematically studied by means of finite element analysis. Experimental data based 
on eighteen (18) pieces of as-welded and thirteen (13) pieces of weld toe ground specimens 
made of 12 mm thick plates showed a significant improvement in fatigue life in aluminium by 
grinding the weld toe and confirmed the permitted improvement in fatigue life by design codes. 

 

Keywords:  fatigue life; aluminium alloy; weld; stress concentration factor 

 

Nomenclature 
C1, C2, C3, and C4 = possible fatigue cracking sites 

d = weld toe grinding depth in mm 

Kg = structural stress concentration factor 

K = notch stress concentration factor 

t = thickness in mm 

λ = weld leg length in mm 

θ = weld toe angle in degrees 

ρ = weld toe radius in mm 

σnominal = nominal stress 

σstructural = structural stress 

σnotch = notch stress 
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Introduction 
The fatigue life of a welded joint is substantially reduced compared to its parent material due to 
the presence of inherent defects along the fusion line of the weld. In addition to the defects, the 
weld geometry has also been reported to be a determining factor since fatigue has been proven 
to be a highly localised phenomenon. A probabilistic uncertainty analysis by Engesvik and 
Moan 1 using steel joints showed that weld geometry was the greatest contributor as compared 
to other factors, such as initial crack size and material parameters, on the scatter of constant 
amplitude fatigue life of welded joints. The reduction factors pertaining to fatigue life can be 
generally classified into two groups: 1) the weld geometry and 2) the imperfections caused by 
the welding procedure. The imperfections include crack-like defects along the weld path and 
the tensile residual stress in the weld region. 

Sometimes, often late in the design process or during the service time of a structure, it is 
necessary to increase the fatigue life of a particular joint detail to extend the service life of the 
structure through an improvement method. The improvement methods are normally classified 
as: 1) weld geometry modification methods that reduce stress concentration and 2) residual 
stress methods that introduce a compressive stress field in the region where cracks are likely to 
be initiated. 2 The application of various methods, such as grinding, peening, and tungsten gas 
dressing, has been reported extensively in the literature for decades. 3-5 The post-weld 
improvement of steel and aluminium structures was summarised most recently in an 
International Institute of Welding (IIW) recommendation by Haagensen and Maddox. 6 
However, the effort devoted to aluminium structures is still insufficient compared to steel 
structures. 

The grinding technique is a widely accepted fatigue life improvement method due to the 
reliability and ease by which it can be performed. The main purpose of weld toe grinding is to 
reintroduce a fatigue initiation period by removing possible defects at the weld toe. The general 
view today is that a crack initiation period in “as-welded” steel joints is insignificant due to the 
existing weld defects (i.e., slag intrusions at the fusion line), which allow the crack growth to 
initiate very early in the fatigue life. However, the same is not absolutely agreed on for 
aluminum welded structures, where studies have indicated that the fatigue initiation period may 
account for a larger portion of the total fatigue life. For this reason, it is argued that the crack 
initiation period becomes more dominant for aluminum welds than for steel welds. This 
implies that the weld toe grinding method for aluminum weldments could have a lesser effect 
on the improvement of fatigue life compared to that of steel joints.  In addition, weld toe 
grinding changes the local weld toe geometry, which alters the stress concentration factor 
(SCF). It is therefore an open question whether the weld profile of aluminium and steel welds 
is comparable so that the modification of the weld notch by the grinding process has a 
comparable effect on the fatigue life. 

Some studies presented in the literature have indicated that the effect of grinding on steel and 
aluminium welds may show different improvement potentials. 7,  8 Tveiten 9 reported that little 
improvement was achieved by grinding the weld toe of an aluminium flat bar with a welded 
bracket. However, in a summary of fatigue improvement methods, Haagensen and Maddox 6 
suggested that approximately 50% of fatigue life improvement could be targeted by using one 
or a combination of several improvement methods. 
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The main purpose of the current study was to further investigate the benefit of toe grinding as 
applied in welded aluminium joints and thereby contribute more data for design standards. In 
addition to that, fatigue assessment approaches based on local stresses, the most discussed 
issues recently, were evaluated in presenting the test results. 

 

Experimental program 

Specimen descriptions and weld profiles 
Thirty-one (31) specimens made of aluminium alloy 5083 were involved in the test program, 
among which eighteen (18) specimens were as-welded and the rest were toe-ground. Fig. 1 
shows photo copies of the test specimen. Burr grinding technique was used to obtain grooves 
perpendicular to the weld line. The specimens were 206 mm wide, with the other geometrical 
properties are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). 

Weld geometry has a great influence on the fatigue behaviour of welded joints. The weld 
profiles were first reproduced by duplication material as shown in Fig. 2. Five (5) slices evenly 
along the weld profile were made and magnified by a microscope camera and the weld 
parameters were measured based on the magnified photos. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show typical as-
welded and toe-ground weld profiles. Table 1 is a list of the corresponding measured data. A 
study by Engesvik and Moan 1 indicated that among the weld geometrical parameters, the weld 
toe radius and the weld toe angle affect more than the other factors on fatigue performance. In 
addition, Ye et al. 10 found that the weld leg length, λ, had a great influence on the stress 
concentration for a box-stiffener lap joint. Therefore, the effect of these three parameters on the 
structural and notch SCFs were investigated in this study. 

It should also be emphasized that fatigue cracking for a cruciform joint may occur at any of the 
four possible locations from C1 to C4 (Fig. 3) as a result of tensile residual stresses introduced 
by welding. However, by introducing a load/stress ratio of 0.44, only pure tensile stresses 
occurred at C1 and C2 in the test program and it was found that all fatigue cracking occurred at 
either C1 or C2. 

It should also be pointed out that the weld toe for an as-welded specimen can be easily detected 
at point C in Fig. 3(b). However, the original weld toe is removed by grinding and two possible 
cracking points are introduced, specifically A and B, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The weld toe 
usually refers to a melting line between the weld material and the parent material. According to 
this definition, therefore, point A would become the new weld toe. However, tests have shown 
that fatigue cracking originating from point B is the deepest point after grinding. In this study, 
point B was used for the calculation of the stress concentration factors for the toe-ground joint. 

After grinding, the mean weld toe radius is increased by about two and half times and the 
standard deviation is greatly reduced. The weld toe angle is increased by grinding, however, 
the weld leg length is reduced by the material removal at the weld toe. The mean grinding 
depth is about 0.8 mm into the thickness and this depth is the least requirement in the IIW 
documentation to assure satisfactory fatigue life improvement. 6 
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Stress and fatigue design curves 
Stress at the weld toe is usually raised by the structural geometry as well as by the weld itself. 
The structural and notch stresses are correspondingly defined to capture stress raising factors 
relating to the structural and weld geometry. As a consequence, different fatigue assessment 
methods have been developed depending on the stress range used in design SN curves. Fig. 4 
schematically illustrates how these stresses are defined for a general joint detail. 11 Fig. 5 shows 
how different stress definitions are used together with corresponding fatigue design SN curves 
for welded joints. The more accurate the stress calculation is, the fewer design SN curves are 
needed. If no other uncertainties than the weld exists, the notch stress based design SN curve 
will be identical to the base material SN curve. 

Nominal stress and design SN curves 
The failure of the non-load carrying fillet welded cruciform joints occurred at the weld toe. The 
nominal stress range at the weld toe can be obtained either by simply using elastic beam theory 
or coarse finite element analysis. For complex joint details, difficulty may arise in calculating 
the nominal stress and care should be taken to use the calculated nominal stress in the fatigue 
analysis. 12 

For the three point bending load case [Fig. 3 (a)] in this study, the nominal stress was simply 
obtained by a beam solution under bending, i.e., yIM ⋅=σ , where M, I, and y represent the 
bending moment, inertia moment, and the distance of the interested point to the neutral axis of 
the section, respectively. The difference between the analytical solution and the measured 
value by strain gauge was less than 2% for both the as-welded and toe-ground joints. The 
nominal stress applied to the test specimen was 37.7 MPa. It should be noted that the thickness 
reduction effect of the toe-ground joint was not taken into account while calculating the 
nominal stress, rather it was reflected in the SCFs. 

The detail classes for the investigated cruciform joints from different codes based on nominal 
stress are summarized in Table 2 and it is seen that the lowest detail class for a non-load 
carrying cruciform joint was 28, given by Eurocode 9 18 and the IIW, 14 however, a clear 
indication of as-welded condition is only specified by the IIW. The highest class, 36, is given 
by both the IIW and Aluminium Association 20 and toe-grinding is clearly indicated by the IIW. 
It should noted that the IIW is the only code in which the as-welded and toe-ground joints are 
clearly classified into two detail classes, 28 for as-welded joints, and 36 for ground joints; as a 
consequence, there is an improvement of approximately 29% in terms of stress range at a given 
number of cycles. In other words, by applying the above SN curve equation, the fatigue life in 
terms of cycles at a given stress range level for a toe-ground joint is about twice that of the as-
welded joint. 

Structural stress and design SN curves 
The nominal stress only reflects the response of the joint to global forces. A traditional fatigue 
assessment uses this stress as a design stress by including all the other factors, such as the 
effect of the structural geometry and the weld geometry implicitly in the design of the SN 
curves. Some more refined fatigue assessment methods have been developed recently based on 
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a deeper understanding of the influence of the structural geometry and weld on the stress at the 
fatigue cracking area, such as the weld toe.  

The structural stress range approach has recently been one of the most interesting methods by 
which structural stress is used to capture the stress raising factor due to structural geometry, 
however, the contribution of the weld to stress concentration is excluded by performing an 
extrapolation to the weld toe within the structural geometry affected zone, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Various methods have been proposed, however, a universal method that can be applied to all 
kinds of joint types is still needed. The structural SCF can be obtained either by strain gauge 
measurements or finite element analysis; the latter method was used in this study to calculate 
the stress concentration. A full model was built in the analysis. However, only a quarter portion 
of the full finite element models, as well as the sub-models, are shown in Fig. 6 for the sake of 
symmetry. 

The structural stress range approach is designed so that the stress raising effects due to the weld 
can be excluded from the structural SCF. It has been agreed based on experience that the 
influence of the weld on the stress concentration at the weld toe is confined to a short distance 
of 0.3-0.5t, i.e., 3.6-6 mm for the specimens studied herein. Three representative structural SCF 
calculation methods were investigated in this study for the as-welded specimens. Method 1 is a 
linear extrapolation method in which the stresses at 0.4t and 1.0t were used to perform the 
extrapolation. Niemi 13 reported this method after investigating a gusset attachment joint and 
this is used as a standard method by IIW 14. Method 2 is another linear extrapolation method 
used by DNV 15,  16 in which the points 0.5t and 1.5t were used. No extrapolation was required 
for Method 3, rather the stress value at 0.5t was taken as the structural stress. This method is 
used by Lloyd’s Register. It is seen that in the aforementioned methods, the distance of the 
leading point is either 0.4t or 0.5t. However, this distance is dependent on the joint type, as 
reported by Tveiten and Moan. 17 

Fig. 7 shows typical stress distributions near the fatigue cracking point.. It should be noted that 
different origins were used for the illustration in order to compare the SCFs at the fatigue 
cracking point. The origins refer to C (weld toe) for the as-welded joints and the deepest point 
B for the toe-ground joints, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). 

The structural stress range approach is based on an assumption and observation that there 
exists a consistent stress gradient near the weld toe, as shown in Fig. 4. The stress gradient for 
the as-welded joint, as shown in Fig. 7, reveals the same pattern, therefore it was reasonable to 
apply the structural stress range approach. However, as also shown in Fig. 7, the toe grinding 
caused redistribution of the stress adjacent to the cracking point B in Fig. 3(c). A consistently 
increasing stress gradient no longer appeared. This made the application of the structural stress 
range approach to the toe-ground joint more difficult or even impossible. For instance, a 
structural SCF of 1.02 was obtained if the stresses at 0.5t and 1.5t were used as the basis for a 
linear extrapolation. This value was unreasonably small compared to the as-welded cases, 
which is also in contrast to experience. For instance, a recent IIW documentation pointed out 
that grinding may introduce further stress concentration at the weld toe 6. Therefore, the 
structural SCF appears unable to capture the real stress concentration at the fatigue cracking 
point.  

Very little information regarding the influence of weld parameters on structural SCFs is 
available in the open literature. Moreover, no public literature exists related to the effect of 
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weld parameters for a toe-ground joint when the structural stress range approach is used to 
present the fatigue test results. 

The weld toe radius, weld leg length, and weld toe angle were modelled in the FEM. In each 
case, the minimum, mean, and maximum values of each of the parameters were chosen to 
investigate the influence of that parameter, while the mean values of the other parameters were 
utilized in the model. The results are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 

It is shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5 that, in general, the closer the distance of the leading point in 
the extrapolation methods to the weld toe, the higher the structural SCF. It can be easily 
understood that extrapolation points at a short distance from the weld toe may bring the notch 
effect into the extrapolation procedure and result in a higher stress value at the leading point. 
The distance necessary to avoid this from occurring has been further clarified by Tveiten and 
Moan. 17 The extrapolation points must fall within the structural geometry affected zone (Fig. 4) 
to obtain a reasonable structural SCF. A procedure to calibrate this structural geometry affected 
zone and the notch affected zone has also proposed. 

The change of weld parameters had little influence on the structural SCFs by all the methods 
used for the as-welded joint, and the use of different methods did not cause a significant 
change in the structural SCFs. 

Fatigue assessment based on structural stress range has been used in the design of steel tubular 
joints since the 1970s. 23 The structural stress, σstructural=Kg×σnominal, is taken as the design stress, 
where Kg represents the structural SCF. However, the derivation of a universal structural SCF 
calculation method and consistent design SN curves are still needed for both steel and 
aluminium plate structures. Moreover, rather limited data for aluminium structures are 
available up to now. 

Eurocode 9 issued six structural stress design SN curves. 18 for aluminium welded joints. The 
choice of SN curve is dependent on the thickness of the stressed member of the structure, for 
instance, detail class 35 is proposed for structures with the thickness of a stressed member 
between 10 and 15 mm. However, no corresponding structural stress calculation process is 
specified in the code. A detail class of 40 has been accepted, to some extent,  as a suitable 
design SN curve 24,  25 for butt and fillet welded aluminium joints of relatively thin plates (up to 
6 mm) failing from the weld toe location. A thickness penalty factor was suggested by Niemi 13 
to further apply the detail class 40 to the structures with a thickness exceeding 6 mm. In the 
case of a 12 mm thickness, a modified detail class will be approximately 35. Tveiten et al. 26 
commented that the use of the penalty factor should be further investigated since the reduction 
in design fatigue strength would be unacceptably large once the large thickness appears. More 
description on the choice of a suitable structural stress design SN curve was summarised 
recently by Tveiten et al. 26 

 

Notch stress and design SN curves 
The notch stress concentration factor included not only the structural geometry related stress 
raising factors, but also the stress raising factors due to the weld. This factor was assessed by 
direct finite element calculation by means of the sub-modelling technique (Fig. 6). The notch 
refers to the weld toe for the as-welded joints (point C in Fig. 3 (b)) and the deepest point in the 
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ground profile (point B in Fig. 3 (c)). It should be pointed out that no reduction of thickness for 
the ground joints was applied in the calculation of the nominal stress because it had already 
been captured in the stresses obtained by FE analysis. The results are summarised in Tables 6, 
7 and 8. 20-nodes solid elements were used with an element size of about ¼ of the weld toe 
radius. Fig. 14 shows an example of the mesh detail for the minimum weld toe radius ρ=0.1 
mm for the as-welded joint. Element size adjacent to the weld toe on both the normal and 
tangential directions is approximately 0.02 mm. 

It was found, in principle,  that the notch SCFs for the toe-ground joint were greater than those 
of the as-welded joint when the weld toe radius exceeds the mean value of each category. 

The notch SCF can also be roughly estimated according to the equation 
( ) ( ) 2161tan21.01 ρθ tK +=  for cruciform joints under bending, in which t represents the 

parent plate thickness while θ and ρ have the same meaning as indicated in Fig. 3, as suggested 
by Yung and Lawrence 18. For instance, the notch SCF will be 3.38, 1.67 and 1.37 for weld toe 
radius ρ=0.1, 1.3 and 4.2 mm, respectively (λ=9.0 mm, θ=52.1 degree). The FE results are 
consistent to the values obtained by the empirical equation. Figs. 3 and 6 showed that a “notch” 
was introduced by grinding that caused more severe stress concentration compared to the as-
welded joint. This is revealed in Fig. 7 as well. Moreover, it was also found that the change of 
weld parameters did not have as significant an influence on the notch SCFs as for the as-
welded joint. 

Table 6 shows that the increase of the weld toe radius for the toe-ground joint caused a 
reduction of the notch SCFs for the same reason as the influence of the weld toe radius on the 
structural SCFs. This also confirms the IIW requirements that the new weld toe radius should 
not be too small, otherwise a sharp discontinuity may appear accompanied by a high SCF. 6 The 
change of the other two parameters had little influence on the notch SCFs for the toe-ground 
joint, as shown in Tables 7 and 8.  

The notch stress, σnotch=K×σnominal is taken as the design stress in the notch stress range fatigue 
assessment method, where K represents the notch SCF.  

Four notch stress based SN curves were issued by DNV 1 among which curve I is base material, 
curve II is for welded joints, and the remainder is for a welded joint in corrosive environment.  

 

Fatigue tests and results 

Test set-up 
Fig. 3 (a) is an illustration of the test set-up of three point bending. The test was carried out at 
room temperature with a load frequency of 12 Hz by a constant sinusoidal waveform. A 
random input signal and its corresponding output signal were compared to assure that no 
waveform peak “cut-off” occurred in the testing program as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the 
measured stress agreed quite well with the beam theory solution. The fatigue life was recorded 
when the specimen was fully cracked through the thickness of the plate. 
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Test data 
The test data are summarized in Table 9. The fatigue life in terms of the number of cycles was 
recorded when a full thickness crack developed. Eighteen (18) as-welded and thirteen (13) toe-
ground specimens were tested. 

 

Fatigue analysis based on nominal stress 
The IIW SN curves, 28 and 36, were chosen in this study to compare the test data for the as-
welded and toe-ground joints in Figs. 10 and 11. The nominal stress applied to the test 
specimen was 37.7 MPa as can be seen in those two figures. 

It seems that that the tested data agreed quite well with the IIW SN curves. The fatigue strength 
of the as-welded and toe-ground joints was approximately 2.4% and 1.3% below the SN 
curves, 28 and 36, respectively. The grinding improved the fatigue strength by about 30% in 
terms of stress range, which was nearly equivalent to a doubling in fatigue life improvement in 
terms of the number of cycles. This occurred despite the fact that the notch SCF of the toe-
ground joint was generally greater than the as-welded joint. The contribution of grinding in 
improving fatigue life is therefore primarily due to the removal of the defects. The grinding 
depth is therefore the decisive parameter in determining the effect of grinding. This is also 
reflected by the test data in Fig. 11 where a rather low fatigue life was recorded and the 
corresponding grinding depth was found to be the smallest one, that is 0.2 mm.  

It should be mentioned that, as indicated in Fig. 3(c), the original weld toe disappeared after 
grinding and the fatigue cracking was found to be located at point B, which is the deepest point 
in the ground profile. The effect of the thickness reduction on the determination of the nominal 
stress was not taken into account when presenting the data against the nominal SN curves. This 
effect should have been embedded in the specified SN curves for the toe-ground joints. The 
grinding effect will tend to be more significantly conservative if the nominal stress is corrected 
by the thickness reduction, i.e., a higher nominal stress was used in the presentation of the test 
data. 

It should also be noted that the standard deviations of logN for the as-welded and toe-ground 
joints were 0.09 and 0.11, which indicates that the grinding did not reduce the scatter of the test 
data, rather the scatter was slightly expanded. This was probably due to the scatter of the 
grinding depth, which was from 0.2-1.6 mm, as shown in Table 1. An insufficient grinding 
depth may cancel off the fatigue life improvement effect compared to those sufficiently ground 
specimens. As can be seen in Table 9, the lowest fatigue life of toe-ground specimen did not 
improve significantly compared to the mean fatigue life of the as-welded specimens. 

Fatigue analysis based on structural stress 
The test data of the as-welded specimens are presented against the Eurocode 9 SN curve 35 in 
Fig. 12. The structural SCFs correspond to the mean weld parameters. The as-welded joint falls 
quite below the SN curve 35 because the structural SCFs of the as-welded joint is low as 
shown in Table 2. It should be remembered that the application of the structural stress range 
approach to the toe-ground joint can bring uncertainties because there is no consistent stress 
gradient towards the fatigue cracking point. 
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Fatigue analysis based on notch stress 
Curve II is assigned to the cruciform joint and Fig. 13 is an illustration of the test data against 
this curve. The notch SCFs are taken from the direct calculation by FEA using a sub-model 
technique and correspond to the mean values of the weld parameters. It should also be noted 
that no indication of the selection of different SN curves for the as-welded and toe-ground 
joints was given in the code. Curve II from DNV 1 was found to be conservative to the toe-
ground joint. The improvement factoring fatigue life was about 34% in terms of stress range at 
a specified fatigue life, i.e., two million cycles. The as-welded joint based on the calculated 
notch SCF did not satisfy the curve II while the margin of stress range at two million cycles 
was less than 3%. If the default notch SCF of 2.4 in the DNV classification notes 1 was used, 
curve II would be more conservative for the two joint types because 2.4 was higher than the 
notch SCFs in Table 8. 

Due to difficulties in applying both the nominal and structural stress range approaches to the 
toe-ground joint, the notch stress range approach based on the notch stress at the fatigue 
cracking point appeared to be more reasonable to assess its fatigue performance. However, the 
application was accompanied by a time-consuming SCF calculation. 

The notch SCFs of the ground joints were generally greater than that of the as-welded joints as 
shown in the Tables 6-8. For instance, the SCFs corresponding to the mean statistical weld 
parameters were 1.91 for the toe ground joints and 1.83 for the as-welded joints. The difference 
of the notch SCFs is quite marginal. This may explain why no distinction was given in the 
design codes in choosing notch stress based design SN curves for as-welded and toe-ground 
joints. The fatigue performance for the as-welded and toe-ground joints would expect to be 
similar if the stress concentration factor plays a decisive role. However, the test results were 
contradictory to the prediction by indicating that the toe-ground joints had a nearly doubled 
fatigue life compared to the as-welded joints. The effect of the relatively higher stress 
concentration introduced by the grinding for the toe ground joints was compensated by the 
removal of the defects introduced by welding. By assuming the slope of the fatigue curve to be 
3.0, the stress range level at any given number of cycles of the toe-ground joint design curve 
should be at least be shifted above the as-welded joints by about 30 per cent. This is consistent 
with the IIW 14 which clearly assigns different nominal stress design curves for the as-welded 
and toe-ground joints and the increase of the stress level at any given number of cycles is also 
about 30%, as discussed in previous sections. 

In addition, the effect of grinding depth on the notch SCF was further studied by keeping the 
weld leg length λ=9.0 mm, weld toe angle θ=72.9 degrees and weld toe radius ρ=3.2 mm. Fig. 
15 shows that the notch SCF increases nearly linearly proportional to the increase of the 
grinding depth. Therefore, excessive removal of the parent material by grinding should be 
prohibited to avoid further increase of the stress raising. 

 

Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the stress analysis and fatigue tests, which 
corresponds very well to the IIW recommendation: 6   1) the weld toe grinding  significantly 
improved the fatigue life of the cruciform joint based on a nominal stress range approach and 
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2) a near doubling of the fatigue life was observed in terms of the number of cycles for the toe-
ground joint.  

The test data agreed quite well with the IIW nominal SN curve 28 for the as-welded joints and 
36 for the toe ground joints. 

The weld parameters had little influence on the structural SCFs for the as-welded joint. 

The Eurocode structural SN curve, 35, was found to be non-conservative for the as-welded 
joints. The structural stress approach appears to be not applicable to toe-ground joints due to 
the stress redistribution caused by the new weld profile after grinding. 

The notch SCFs based on FE analysis of the as-welded joints were gerally below to that of the 
toe-ground joints, while the latter one had better fatigue performance than the former one. 
Therefore, the defects introduced by the welding procedure played a decisive role in 
determining the fatigue behaviour of the welded joints. The removal of those defects by 
grinding significantly improved the fatigue life of the joints. 

The DNV notch SCFs of the as-welded joints did not vary with the change of the weld 
parameters. A larger weld toe radius caused a reduction in the notch SCFs for the toe-ground 
joints, while other parameters did not affect the value appreciably. It is also important to point 
out that the grinding depth should exceed a lower limit, for instance 0.8 mm, while within a 
reasonable upper limit to avoid further stress concentration, so that the defects can be removed 
with certainty and to achieve a reasonable fatigue life improvement.. The notch SN curve II 
was found to be conservative to the toe-ground joints with a large margin. The as-welded joints 
failed to meet the requirement of the design curve II while only with a small margin. A default 
notch SCF of 2.4, as suggested by DNV, 1 will satisfy both joints with the specified SN curve 
II. 
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Fig. 1  Test Specimen  (a) Overview; (b) as-welded ; (c) toe-ground 

 

Fig. 2  Duplication of the weld profile 
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Fig. 3   (a) Geometrical properties (mm); (b) as-welded toe profile; (c) weld toe profile 

after grinding 
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Fig. 4   Stress components at the weld toe 
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Fig. 5   Stress definitions and associated design SN curves for welded joints 

 
Fig. 6   A quarter portion of the finite element model and sub-models 
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Fig. 7   Stress gradient near the cracking point for the as-welded and toe-ground joints 
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Fig. 8   Comparison of input and output signals to ensure no peak “cut-off” 
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Fig. 9   Comparison of measured stress and beam theory analytical result 
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Fig. 10   Test data of as-welded specimens compared with IIW SN curve 28 based on 

nominal stress 
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Fig. 11   Test results of toe-ground specimens compared with IIW SN curve 36 based on 

nominal stress 
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Fig. 12   Test results compared with Eurocode 9 SN curve 35 based on structural stress 
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Fig. 13   Test results compared with DNV SN curve II based on notch stress 
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Fig. 14    Finite element model for 0.1 mm weld toe radius 
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Fig. 15:  Influence of grinding depth on notch SCF 
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Table 1.   Statistical results of weld parameters 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Mean STDV 

As-welded 0.1 4.2 1.3 0.90 ρ (mm) 

Toe-ground 2.5 4.8 3.2 0.38 

As-welded 17.0 90.0 52.1 14.40 θ (degree) 
Toe-ground 28.0 100.0 72.9 12.92 

As-welded 7.2 11.8 9.0 1.05 λ (mm) 
Toe-ground 5.9 9.5 7.5 0.81 

d (mm) Toe-ground 0.2 1.6 0.8 0.28 

 

Table 2.   Detail class in different design codes for aluminium cruciform structures 

Design code Detail specification Class/parameter m 

Eurocode 9, part 2 [ 18]  Members with welded attachment; 
attachment length, 12mm and 
thickness, 12mm 

28/3.2 

As-welded 28/3.0 International Institute of 
Welding [ 14] 

Non-load carrying 
attachments, fillet 
welds Toe ground 36/3.0 

British Standard, part 1 [ 21] Welded details on surface of member,  
with the length of attachment < 25 mm 

29/3.0 

ECCS [ 22] Cruciform joint, toe-crack failure 30/4.32 

Aluminium Association [ 20] Attachments by fillet welds in the 
direction parallel to the stress, the 
dimension of attachments < 50 mm 

36/3.64 
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Table 3.   Influence of weld toe radius on the structural SCF 

As-welded (λ=9.0, θ=52.1)  Extrapolation 
methods 

ρ=0.1 ρ=1.3 ρ=4.2 

0.4t/1.0t 1.09 1.09 1.09 

0.5t/1.5t 1.08 1.08 1.08 

0.5t 1.07 1.07 1.07 

 

Table 4.   Influence of weld leg length on the structural SCF 

As-welded (ρ=1.3, θ=52.1) Extrapolation 
methods 

λ=7.2 λ=9.0 λ=11.8 

0.4t/1.0t 1.09 1.09 1.09 

0.5t/1.5t 1.07 1.08 1.08 

0.5t 1.06 1.07 1.06 

 

Table 5.   Influence of weld toe angle on the structural SCF 

As-welded (ρ=1.3, λ=9.0) Extrapolation 
methods 

θ=17.0 θ=52.1 θ=90.0 

0.4t/1.0t 1.09 1.09 1.09 

0.5t/1.5t 1.08 1.08 1.08 

0.5t 1.06 1.07 1.06 
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Table 6.   Influence of the weld toe radius on the notch SCF 

As-welded (λ=9.0, θ=52.1) Toe-ground (λ=9.0, θ=72.9, d=0.8) 

ρ=0.1 ρ=1.3 ρ=4.2 ρ=2.5 ρ=3.2 ρ=4.8 

3.78 1.83 1.32 2.01 1.91 1.82 

 

Table 7.   Influence of the weld leg length on the notch SCF 

As-welded (ρ=1.3, θ=52.1) Toe-ground (ρ=3.2, θ=72.9, d=0.8) 

λ=7.2 λ=9.0 λ=11.8 λ=5.9 λ=7.5 λ=9.5 

1.88 1.83 1.80 1.91 1.91 1.91 

 

Table 8.   Influence of the weld toe angle on the notch SCF 

As-welded (ρ=1.3, λ=9.0) Toe-ground (ρ=3.2, λ=7.5, d=0.8) 

θ=17.0 θ=52.1 θ=90.0 θ=28.0 θ=72.9 θ=100.0 

1.62 1.83 1.79 1.93 1.91 1.93 
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Table 9.   Fatigue test data 

Fatigue life Specimen No. 

As-welded Toe-ground 

1 930806 2423027 

2 1042485 2830036 

3 916920 1846428 

4 1057019 1421794 

5 1774631 2694688 

6 1050289 3268021 

7 923797 3609481 

8 1348637 2765445 

9 1051069 3108286 

10 1150013 2520398 

11 866263 1963157 

12 1099022 2262469 

13 1041857 2827378 

14 1252033 - 

15 1063280 - 

16 789209 - 

17 1202075 - 

18 1582690 - 

Mean fatigue life 1119005 2580047 

STDV of log(N) 0.09 0.11 
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F A T I G U E  2 0 0 2  

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE SELECTION OF STRUCTURAL 
STRESS DESIGN S-N CURVES FOR THE FATIGUE 

ASSESSMENT OF WELDED ALUMINUM STRUCTURES  

Bård Wathne Tveitena, Naiquan Yeb and Torgeir Moanb 

The main object of this paper is a review of published structural stress 
S-N data of welded aluminum structures together with finite element 
analysis results in order to discuss the various effects that influence a 
consistent selection of design S-N data. The two key issues addressed in 
this paper are the definition and the calculation of the structural stress 
used in fatigue design and the appropriate selection of a structural stress 
design S-N curve. In addition, some general modeling principles and 
techniques with respect to structural stress calculations by means of 
finite element calculations are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue design codes of welded aluminum structures are normally based on a 
nominal stress range S-N curve approach where the design stress referred to is the 
local nominal stress range that does not include any stress raisers due to local weld 
geometry or local geometrical changes. Thus, all structural discontinuity effects and 
local notch effects (including fabrication defects and workmanship) are implicitly 
included in the fatigue strength S-N curves. 

However, for welded structures characterized by relatively complex geometry, 
varieties of structural details, or complex combinations of loads, fatigue strength 
assessment may become rather cumbersome when a traditional nominal stress range 
S-N curve approach based on standard detail classes of typical welded details is 
applied. As an alternative, a design principle based on a structural stress range S-N 
curve approach has been suggested as a more suitable fatigue assessment procedure 
in that the design stress is based on the structural stress that also captures the 
geometrical features of the joint geometry. This reduces the number of design S-N 
curves since the geometrical features of the design classes are included in the design 
stress range rather than in the design S-N curves. However, the local notch effects 
are still embedded in the design S-N curves.  
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CALCULATION OF STRUCTURAL STRESS IN WELDED STRUCTURES 

Introduction 

The structural stress is defined as the linearized through-thickness stress at the weld 
toe location that includes the stress raising effects due to structural geometry, 
excluding the stress concentrations due to the presence of the weld notch. Excluding 
the weld notch effects can be achieved by carrying out an extrapolation procedure 
of the structural stress from outside the region which is influenced by the local 
notch. The extrapolation points must be located such that the nonlinear stress 
variations caused by the local notch at the weld are not included in the stress results. 
At the same time, the points should be sufficiently close to capture the global 
geometrical effects. The structural stress range approach assumes that the fatigue 
crack will initiate at the weld toe location. Fatigue failures that initiate from other 
locations such as the weld root have to be treated separately by means of e.g. the 
stress referred to at the weld throat section. In general, three types of weld toe 
failure can be identified (Fricke [1]), Type a, b, and c (Figure 1) where the different 
joints have different behavior and may require different extrapolation approaches. 
Type a and c differ from Type b behavior as the fatigue failure of Type a and c 
depends amongst other things, on the plate thickness, whereas fatigue failure of 
Type b usually does not. Type b characterizes those failures at which the fatigue 
cracks initiate at the plate edge and propagate across the stressed member as 
through-thickness cracks. In such “2-dimensional” cases the stress distribution 
approaching the weld does not depend on the plate thickness.  

All existing structural stress extrapolation procedures proposed in the open 
literature are based on surface stress extrapolation. The stress at the extrapolation 
points can either be obtained by strain gage measurement, or by means of numerical 
stress analysis. To calculate the local stress distribution that captures the stress 
raising effects due to the structural discontinuities, a local finite element model with 
a refined mesh is required. In contrast to the calculation of the nominal stresses 
where only frame models or coarse global finite element models are sufficient, the 
calculation of the structural stress requires more complex finite element models and 
consequently higher computational efforts. The mesh refinement of large, global 
finite element models at fatigue prone areas is not feasible. However, the structural 
geometry at the hot-spot locations can be reanalyzed by means of the submodeling 
technique. The displacements on the cut boundary of the global model are then 
specified as boundary conditions of the local finite element model.  

Modeling principles 

The analyst has several possibilities of modeling the structural geometry, ranging 
from finite solid elements, thick or thin finite shell elements, or a combination of 
these. Finite shell element models as well as coarse finite solid element models are 
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characterized by a linear stress distribution over the plate thickness. Therefore, both 
types of finite element modeling are suitable for the calculation of the structural 
stress since the nonlinear stress distribution due to the presence of the weld notch in 
the thickness directions is excluded. The main problem which arises when finite 
shell elements are used is that the finite shell element formulation only provides a 
model for the mid-plane of the plates (the element thickness is given as an element 
property) and thus the local change of the stiffness associated with the weld shape 
can not be modeled.  

A comparative study of ship structural details including strain gage test results 
and numerical stress analyses (Sumi [2]) has shown that extrapolated stresses are 
highly dependent on whether a finite shell element model or a finite solid element 
model have been used in the stress analysis, or in particular how the weld has been 
modeled. There have been several attempts to solve the problem of representing the 
actual stiffness of the weld seams in finite shell element models. The shell elements 
have been joined by using some sort of rigid elements, thicker elements at the weld 
area, or by inclined shell elements to account for the “missing” weld, or by an 
extrapolation to the intersection line that lies “inside” the material and hence an 
extrapolation which potentially predicts the structural stress at a fictitious position. 
Tveiten [3] has shown by finite shell and solid element analyses combined with 
strain gage measurements of longitudinal stiffener/bracket connections that 
extrapolated structural stress values were rather sensitive to how the weld stiffness 
had been accounted for in the finite shell element model. It was therefore 
recommended that finite solid element models should be used for the calculation of 
the structural stress, or at least to verify methods based on finite shell elements.  

Fricke [1] has recently presented recommendations regarding structural stress 
analysis. The study included a round-robin FE analysis of typical FPSO details 
(steel) where 5 typical details were investigated. Various finite element models 
where developed by the participants, using different types and sizes of finite 
elements, different modeling and stress evaluation techniques as well as different 
finite element software. The study suggested that both solid and shell element 
models, preferably 8-noded shell elements, might be used together with 
extrapolation procedures for the calculation of structural stress. When using shell 
elements the welds are not necessarily needed, however, vertical or inclined 
elements with appropriate stiffness or constrained equations to couple node 
displacements to model the weld stiffness need to be considered for cases where the 
results are affected by a high degree of local bending. 

Methods for structural stress extrapolation 

Stress extrapolation methods proposed in the open literature are traditionally based 
on the assumption that the effect of the weld notch is localized within a distance 
close to the weld, where the distance is normally expressed as a function of the 
main plate thickness. In addition, the extrapolation methods are very often quite 
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joint dependent. That is, the method is easily calibrated to a given joint type but 
may fail to get an accurate assessment of different joint configurations and 
dimensions (Tveiten [3]). Obviously, the extrapolation scheme can not guarantee 
that the real influence of the weld notch on the structural stress has been removed. 
Furthermore, the joint-dependence narrows the application range of the methods as 
many joint types usually differ greatly from the proposed one. These restrictions 
are, however, overcome by Tveiten and Moan [4] by proposing an analytical 
solution to obtain the structural stress at the weld toe based on the asymptotic 
behavior of stresses adjacent to an idealized notch. Different from existing 
extrapolation methods suggested by IIW [5] and Niemi [6] that applies to either 
Type a/c failure or Type b failure (Figure 1), the proposed method suggested by [4] 
applies to all types of weld toe failure (Type a, b and c). Studies ([3] and Ye et al. 
[14]) have shown that the suggested extrapolation method proposed by [4] provides 
a lower bound value of the structural stress compared to the extrapolation methods 
suggested by [5] and [6]. 

A reliable structural stress analysis procedure is dependent on a well-defined link 
between the calculation of the structural stress and the stress implicitly used as the 
design stress in the S-N curve. Assuming that the structural stress is accurately 
predicted, the same calculation procedure should be used to calculate the structural 
stress at an actual detail that was used when the structural stress design S-N curve 
was derived from test data. Existing extrapolation methods suggested by [4], [5], 
and [6] require a mesh refinement such that any further refinement does not result in 
significant change of the stress distribution inside the area between the 
extrapolation points. The extrapolation method suggested by [4] will also require a 
further mesh refinement close to the weld toe such that the singularity at the notch 
is accurately accounted for. Hence, the stress extrapolation procedures are linked to 
specific requirements for use of finite element types and finite element meshes. 
However, for practical design the aim is to use coarser finite element models and 
clearly it is a conflict of interests between the accuracy of the resolved structural 
stress and the required model complexity and thus the computing time.  

Structural stress extrapolation procedures such as those presented by [4], [5] and 
[6] are based on surface stress extrapolation with the assumption that the structural 
stress is linearly distributed across the plate thickness. With basis in fracture 
mechanics, the stress field across the plate thickness will also govern the crack 
growth.  Different details showing the same extrapolated structural stress value may 
show different stress fields in the plate and, thus, also different crack growth lives 
are predicted.  Due to this, a uniquely determined design S-N curve based on a 
structural stress derived from extrapolated surface stresses might be questioned.  
However, the discrepancy from a single design S-N curve for different details will 
likely be dependent on the failure criterion used (amount of crack growth into 
different stress fields for different details). A method to estimate the structural stress 
based on the stress distribution through the thickness and on the surface has recently 
been launched by Battle (Dong [7]). The method is said to be mesh-size insensitive 
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and it is said that the method can be implemented in both solid and shell element 
models. However, all details of this method have not yet been published. 

STRUCTURAL STRESS DESIGN S-N CURVES 

The structural stress range approach has been implemented in the fatigue design 
codes and recommendations of tubular steel joints, and steel plate and shell 
structures (e.g. IIW [5]). However, even though CEN [8] have presented some 
structural stress design S-N curves, no fatigue design codes or recommendations 
have suggested a structural stress range approach for welded aluminum structures 
based on a well defined method for the structural stress extrapolation together with 
a consistent definition of a design S-N curve.  

The fatigue strength of a welded detail is dependent on several factors such as 
geometrical parameters including the plate thickness and the plate width, the 
attachment length, width and height, the specimen length, the leg length, and 
additional factors such as the loading mode (tensile/bending), misalignments (if not 
included in the finite element model where the stresses are derived from), and the 
condition at the weld toe (as-welded/toe-ground).  

The geometrical effect (thickness effect) is commonly addressed in fatigue 
design as a penalty factor on the form: f(t) = (tref/t)n, where f(t) is the thickness 
correction factor, tref is the reference plate thickness, t is the plate thickness of the 
detail, and n is the thickness correction exponent. Recent research (e.g. Maddox 
[11]) has shown that thickness effects in aluminum structures also apply for 
structural stress approaches and are similar to those found for steel structures. In 
line with these findings the same thickness correction is implemented in the IIW [5] 
rules for aluminum structures as in those for steel. In these rules the thickness 
correction exponent, n, varies between 0.1 and 0.3 depending on joint category and 
condition. The lowest values apply to un-welded plates or highest categories of 
welded joints, e.g. flush ground butt welds. This is consistent with the fact that part 
of the thickness effect is due to the steep stress gradient that is present in joints with 
a low fatigue strength. CEN [8] has not adopted the scheme of a penalty factor but 
the geometrical effect is based on several different structural stress design S-N 
curves depending on the actual plate thickness of the component. For some details 
where the plate thickness is not evident (e.g. gusset plates with edge attachments, 
Type b, Figure 1), other geometrical parameters such as e.g. plate width or/and 
attachment length will govern the effects relating to the stress gradient in the crack 
plane. Partanen et al. [9] have derived a penalty factor for load carrying gusset 
plates with edge attachments as f(t)=(tref/tapp)n, where tref = 25 [mm], n = 0.25, and 
tapp = min{B,1.5⋅L,15⋅H} where B is the height of the stressed member, L is the 
length of the attached gusset plate, and H is the height of the attached gusset plate. 
As demonstrated by [11], a thickness effect is shown for structural stress S-N data 
of fillet welded aluminum details. However, Niemi [6] has suggested a linear and a 
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quadratic extrapolation method for Type b details where he claims that the 
geometrical effect is automatically accounted for by the quadratic extrapolation 
procedure, as the shape variation of the stress distribution in the crack plane due to 
changes in dimensions is included in the structural stress. While for the linear 
method, the geometrical effect has to be considered by multiplying the fatigue 
strength by the penalty factor, f(t), suggested by [9]. 

Rather limited test S-N data for the validation of the structural stress approach 
for welded aluminum structures are available. However, some authors have 
presented test S-N data for welded aluminum structures based on a structural stress 
range approach. Partanen and Niemi [10] have compiled fatigue test results for a 
variety of aluminum test specimens with moderate thickness (up to 6 [mm]) 
subjected to pulsating tension (R > 0) using structural stress obtained from 
extrapolated strain gage measurements and finite element analyses. The structural 
stress was based on the extrapolation procedure suggested by IIW [5]. The test S-N 
data presented by [10] are shown in Figure 2 together with test S-N data provided 
by Maddox [11]. The authors suggest that the structural stress range approach can 
safely be used with an S-N curve of fatigue class 40 (fatigue class 40 refers to the 
characteristic stress range at 2⋅106 cycles) for butt and fillet welded aluminum joints 
of relatively thin plates and extrusion (up to 6 [mm]) failing from the weld toe 
location. For plates with thickness exceeding 6 [mm], Niemi [12] has recently 
suggested that the fatigue strength must be reduced with a thickness penalty factor, 
f(t)=(tref/teff)n where tref = 6 [mm], teff is equal to t for L/t > 2 else 0.5·L where L is the 
attachment length, and n varies between 0.1 and 0.3. Assuming a design S-N curve 
of fatigue class 40 together with the thickness penalty factor suggested by [12], the 
design fatigue strength is seen to be 10 [%] to 15 [%] below what is suggested by 
CEN [8] for n = 0.3. For n = 0.1, the fatigue strength is seen to be 0 [%] to 30 [%] 
above what is suggested by [8]. Most difference is seen for the largest plate 
thickness. As the difference in design strength depending on the thickness is rather 
large, it is suggested that there is a need for further research on the matter. 

A numerical and experimental study by Macdonald et al. [13] has suggested a 
fatigue design methodology for welded aluminum space frames made of rectangular 
hollow sections joints using a linear or quadratic extrapolation of the structural 
stress according to recommendations given by the IIW [5] and a design S-N curve 
with a fatigue class of 40. The fatigue test specimens were loaded in 4-point 
bending of the chord member at R = 0.1. The wall thickness of the test specimens (3 
[mm]) was within the thickness range of the test specimens used for deriving the S-
N data presented by Partanen and Niemi [10]. The test S-N data are presented in 
Figure 3. 

Tveiten and Moan [4] have published test S-N data on flat bars with fillet welded 
in-plane brackets (Type b, Figure 1). The structural stress was calculated using the 
extrapolation methods suggested by [4] and Niemi [6]. The test S-N data are 
presented in Figure 3. The test S-N data obtained for the flat bar/bracket 
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connections seemed to correspond well with the findings of Niemi and Partanen 
[10] with respect to an appropriate structural stress design S-N curve of fatigue 
class 40. However, the detail was also expected to be affected by geometry, which 
would influence the fatigue strength. Design codes and design recommendations 
provide no recommendations on penalty factors for these particular types of joints 
(Type b, Figure 1). Using the penalty factor suggested by Partanen et al. [9] with a 
tapp = 35 [mm], would give a f(t) = 0.92 that would suggest slightly more 
conservative S-N data compared to a design S-N curve of fatigue class 40. Note, 
however, that the scatter of the test results was relatively narrow, STDVlogN = 0.094. 

Studies on aluminum box-stiffener/lap joints reported by Ye et al. [14] showed that 
using a structural stress range approach, design S-N curve of fatigue class 44 
suggested by CEN [8] seems to give conservative fatigue assessments (wall 
thickness of box-stiffener and lap plate was 3 [mm]). The test S-N data are 
presented in Figure 3. The structural stress extrapolation method adopted in the test 
S-N data representation was the method suggested by Tveiten and Moan [4]. The 95 
[%] lower limit confidence regression line of the test S-N data was 5.5 [%] above 
the design S-N curve at the point of 2⋅106 cycles. Note that the margin will be 
greater if other extrapolation methods are applied, e.g. IIW [5]. The standard 
deviation of the test results was, STDVlogN = 0.10. 

Studies by Tveiten [3] on longitudinal stiffener/bracket connections have shown 
that a possible effect on the fatigue strength due to the loading mode (tensile or 
bending) was assumed to be limited since this effect was mostly covered by a 
change in the structural stress concentration factor. [3] has also presented test S-N 
data on as-welded and toe ground flat bars with fillet welded in-plane brackets 
which suggested that there is fatigue life improvement in the low stress region 
(more than 106 cycles). This implies a different design S-N curve for toe ground 
details than for as-welded details. Additional, however, not yet published test S-N 
data of non-load carrying fillet welded cruciform joints supports the findings and 
suggest an increase on the fatigue class of about 30 [%], which corresponds well to 
what is seen for welded steel joints (Ye et al. [15]). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Studies suggest that extrapolated structural stress values are rather sensitive to how 
the weld stiffness has been accounted for in the finite shell element models. Shell 
elements may be used in cases of low degree of local bending, however, it is 
recommended that preferably finite solid element models should be used in the 
calculation of the structural stress, or at least to verify methods based on finite shell 
elements. 

Suggested procedures for structural stress extrapolation are linked to specific 
requirements for use of finite element types and finite element meshes. Thus, there 
is a need for further research on possible new procedures and/or further 
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development of existing extrapolation methods in order to obtain structural stress 
procedures that are mesh-size and finite element type insensitive. 

Fatigue S-N data support the use of a structural stress design S-N curve of 
fatigue class 40 for the fatigue assessment of aluminum fillet welded in-plane 
bracket connections when the structural stress has been derived from the 
extrapolation methods suggested by Tveiten and Moan [4] or Niemi [6], and for butt 
and fillet welded aluminum joints of relatively thin plates and extrusion (up to 6 
[mm]) failing from the weld toe location with the extrapolation method suggested 
by IIW [5]. It has been shown that a structural stress design S-N curve of fatigue 
class 44 for the fatigue assessment of aluminum lap joints can be used when the 
structural stress has been derived from the extrapolation methods suggested by [4] 
or [5]. 

For joints with a well-defined plate thickness, it is also suggested that a fatigue 
strength penalty factor should be used together with the design S-N curve of fatigue 
class 40 for plate thickness exceeding 6 [mm]. However, it is seen a difference 
between suggestions proposed by different authors. For details where the plate 
thickness is not evident (Type b, e.g. gusset plates with edge attachments), there are 
some inconsistency whether a penalty factor should be included or not, and 
therefore it is a need for further research on the matter. 
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Figure 1 Types of weld toe failure seen in welded plate structures (Figure from 
Fricke [1]). 
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Figure 2 S-N data expressed in terms of IIW [5] structural stress range definition 
(Figure from Maddox [16]). 
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Figure 3 S-N data expressed in terms of the structural stress range definition 
suggested by Tveiten and Moan [4] and IIW [5]. 
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6 Appendix B: Materials certificates 
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7 Appendix C: Measuring weld parameters 
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The weld profiles are reproduced by means of imprints out of the real welds. A high 
consistency impression material OPTOSIL together with the corresponding activator 
OPTOSIL-XANTOPREN was used to duplicate the weld profile as a sample shown in 
Figure  7-1. The photo to the left shows how the duplicating material is fitted to the weld 
profile and the duplicated profile is shown in the photo to the right. 

a) T-joint with duplication material               b) Duplicated weld profile 

Figure  7-1  Duplication of the weld profile 

 

The imprint was then be sliced into pieces as shown in Figure  7-2. Each piece is 
photographed using a microscope camera with a reasonable magnifying ratio. The photo 
to the right side shows a photo example. 

The magnified weld profiles on photo paper was then reproduced by ink drawing 
utilizing transparent millimetre-block paper through which the out edge of the weld 
profile on the photo paper can be visible due to the transparency. Figure  7-3 shows an 
example by which the parameters of the weld are recorded. It should be noted here that 
the original samples to the left are for T-joint fillet weld profile while the magnified 
photo (to the right) represents the lap joint fillet weld profile. The readout values are 
then scaled back to the real values by dividing the magnifying ratio of the microscope. 
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Figure  7-2  Magnified weld profile for measuring weld parameters 

 

Figure  7-3  Measuring the weld parameter by transparent millimetre block paper 
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8 Appendix D: Photos in colour 
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Figure  8-1  Overview of the web frame/box stiffener connection 

Figure  8-2   Overall of the lap joint 
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Figure  8-3  Test set up for four-point bending load condition 
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Figure  8-4  Photograph of as-welded (to the left) and toe-ground specimens 
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